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Spreading, dilution and mixing processes in the groundwater are influenced not only by the heterogeneous 
properties of the porous media but also by the boundary conditions. Although less studied than the 
heterogeneity of the soil matrix, highly transient boundary conditions can often occur in the field and can also 
enhance mixing in Darcy flows. In this work, we focus on surface water-groundwater interaction, in particular 
on rivers affected by hydropeaking, an artificial flow regime with sharp and frequent water level fluctuations 
resulting from the operation of hydropower plants. To study how hydropeaking can affect the groundwater 
flow field and thus mixing in the subsurface, we modeled a cross-section of the Adige Valley, in Italy, where 
two Alpine rivers, the Noce and the Adige, are differently affected by hydropeaking. We performed two-
dimensional flow and transport simulations using a calibrated model, and investigated different scenarios, 
considering both sub-daily and seasonal fluctuations. We characterized the flow field applying different 
topological and kinematic indicators and show their relation to mixing processes in the subsurface. Our results 
show that hydropeaking and hence the management of hydropower plants have a major effect on 
groundwater solute transport.
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Brine effluents are commonly discharged into water bodies through diffusers and may cause almost 
permanent adverse effects on marine habitats. Since the extension of such negative effects closely depends 
on the features of the outfall diffusers, it is essential to predict the mixing behavior of the jets for different 
types of diffusers. Although single-port discharges are theoretically superior in terms of mixing efficiency, 
currently, multiport diffusers are frequently applied due to the limitations in practical projects. The mixing 
behavior of multiport discharges compared to single-port ones is much more complicated because of the 
complex mechanisms resulting from jet interaction and the Coanda effect. Most of the numerical studies on 
discharges have focused on single-port discharges, and less attention has been given to the multiple jets. Also, 
the limited available numerical studies on the multiport diffusers have applied the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) turbulence models. In this study, the dilution and geometrical characteristics of the multiple 
60o inclined dense jets were numerically investigated in detail using the large eddy simulation (LES) approach 
with the Smagorinsky subgrid-scale (SGS) model. The LES predictions for the impact point location, impact 
point dilution, and terminal rise height were compared to the existing measurements in the literature. The 
results showed that the LES outcomes were in good agreement with the experimental data, and the LES 
approach was found to be a reliable tool for the investigation of multiport diffusers. The merging process of 
discharges was also studied based on the presented model. 
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When an oilspill occurs over a water body, several mechanisms act to spread the oil slick over 
the surface, before other fate processes start. The final extension of oil spills can be estimated 
empirically by analyzing separatly the four acting forces: gravity, inertia, viscous stress and surface 
tension [1]. However, numerical methods improved oil spills behaviour simulation by means of 
kinematics. Nowadays, the vast majority of models are based on Lagrangian methods focused on 
particle tracking algorithms to represent the oil slick [3]. There also exist some eulerian models to 
solve the oil slick thickness and dynamics. However, they take the water column velocity field as an 
input [2]. In this work, a complete model for the simulation of oil spills over water is implemented by 
means of a particular two-layer shallow water model. A one-dimensional (1D) finite volume upwind 
scheme with a Roe solver is used to discretize the computational domain and carry out the simulation 
of the oil spills, solving both oil slick and water column. By assuming a very thin layer of oil floating 
and being transported over a huge volume of water, the pressure term that the upper layer exerts 
over the lower layer can be neglected. However, friction terms between layer are cosidered so that the 
oil flows over a movable water volume being transported by friction stresses. The main advantage 
of this model is the capability of solving the evolution of the oil layer, computing the oil depth and 
the velocity field. Special emphasis is placed on the treatment of the two-layer wet-dry mechanisms 
following [4], as the aim of the model is to compute the front spreading of oil slicks. Additionally, 
the two-layer model allows the simulation of the oil spill flowing overland once the bare terrain is 
reached -as in coastal spills might occur- by changing the friction law. 
References 
[1] Hoult, D.P. Oil spreading on the Sea. Annu. Rev. Fluid Mechanics, 4, p. 341-268, 1972. 
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The overtopping of embankment dams often leads to erosion of the embankment material, and can result in 
eventual failure of the structure. Homogeneous embankment dams – those composed of a single material 
distribution throughout their entire volume – have been observed to initially experience surface erosion 
and/or headcutting on the downstream face, followed by expansion through sidewall failures. The erosion 
processes dictate the breach shape and expansion rate, and therefore also the breach discharge; thus these 
processes must be adequately characterized in order to accurately predict the downstream impact of a 
breach. Material parameters that impact the erosion processes, such as critical shear stress and failure angle, 
are functions of material characteristics, such as sediment size and heterogeneity. To evaluate the impact of 
these material characteristics on the dam breach process, we perform composite modeling of spatial dam 
breaching due to overtopping. 
 
We conduct physical experiments in a 1-meter wide and 11.9-meter long recirculating flume. We construct 
0.3-meter tall sand and gravel embankments, each with a 0.1-meter deep pilot breach located along a 
transparent flume side wall. The transparent side wall represents the centerline of a “symmetrical” breach, 
allowing for observation and recording of the breach while representing only half of the embankment in the 
experiment. We induce a dam breach by raising the upstream water level above the base elevation of the 
pilot breach. The upstream water level, inflow discharge, and seepage rate are measured continuously, which 
allows for calculation of breach discharge. We monitor the breach development with a photogrammetric 
measurement system, from which we generate 3D representations of the entire embankment at multiple 
points in time during the experiment. We also implement a weighing system downstream of the embankment 
for continuous measurement of the mass of eroded material. The photogrammetric measurement system 
and the weighing system allow for redundant monitoring of the erosion rate, from which we compare results 
and evaluate the two systems. 
 
We additionally perform numerical modeling of dam breaching with the hydro- and morphodynamic software 
BASEMENT. BASEMENT solves the 2D shallow water equations for surface flow and the 3D Richard equations 
for subsurface flow. For morphologic calculations, BASEMENT utilizes empirical relations for bedload and 
suspended load transport, a geometrical failure angle approach, and incorporation of apparent cohesion 
effects. In the numerical model, we model the same flume and embankment geometry as in the physical 
experiments, with the same material types and hydraulic boundary conditions. We present a comparison of 
the physical and numerical modeling results – with emphasis on breach development, breach discharge, and 
erosion rate – and asses the viability of the extension of this test series through composite modeling.
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Measurements of two-phase flow properties in highly turbulent, self-aerated free-surface flows remain a 
challenging task. The combination of dual-tip intrusive phase-detection probes with the recently developed 
adaptive window cross-correlation (AWCC) signal processing allows for measurements of local pseudo-
instantaneous 1-D velocities. However, the applied window averaging reduces the data rate and thereby 
limits the retrieval of time-resolving turbulence statistics. Nevertheless, this represents the best practice in 
the field of hydraulic engineering. Meanwhile, intrusive phase-detection probes with more than two sensors 
are well-established in nuclear and chemical engineering. The use of four or more probe tips in combination 
with suitable signal processing algorithms enables the measurement of local instantaneous 3-D particle 
velocity vectors and particle diameters. The applied signal processing algorithms are typically based on event-
detection and thus yield an increased data rate in comparison to the AWCC approach. In this work, we 
compare two signal processing algorithms for multi-sensor intrusive phase-detection probes and evaluate 
their applicability for measurements of two-phase flow properties in highly turbulent free-surface flows. A 
dual-tip intrusive phase-detection probe in combination with the AWCC technique serves as a benchmark. To 
this end, we use synthetically generated particle velocity time series, which are obtained by modeling bubble 
trajectories based on synthetic stochastic velocity fields. This approach is advantageous over experimentally 
obtained signals in that the true instantaneous velocities and particle shapes are known, allowing for a direct 
comparison of the signal processing algorithms. Furthermore, we discuss the limitations of the considered 
signal processing algorithms and highlight future research opportunities.
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With the increasing global desire for low-carbon electricity generation, tidal range schemes have been 
identified as a possible solution. Tidal Range Schemes (TRSs) are considered a reliable source of long-term 
renewable energy, which is both predictable and dispatchable. Due to their significant physical scale and the 
degree of complexity, various numerical modelling techniques are used to assess the potential outputs and 
impacts of the schemes. The preliminary design of TRSs includes a very large number of scenarios, due to 
variability of tides and a large number of options in terms of turbines and sluice gates.  
 
Simplified 0D modelling which has a limited computational requirement for each simulation has been widely 
used during the preliminary stages of design. 0D models assume that the lagoon has no impact on the external 
water level and as such the tidal time-series can be taken as a fixed input, allowing the impounded regime to 
be controlled by the head difference across the structure through turbines and sluice gates. The water levels 
at the location of a scheme are generally derived from hydro-environmental models that implement forms of 
the Navier-Stokes equations across a large domain. These models are typically calibrated against measured 
data available within their respective domain to minimize the general error across the domain. Errors 
however are ever-present in all models, to different levels, due to various reasons such as low grid resolution, 
inaccurate input data or measurements used for calibration, and more. At one site found in the literature, 
water levels from two different reports produced a difference of over 8% total energy. This work assesses the 
impact of different forms of error in the water levels generated and used in models on the performance of 
the TRSs. 
 
To do this, a set of baseline models was run at multiple TRS locations/configurations. Next synthetic errors, 
varying both in generation mechanic and magnitude, were applied to the water level time series and the 
models re-run using these modified series. The synthetic time series errors were tested against the original 
data using various statistical parameters, including R², Mean Average Error, Scatter Index, and measures of 
tidal range; and the final differences in total energy output and generation capacity of the lagoons compared 
to the baseline to ascertain the variations caused by the errors. This is to be used in the evaluation of data 
being used, and improve awareness of the likely biases present when assessing the outputs of models in the 
future.
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Although complex sea states composed of at least two different wave systems (i.e. swell and local wind-sea) 
occur rather frequently in the ocean, their dynamics is not entirely understood. However, it is crucial to model 
their properties (i.e. significant wave height, period, direction, etc) with precision for many industrial 
applications like flood forecast in coastal areas. In order to better assess the effect of swell on the generation 
of local wind-sea and to study the interaction between the two wave systems, physical experiments combined 
with numerical simulations using a third generation wave model have been carried out. 
 
Using the IRPH\'E/Pythéas wind-wave tank facility in Marseilles (France), wind-wave growth is observed with 
and without the presence of irregular paddle-waves (generated from a JONSWAP-type spectrum) 
representing the swell system. Considering various combinations of swell and wind conditions, the presence 
of swell significantly shifts the wind-wave peak frequency towards low frequency, compared to the case 
without swell. But contrary to what has been observed in the past with a monochromatic swell (Donelan 
1987), the irregular paddle-waves do not have a marked damping effect on the wind-wave energy. Thus, 
irregular paddle-waves significantly modify wind-wave development at laboratory scale in terms of wind-
wave steepness due to a frequency downshift. However, only little evidence of interactions between both 
wave systems is observed at prototype scale (Hwang et al. 2011). We will present the experimental set-up, 
test conditions, main results and analyses regarding wave spectrum evolution with fetch for different long-
waves (swell) conditions (Villefer et al. 2021). 
 
Since ideal wind-over-swell conditions are difficult to measure accurately in the ocean, numerical simulations 
are used as a bridge from laboratory to prototype scale. Thus, the validation of the model has been carried 
out at both scales. Initially designed for applications from global to coastal scales, the capabilities of a third 
generation wave model in reproducing bimodal sea states at laboratory scale are investigated. Using the wave 
model TOMAWAC (Benoit et al. 1996) (part of the TELEMAC-MASCARET hydro-informatic system), different 
sets of source/sink terms of the action balance equation, describing wind input, whitecapping dissipation and 
non-linear four-wave interactions, are compared to the obtained experimental results in one hand, and to in 
situ measurement from the SHOWEX campaign (Ardhuin et al. 2007) on the other hand. A good agreement 
between measured and simulated synthetic wave parameters as well as full frequency spectra is reached for 
both cases. Validating a wave model on the simulation of bimodal sea states at laboratory and natural scale 
allows the numerical study of the frequency and directional evolution of both wave systems' energy in a large 
number of configurations. 
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Density currents are an important class of fluid flows that arise in numerous environmental scenarios in which 
buoyancy forces, generated by density differences, produce motions with large changes in the flow velocity 
and areas of intense turbulence. The interaction with bluff bodies increases the drag force acting on the 
current and provide additional mechanisms for entrainment, mixing, and energy dissipation. Large eddy 
simulation (LES) models have been used recently to study these mechanisms, however, verification and 
validation still a challenging task, since both the error induced by the sub-grid scale (SGS) model and the 
numerical discretization error are dependent on the grid resolution.  
This paper provides an extensive validation of 3D-LES of lock-exchange density currents interacting with an 
emergent circular cylinder. Numerical modelling was performed in OpenFOAM using different SGS models 
and VoF (volume-of-fluid) method to simulate the fluid phase. The discussion is restricted to the current 
propagation in the slumping phase. This study is of paramount importance to be able to confidently use LES 
model to understand the physics of lock-exchange density currents interacting with bluff obstacles. The 
validation is performed by comparing LES results and a new independent experimental data of both density 
and velocity fields. The model is validated using both density field measurements in two layouts: side (i.e., 
transversal cross-channel averaged) and plan (i.e., vertical cross-channel averaged) views. Measurements 
were performed in both side and plan views for cylinder Reynolds number range from 1,300 to 3,475 in a 
horizontal and rectangular cross-section channel with 3.0 m long and 0.175 m wide. The gravity current was 
generated using the classic lock-exchange configuration with both lock and ambient regions filled up at same 
depth of 0.2 m. The emergent cylinder with a diameter of 2.5 cm is positioned in the ambient fluid region at 
0.6 m beyond the gate with its axes vertical and perpendicular to the streamwise direction of the current 
propagation in the middle of the channel. The lock-release experiments were carried out for four reduced 
velocities of 0.06, 0.12, 0.24 and 0.48 m s-2.  
Insights on the impact of the SGS models and grid refinement are obtained with comparisons of the 
concentration isosurfaces, density fields, vertical and transversal profiles. The comparisons show that the 
current propagation is predicted with reasonable accuracy, including the entrainment, and mixing at a local 
level (near the cylinder) during the impact stage. No monotonical convergence of the mesh was found. On 
the other hand, the accuracy of the results is affected by changes of the Reynolds number. 
 
This work was funded by national funds through Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT) 
WinTherface project PTDC/CTA-OHR/30561/2017.
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Currently, software tools are crucial in the water quality management field, as they ensure reliable decision 
support even in the most critical conditions (e.g. in the case of environmental accidents) and also in situations 
with scarce field data availability.  
The present work offers a significantly helpful tool especially in those situations when the sinks and sources 
of pollutant (hereafter termed influences) along a river are difficult to measure or estimate. Such influences 
are the discharges into the river channel (from point or diffuse sources, controlled or accidental) and also the 
in-river processes (accumulation or consumption) that are rather complicated or impossible to estimate. 
These are assessed by the influences module of ADModel. ADModel is a powerful computational tool for the 
detailed simulation of non-conservative pollutant transport along the river stretches (sub-hourly resolution 
at under 500 m space steps), that has been validated for nitrogen and phosphorus compounds. The influences 
module is based on hybrid optimization techniques (genetic algorithms together with traditional ones). The 
input data includes in-river pollutant concentrations (at the upstream and downstream boundaries of the 
stretch), as well as information on the already known sources of pollutants. The results are values of 
concentrations assigned to unknown influences along the stretch.  
The technique is illustrated for soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) and organic phosphorus (OP) using field 
data from a case study on River Swale, a less polluted river stretch of 50.4 km, located in England (UK). The 
findings are crosschecked against field information. SRP and OP discharges in the main channel are caused 
mostly by known sources: the three major tributaries, sewage treatment works and commercial or industrial 
activities associated with the large population centres. The new module of ADModel enabled the estimation 
of other sources, which are more difficult to assess otherwise, such as farming activities or small touristic 
activities, together with some of the unidentified in-stream influences, not included in the model during its 
calibration due to data unavailability. 
Results reveal that concentrations associated to influences could be correlated to water flow and seasonality 
for both SRP and OP. At higher flows, correlations are straightforward: SRP sources are prominent above 80 
m3/s and OP sinks are prominent above 65 m3/s. At lower flows, processes tend to be more complicated: in-
stream SRP sinks (with a maximum value of 0.5 mg/L) are generally larger than SRP sources (with a maximum 
value of 0.2 mg/L), while for OP the sources are dominant (with a maximum value of 1.05 mg/L compared to 
0.5 mg/L attributed to in-stream sinks). Findings are confirmed by the additional field information and could 
be further linked to the higher residence time at low flows, seasonal activities, temperature variations and 
extreme weather events (e.g. storms).
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Meshless methods are proven to be efficient alternatives for the mesh/grid based Finite Difference and Finite 
Element methods. In the meshless methods, a set of nodes are scattered in the aquifer domain and the 
required unknown value is obtained at each nodal point. The dependency of the nodal arrangement, 
interpolation, formulation and solution on a background mesh/ grid is alleviated and in some cases, 
completely eliminated in the meshless methods, thereby reducing the associated instabilities, high time and 
cost of the remeshing process. Since the past three decades, various meshless strong and weak methods are 
effectively applied for the groundwater flow and transport studies. The strong form methods have a higher 
consistency to be differentiable up to the order of the partial derivative governing equation. These methods 
are truly meshless, simple and computationally efficient, but are unstable in the presence of derivative 
boundary conditions. Contrary to the strong form methods, a weaker consistency is sufficient in the weak 
form methods, which is achieved by integrating the governing equation. Though the weak form methods are 
highly accurate and stable even for complex problems and in the presence of the derivative boundary 
conditions, they are computationally expensive due to the integration process applied at each meshless node.  
In this context, the aim of the present study is to introduce a robust meshless method for the simulation of 
coupled flow and contaminant transport in a heterogeneous confined aquifer, by hybridizing the weak and 
the strong forms and combining their merits. The strong form Radial Point Collocation Method (RPCM) and 
the weak form Meshless Local Petrov Galerkin (MLPG) method are coupled to form the Meshless Weak Strong 
form method (RPCM-MLPG-MWS). The MLPG method is exerted only for the nodes on the derivative 
boundary and the nodes within the support domain of the derivative boundary nodes, while all the other 
nodes are simulated using RPCM. The developed model is applied on a highly heterogeneous hypothetical 
confined aquifer, first to obtain the head distribution and then this flow model is coupled with the transport 
model to understand and predict the concentration distribution. Also, the effect of heterogeneity in coupled 
transport studies is highlighted. The results of the RPCM-MLPG-MWS model are observed to be accurate and 
are obtained in a significantly less computational time, thereby demonstrating the efficient applicability of 
the MWS method for the groundwater flow and transport phenomena.
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The numerical methods are used to solve the non-linear one-dimensional (1D) shallow water equations for 
simulating flows in open channels. The shock-capturing HLL approximate Riemann solver is popular for 
computing the convective fluxes through the interfaces of a computational cell. In this study, a meshless 
numerical method on irregularly distributed points over the physical domain is proposed to solve the 1D 
shallow water equations. A weighted least square form of the HLL Riemann solver is formulated for computing 
the convective flux. The conservative variables are also reconstructed using the weighted least square 
approximation. The performance of this new method is evaluated by simulating a variety of analytical test 
cases on the dam-break flow over a rectangular channel and transcritical flow over a bump. Comparisons of 
the computed results with the analytic solutions show that the proposed method is accurate and robust. The 
proposed meshless method can be extended to two-dimensional domain for simulating realistic open channel 
flows without investing much time on grid generation.
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The physics governing the impact of waves on coastal structures, referred to as wave-structure interaction 
(WSI), pose a serious challenge for a range of coastal applications such as oil and gas rigs, offshore wind 
turbine platforms, breakwaters, flood protection systems and wave energy converters. These structures 
experience stresses due to waves and may undergo significant deformations. Meanwhile, the fluid flow is also 
affected by the structural deformations. This leads to a mutual interplay between the fluid and solid domains 
which may result in structural damage or even failure.  
An accurate understanding of WSI effects is still a major challenge. The present study focuses on the numerical 
investigation of linear and solitary waves impacting rigid and flexible plates with the open-source toolbox 
solids4foam, with the waves generated with the toolbox waves2Foam. Solids4foam solves fluid-solid 
interaction phenomena employing a Finite Volume Method discretisation with a partitioned coupling 
approach. The fluid governing equations are solved first. The fluid forces are then applied to the interface and 
the solid governing equations are solved. Consequently, the fluid mesh is updated based on the new solid 
velocities.  
The numerical model was validated with available experimental data for a solitary wave impacting a flexible 
plate. Overall, the comparison between the laboratory and numerical results reveals the capability of 
solids4foam to capture the main features of the phenomenon, apart from some discrepancies. These pertain 
to the size of the air pocket entrapped when the wave impacted the plate, which is smaller in the simulation, 
and the horizontal displacements of the plate that are slightly overestimated.  
Linear and solitary waves impacting rigid and flexible plates are then investigated, with the structures located 
offshore or onshore. The water surface elevations, wave forces and the plate responses, i.e. displacements 
and stresses, are analysed for a range of incident waves and plate configurations. Thicknesses, Young’s moduli 
and boundary conditions of the plates are varied to understand how the plate rigidity influences WSI.  
In the onshore tests, the waves propagate along the shore, impact and run-up at the plates. The forces on the 
plates show a first peak at initial impact followed by a second peak. This second peak is due to the collapse of 
the water column following the wave run-up and is up to 3.3 times larger than the first peak. The first peak 
was compared with theoretical predictions based on the velocity and depth of the overland flow. Semi-
empirical correlations between the wave force on the plate and the total wave energy are proposed.  
Ongoing and future work aims to investigate a range of wave types impacting plates located offshore. This is 
hoped to improve our physical understanding of WSI to support the design of a range of coastal structures. 
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In 2011, the tsunami in Japan caused big damages in the coastal protection structures where a large number 
of armour units installed at the breakwaters were scattered. This work presents a numerical tool to simulate 
the behaviour of concrete armour units under wave action, which will help to design breakwater that will be 
long-lasting and effective in protecting the coast. 
 
The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) methodology is a meshless approach suitable for simulating 
multi-body and body-fluid interactions. SPH is based on a Lagrangian description of fluid motion in which 
continuum properties are reformulated in terms of smoothed quantities at discrete locations named 
“particles”. SPH can be conveniently adopted to simulate free-surface flows and for capturing highly nonlinear 
behaviour of wave-structure interactions or fluid-driven objects.  
 
The DualSPHysics code (Domínguez et al., 2021) is an open source code developed to use SPH for real 
engineering problems. Recently, DualSPHysics has been coupled with Project Chrono library (Canelas et al., 
2018), a general-purpose simulation package for multi-body problems with support for large systems. Project 
Chrono solves the solid-solid interaction in terms of surface contacts. In this work, we will reproduce the 
hydrodynamic behaviour of the tetrapods against a solitary wave, which constitutes a novel application of 
DualSPHysics to a real problem. The use of a meshless Lagrangian model like this one is possibly the only 
reasonable way to face this kind of problem. Tetrapods that can eventually experience any kind of movement, 
even colliding each other, will be almost impossible for conventional mesh-based models.  
 
The movement of the units during the simulation are compared with physical model experiments. The 
experimental campaign includes: i) two initial arrangement of the tetrapods (1-row and 2-layers), ii) several 
wave heights of the solitary wave (scaled values of 2.6, 4.5, 6.4 cm), iii) different material of the impermeable 
mound (smooth surface with polyvinyl chloride panel and rough surface with sandpaper). The exact geometry 
of the tetrapods, mass and material is defined in the simulations. For the block-block and block-mound 
interactions, the actual friction coefficient is used by Project Chrono and these values were also obtained 
experimentally. During the experiments it was observed that PVC cases are the most likely to move, and all 
movements were caused by sliding while movements of tetrapods were smaller in the cases with sandpaper 
(sliding or overturning). The damage simulated in the numerical model, defined here as the percentage of 
tetrapods that were moved and the mean and maximum displacements of the units, will be compared with 
the experimental data for validation. 
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In ports with mild wave conditions it is common to deploy floating modular breakwaters with lower costs and 
environmental impacts than solutions fixed to the seabed (McCartney, 1985). Nonetheless, these structures 
withstand high loads during extreme events that can break the connections between modules – the weakest 
element of these structures and the keystone of their design. On these grounds, an exhaustive analysis of the 
wave-structure interaction under site-specific wave conditions during the project phase and an appropriate 
maintenance once in operation are mandatory to prevent possible failures (Diamantoulaki and Angelides, 
2013). An example of failed floating breakwater is the pontoon of the Port of Figueras (Asturias, Spain), which 
has reported several connection breaks in recent years. 
 
The wave loads on floating breakwaters and their joint interaction have been examined through physical 
modelling in previous works (e.g., Ferreras et al., 2014, Loukogeorgaki et al., 2017). Several numerical 
modelling approaches may also be used with this aim, such as: the potential flow theory (e.g., Koo, 2009), the 
hydroelasticity theory (e.g., Michailides and Angelides, 2012) or the Navier-Stokes equations (He et al., 2019).. 
Codes based on the boundary element method (BEM) have been commonly applied to model the response 
of different marine structures, including: platform-risers (Wang and Liu, 2018), Mid Water Arch structures 
(Hill et al., 2014) or wave energy converters (López et al., 2017). However, the application of BEM to simulate 
the response of floating breakwaters is rather limited in the literature (e.g., Samaei et al., 2016). 
 
In this work, the potential flow theory is used along with the BEM to investigate the pontoon of the Port of 
Figueras. First, the harmonic response of a pontoon unit is analysed in the frequency domain to estimate the 
hydrodynamic coefficients – namely: the added mass and the hydrodynamic damping – and the hydrostatic 
stiffness. Subsequently, the response of a complete structure is solved in the time domain by applying the 
convolution integral and including the bending stiffness of the connections, the mooring forces, and the 
nonlinear Froude-Krylov forces. In addition, the non-viscous damping forces are considered in the simulations, 
for which the corresponding parameters are calibrated with the experimental results obtained by Peña et al. 
(2011). Finally, the results of the simulations for different wave conditions are discussed and conclusions are 
drawn, which can help to improve the design of future floating breakwaters and the analysis of their 
interaction with local wave conditions. 
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The Paris Agreement signed in 2015, unites nearly 200 countries on the goal of limiting global warming and 
lowering carbon emissions. The goal of lowering carbon emissions can mainly be achieved by lowering fossil 
fuels within the energy sector since their use in electricity generation is a significant contributor to 
greenhouse gas emissions. This is why European countries, as well as North Macedonia, are planning to 
reduce the amount of climate-damaging fossil-fueled power plants, but to cover electricity demand, the share 
of renewable energies (in North Macedonia mostly wind and solar energy, here addressed as intermittent 
renewable energy sources - IRES) within their power systems must be increased. 
Changing power systems and including higher shares of IRES will increase imbalances and thus the need for 
flexibility (refers to means able to balance electricity supply and demand). Imbalances have always occurred 
in power systems, resulting from various reasons, and power systems are able to react with flexibility. 
Considered options, categorized into four kinds of flexibility (dispatchable generation, demand side 
management, increased interconnection, and energy storage), all offer possibilities to balance the systems by 
different approaches. Although all providing individual advantages, hydropower, especially pumped storage 
hydropower, was identified in this paper to be a very flexible, diverse option and a technology capable of 
meeting flexibility challenges set by the increase of IRES. The need for flexibility in the hydropower production 
could be improved using variable-speed turbines instead of multiple start-stops depending on the grid 
demand.  
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Resonant gravity waves, called seiches, usually appear in shallow water flows past a lateral cavity due to the 
excitation of an eigenmode of a gravity standing wave inside the cavity. The seiche couples with the shedding 
of vortices at the opening of the cavity and is sustained in time, playing a fundamental role in the 
hydrodynamics of the channel-cavity region. A complete understanding of this phenomenon is thus required. 
For this purpose, the availability of simulation models able to represent the features of such flows is a must. 
In this work, two-dimensional space-time measurements of the water surface elevation and velocity in a 
channel with a lateral cavity are presented. The free surface was captured using a pioneering non-intrusive 
RGB-D sensor able to record the 2D position of the transient free surface, whereas PIV was used to perform 
velocity measurements in the cavity. The collected data are used to construct 2D seiche amplitude maps and 
to extract the dominant oscillation modes, which serve as a benchmark for the evaluation of high-fidelity 
shallow water models. The performance of the models for the prediction of: (a) the spatial distribution of the 
seiche, (b) the frequency and wavelength of the seiche, (c) the time-averaged velocity and (d) the mass 
exchange between the main channel and the cavity is assessed. 
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With ever-growing plastic production rates, the pollution of microplastics (MPs) has become a major 
environmental problem in the 21st century. MPs, which are typically defined as plastic particles having 
diameters smaller than 5 mm, can be transported far into various aquatic environments. Due to MPs’ 
widespread pollution in aquatic environments, it is crucial to investigate their hydrodynamics. MPs, apart 
from having a wide range of sizes and densities, are found with highly variable shapes. This makes MPs 
particularly difficult to characterize. So far, numerical investigation that sufficiently accounts for MPs’ complex 
shapes does not exist. To accurately predict the fate and transport history of MPs in natural aquatic 
environments, a model that could simulate the settling and rising hydrodynamics of intricately shaped 
microplastics is particularly useful.  
In the present study, a Finite Volume-based three-dimensional numerical model is used to investigate the 
trajectory and settling or rising patterns of MP particles of wide variety of shapes and densities. To accurately 
represent the MP particle, a numerical cavity with a predefined shape, density, and moment of inertia is 
introduced in the model. This cavity is coupled with the six degree-of-freedom (6DOF) solver in ANSYS Fluent 
so that the cavity moves according to its gravitational force and the drag force it receives at its boundary. 
Our initial results suggest that the present model is capable of simulating the dynamics of micro-sized plastics 
in a quasi-static fluid. Preliminary results with MP particles of regular shapes are shown to be consistent with 
previous experimental data available for both MPs and sediment particles. Irregularly shaped MP fibers and 
sheets are also tested with the model. Results from the present model will be used to parameterize MP 
particles with irregular shapes, enabling the prediction of MPs’ transport history through large-scale models.
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In the water sector, the problem of polluting source identification was mainly investigated regarding 
pressurized distribution networks respect to sewers systems as a drinking water contamination event 
determines an immediate alarm for public health, however, when an polluting discharge occurs in the sewer, 
various problems arise; in facts, the quality of wastewater acts both on the proper functioning of the sewer 
system, on the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) and on the receiving water body in case of combined 
sewer overflow (CSO) activation. Therefore, the collection and analysis of real data is indispensable to control 
wastewater quality and identifying the origin of the pollution and the implementation of a chemical 
monitoring network is necessary to promptly detect and contain the event of contamination. In this study, it 
is proposed a Bayesian probabilistic approach to decide the optimal deploy of water quality sensors in urban 
drainage systems to detect the brackish water infiltration and reduce their costs assuming the deployment of 
Lagrangian sensors. Brackish water most often contains sodium chloride, sodium sulphate and sometimes 
magnesium chloride which cause damage to both the metal parts of the sewage system and the biological 
treatment unit of the wastewater treatment plant.  
Lagrangian sensors are monitoring platforms that do not require a stable installation, but they are deployed 
in the current and transported by the water. Sensors collect and transmit data in real time, and they are 
recovered at the end of pipe. The cost of the sensors is usually low as the risk of losing or damaging it is high. 
The proposed methodology incorporates several sources of information, including network topology, flows 
and non-formal “grey” information about the possible locations of contamination sources. For the solution of 
this problem, two main components are required: a calibrated model for hydraulic and water quality 
simulations in sewer systems (EPA SWMM model) and a Bayesian solver for likelihoods estimation and 
probability update. By using the Bayesian approach, new information, coming from the analysis, is 
incorporated in the approach allowing the operator to gain insight on the system once new contamination 
events are detected and identified. In this way, the approach is suitable for solving problems in which data 
are initially piecemeal and the operator plans to improve the monitoring strategy. The methodology is applied 
on the literature scheme from the Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) manual, Example 8, it is a 
combined sewer network consisting of 31 nodes, 29 pipes 7 sub-catchments, a pump, 2 outfalls (river and 
WWTP) and serving an area of 0.12 km2 (Gironàs et al., 2009).  
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Numerical flow simulations represent a modern tool to determine flow depths and flow velocities in rivers 
and hydraulic structures. Nowadays, numerical 1D and 2D flow simulations are state-of-the-art measures to 
analyse hydraulic engineering flow phenomena. But also, numerical 3D CFD simulations become more 
important due to growing computing and processing capacities. The main aim of the present investigation is 
the comparison of numerical 2D and 3D results focusing on the flow situation in a small lake system in the 
city of Lübeck in northern Germany. The investigation area is part of a historically developed flow system, 
dated back to the Hanseatic history. The River Wakenitz is a side river of the River Trave, which is surrounding 
the world heritage city of Lübeck. Within the last centuries the system has been continuously developed until 
the present situation was reached. But low discharge amounts in the formed lake system lead to problems 
due to water quality and non-existing flow variations. To optimize the hydraulic system, ADCP measurements 
were performed to measure the bathemetry and to create a digital model of the lake system. This geometrical 
model will be used for numerical 2D simulations in HEC-RAS and 3D CFD simulations in FLOW-3D to analyse 
and optimize both, hydraulic and geometrical components.
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Increased demand of energy production leads to the requirements for flexibility in the operation of 
hydropower plants, which can be achieved through variable speed turbine operation and multiple start/stops 
a day. Variable speed operated turbines in hydropower plants tend to run with improved performance at off-
design operating points. The shape of the guide vanes directly influences the turbine operating range and 
they can influence the maximal efficiency. Analyzing the guide vanes, as a part in direct correlation with the 
turbine runner, as variable speed operation is required, the tendency is to expand the operating region of the 
turbine, with a target to improve the lower efficiencies at off-design points, i.e. to improve off-design energy 
production. Uniform guide vanes blade profiles in a standard design procedure, show that at off-design 
operation of the turbine, the efficiency drops significantly, as the blades trailing edges profile do not follow 
the runner needs at increased or decreased rotational speed. A contribution has been made towards defining 
a non-uniform blades of the guide vanes, especially at their trailing edges, where several parts of the blade 
are estimated to guide the flow at the desired inlet angle for the runner at certain operating speed. Using CFD 
simulations, the results are presented in a way of estimating the turbine performance and expanding the 
operating range by using uniform and non-uniform blades for variable speed operating conditions, compared 
on the basis of Francis 99 turbine model from the Waterpower Laboratory at the Norwegian University of 
Science and Technology (NTNU) as a reference turbine model of this research. 
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Air-water mixtures are a very typical phenomenon near hydraulic structures. Physical scale models are well 
established to study some of these phenomena, but due to scale effects it is not feasible to study all effects 
in physical models. For the numerical simulation of the flow field around hydraulic structures the volume-of-
fluid method (VoF) is often used. Unfortunately, VoF is only applicable for situations where a well defined air-
water interface exists. If mixing occurs, VoF is not able to predict the behavior of the mixture correctly.  
 
Here, a simplistic enhancement to the VoF is presented which helps to simulate air-water mixtures with small 
amounts of dispersed air in the water. It is assumed that the global momentum transport is modelled 
sufficiently with the VoF, even for fluid mixtures. The effect of the mixture on the flow behavior is taken into 
account by the reduced density and shows up as buoyancy effects. The presented idea is focused on the 
transport of the air-water distribution in the model on sub-grid-scale. In a traditional VoF scheme, the 
transport is described by a pure advection equation. Here, a physically based relative flux of air against water 
is added. The air bubble rise velocity (“terminal velocity”) for bubbles in resting water is well known. The 
terminal velocity is interpreted as a relative velocity against the moving fluid within a small control volume. 
The transport equation for the air-water mixture is expanded by an additional flux term to account for the 
relative velocity of the bubbles and impact of turbulence. Turbulent diffusion is estimated from the turbulent 
viscosity by the turbulent Schmidt number. Summarizing, this is an enhancement to the VOF method which 
adds a physical approach to the sub-grid-scale movement of air bubbles in water.  
 
The results of the numerical model are validated against probe measurements from a physical model of a 
weir. For the physical model a flume of 20 m length; 0.6 m width and 1.2 m height was used. The scale of the 
model is 1:20 and a longitudinal section of the real weir was investigated. The original goal of the model was 
a study on the energy dissipation behind the weir. The air content in the entrainment and transport zone 
behind the weir was measured with conductivity probes at several locations. The results of these 
measurements are compared to the numerical modeling results and the sensitivity of the physical model 
measurements to different postprocessing strategies is shown.
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Bubble plume oxygenation devices are commonly used in lakes and reservoirs to prevent problems associated 
with low dissolved oxygen concentration during summer stratification in the hypolimnion. However, the 
bubble plume operation introduces vertical mixing, which has the potential to alter the density structure of 
the lake or reservoir and induce large-scale mixing. For multi-basin lakes, if the depth of the maximum plume 
rise is above the sill elevation, the plume transport could even modify interbasin exchanges. To understand 
the dynamics of the oxygen plume and how it affects lake circulation, plume models are often coupled to 3D 
hydrodynamic models. The results of the plume models are strongly sensitive to the assumptions in the model 
structure (structural uncertainty) and the defined value of the input parameters (parametric uncertainty). 
Both types of uncertainty are, however, rarely assessed. Analyzing the uncertainty in the plume model output 
is especially relevant when the plume-induced circulation is hypothesized to explain the large-scale mixing 
and particularly the interbasin transport in multi-basin lakes. That is the case of Amisk Lake, a two-basin lake 
in Canada, where the bubble-plume-induced currents have been proposed as a mechanism responsible for 
oxygen exchanges between the untreated and treated basin. To evaluate the structural and parametric 
uncertainty of the plume-model output we conducted a Monte-Carlo analysis and propagate the plume-
model uncertainty to the large-scale transport and mixing in Amisk Lake. We identify the model structures 
and parameters that contribute the most to the variability in the depth of the maximum plume rise and plume 
detrainment depth and flow. Our results show that, in Amisk Lake, only an extreme combination of 
parameters can produce detrainment depths above the sill depth, leading to exchange profiles in the sill that 
are similar in shape (three-layered exchanges) although lower in magnitude to those measured in the field. 
Either way, the wind-induced oxygen transport between basins always prevails over the transport induced by 
the plume for any of the parameter combinations of the model plume.
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This paper presented the advantages of advanced depth-integrated models to overcome the issues of long 
computation time of three-dimensional calculation (3DC) model and lack of computation detail of two-
dimensional calculation (2DC) model. The method is the so-called bottom velocity computation (BVC) method 
which includes several models, such as simplified bottom velocity calculation (SBVC) with shallow water 
assumption and general bottom velocity calculation (GBVC) method without the assumptions. BVC method is 
an integrated multiscale simulation of flows and bed variations in rivers that can evaluate vertical distributions 
of velocities and bottom velocity distributions by introducing depth-averaged horizontal vorticity and 
horizontal momentum equations on a water surface. In this paper, the method was validated using 
experimental datasets of sharply and mildly curved channels and results of 3DC model. The mechanism of 
three-dimensional flows is discussed with several calculation models, including 2DC, 3DC, and the advanced-
depth integrated models based on BVC: SBVC2, SBVC3, and GBVC3. The results show that the BVC method is 
able to reproduce the three-dimensional structures of the flow in sharply and mildly curved channels. 
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The spillway of a dam evacuates the water from the reservoir it closes, in order to limit the rise of the water 
following flood events. The released water falls along the dam and causes a succession of hydraulic impacts 
at the foot of the dam whose force and frequency depend on the height of the fall and the atomization process 
during the fall. In last years, significant examples of scouring risk at the foot dams have been observed, like 
events at Kariba dam or Oroville dam. More generally, the accumulation of statistical data and scientific 
advances in hydrology gives rise to re-evaluations of the extreme flood discharges that can transit spillways.  
To have a better understanding of this physical process, the implementation of numerical modeling of 
different scenarios allows, on the one hand, to analyze the resistive capacities of the structure and, on the 
other hand, to propose appropriate solutions for an optimal cost.  
CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) is an ideal tool since it allows us to consider a lot of  dam-related 
operational situations such as the type of spillways, the water elevation, etc. In these kinds of flows, jet 
dispersion process seems to be important on energy dissipation process. Therefore, it becomes advantageous 
to develop a two-phase liquid-gas model to take into account the gravitational effects. The proposed 
numerical approach focuses on the description of the two-phase flow, where liquid and gas are considered 
as two species of a unique turbulent flow. This is the case for water spilled from high dams in hydroelectric 
power plants. The purpose of the present study is to extend this approach for flows with high density-
acceleration fluctuations in which the gravity may act either as a destabilizing or a stabilizing force on the 
liquid-gas interface. For the destabilizing case, the gravity contribution expresses the increase of liquid 
dispersion due to phenomena linked to the Raleigh-Benard or Raleigh-Taylor instabilities. The ultimate aim is 
to conduct numerical simulations of water spilled from hydroelectric power plants on an industrial scale. The 
validation test case consisted of a 9-meters high, waterfall, installed at EDF Lab Chatou, for which a 
comprehensive experimental database was set up. Results showed that the model with the enhanced gravity-
based feature exhibited comparable results in agreement with experiments firstly before the fall of water 
where low-turbulent flow was encountered, and secondly after the fall of water where it effectively captured 
the liquid-gas surface instabilities and liquid structure detachments downward in the dispersed spray region.
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The present study aims to provide a quick decision-making tool, in order to identify the most effective analysis 
model to be applied to water distribution networks (standard advective model or advective - diffusive 
models), in the event that one wants to simulate the fate of dissolved contaminants. 
State-of-the-art applications in water distribution modelling are based on advective approaches in which 
contaminants are supposed to follow water flows and diffusion can be neglected. One of the most used 
advective models is EPANET (Rossman et al., 2000). It is known that EPANET adopts a simplified advective 
approach in modeling the water quality, considering simplified reaction kinetics: 

(〖∂C〗_i (x,t))/∂t=-u_m  (〖∂C〗_i (x,t))/∂x-KC_i (x,t).  

This model is based on a mass balance of the plug flow substance, where the mass of the substance is assigned 
to discrete volume elements. Subsequently, the reactions within the single element are triggered. At this 
point, the substance mass is advanced from one element to another and the volumes of mass and flow mix 
with each other at the nodes of the network. These simplifications have an enormous advantage, i.e. to 
reduce the computational load, not producing particularly significant errors in purely turbulent flow regimes. 
On the other hand, it is not always possible to adopt these simplifications since dispersion-diffusion 
phenomena are inherent in the transport processes and are due to concentration gradients, which cause the 
migration of contaminants from areas of high concentration to areas of low concentration. It has been 
observed that these processes become relevant in the presence of low speeds and a Reynolds number lower 
than 50,000, as often happens in urban water distribution networks at night. The use of diffusive-dispersive 
models allows obtaining enormous advantages as regards the modeling of the behavior of solutes, as it 
improves the prediction of the pulse shape. On the other hand, the computational load increases 
considerably. 
Previous studies, conducted on the real network of Zandvoort (The Netherlands), have shown that, despite 
mainly turbulent flows, due to the topological complexity of the network, the flows tapped at the nodes, the 
pipelines size, the diffusive – dispersive processes were found to be relevant due to the presence of laminar 
and transition flow in some of the pipes for some hours during night. Therefore, the purpose of this study is 
to determine an indicator that is able to establish a priori the behavior of the water network, in such a way 
as to define a threshold, beyond which the simple advective model is not efficient for modeling of water 
quality and a more complete diffusive – dispersive approach is needed.
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Two-dimensional (2D) hydraulic models solve the Shallow Water Equations (SWE) for the simulation of free 
surface flows in rivers and estuaries. The necessity of considering in the calculations specific hydraulic 
structures, such as channels, gates, weirs, etc., besides bridges and culverts for representing more realistic 
flood scenarios, imply the implementation in the 2D-SWE of empirical equations that represent the flow 
through these structures. These empirical equations are usually implemented as internal conditions over a 
1D line, modifying the equations with which the flow is calculated in the edges of the mesh elements located 
at both sides of the line. 
This approach can be good enough for representing the hydraulic behaviour in general, i.e. generating for 
example an increase of the water elevation upstream of the hydraulic structure, bridge or culvert when its 
hydraulic capacity is overtopped. However, this 1D condition over a line, which only affects the element 
edges, is not a good approximation for simulating the hydrodynamics of pressurized flows, as it is the case of 
culverts, very wide bridges and lids over channelized rivers. 
Aiming to provide new modelling strategies for simulating pressurized flows using the 2D-SWE, the Two-
Component Pressure Approach method (TPA) and the Preissmann Slot Method (PSM) have been 
implemented into the 2D numerical model Iber (www.iberaula.com). The TPA method overcomes the 
problem of the artificial free surface flow regeneration by considering the total pressure as the sum of two 
components, a hydrostatic pressure and a dynamic pressure. On the other hand, the PSM is a one-equation 
model that consists of adding a hypothetical, indefinitely extended slot to the crown of the conduit. 
Both numerical strategies were compared through two real cases study . One of them is the coverage of a 
channelled river characterized by several abrupt curvature changes and a contraction/expansion of their 
wide. The limited hydraulic capacity of the channelling, besides the cross-waves generated by the changes on 
the channel curvature and width, produces pressurized flow conditions. The other case study consists of a 
bridge located in a river reach that obstructs most of the floodplain. The discharge capacity of the bridge is 
conditioned by the bridge abutment and a relatively small culvert located under this abutment. The location 
and geometry of the bridge, plus its limited hydraulic capacity during extreme flow scenarios, generate a 
partial pressurized flow at its upstream part. 
The TPA and PSM methods are presented as good numerical approaches for simulating pressurized flow for 
2D-SWE-based models. In general, both methods fine-tune the hydraulic behaviour, and are able to represent 
the most critical regions when a pressurized flow is generated in hydraulic structures, lids, bridges and 
culverts.
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Plastic generation has increased drastically over the last decades, leading to a proportional increase in plastic 
waste generation. Mismanaged plastic wastes get into the aquatic environment through different pathways, 
such as rivers, wastewater treatment systems, and stormwater runoff. Plastic debris is present in the aquatic 
environment for countless years, turning into smaller pieces through the fragmentation process. Therefore, 
the presence of Microplastics (MPs), plastic particles identified with sizes smaller than 5mm, grows 
exponentially over the years. MPs pollution is an emerging environmental threat that has detrimental impacts 
on the ecosystem and human health. Based on recent studies, only about 1% of aquatic MP input is found in 
water surface layers, and the rest are hidden in the water column and sediments. Due to variability in their 
origins and exposure to various weathering processes, MPs have an extensive range of densities, shapes, and 
sizes. In addition to the different physical properties of MPs, turbulent flow can also intensify the intricacies 
of MPs distribution and behavior in aquatic environments. Turbulent structures induced by different 
mechanisms such as temperature gradient, or a sudden bed elevation change, can become the dominant 
factor affecting MP transport and distribution. Due to their small size, MPs are entrained in turbulent 
coherent structures and move against their natural buoyance (Shamskhany and Karimpour, 2021). Thus, MPs 
distribution and transport in the aquatic environment is further intricated due to complexities in their 
properties and the turbulent structure in the ambient flow. In this study, using the numerical simulations, we 
aimed to formulate MPs mixing and vertical transport in a turbulent flow based on the combined effect of 
particles' size and density. We used microbeads of spherical shapes due to their well-established drag 
coefficient and settling behaviors. These microbeads are injected into turbulent flows with different turbulent 
intensities, induced over the Backward Facing Steps. We have established a dimensionless parameter to 
explain the settling behavior and entrainment of regular shaped MPs with different sizes and densities in 
transient flows with different turbulent intensities. Results of this study are compared with reported regimes 
of sediment particles mixing behavior in a turbulent flow based on particles settling velocity (Stout et al., 
1995). Using sediment analogy, our results quantify the unique entrainment behaviors of MPs in a turbulent 
flow. 
 
References: 
Shamskhany, A. and Karimpour, S. (2021). The role of microplastic characteristics on vertical transport and 
mixing, Canadian Society of Civil Engineering Annual Conference, 26 – 29 May, Virtual. 
Stout, J. E., Arya, S. P., & Genikhovich, E. L. (1995). The effect of nonlinear drag on the motion and settling 
velocity of heavy particles. Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, 52(22), 3836-3848. 
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Water pollution is one of the main problems to the residents within the Matanza-Riachuelo Basin and its 
surroundings, in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Riachuelo river discharges highly contaminated water on the Río de 
la Plata and it is considered one of the most polluted rivers in the world. To ensure health and life quality of 
around 4,3 million of residents, the Riachuelo System project will provide a primary treatment to the waste 
waters from highly populated areas. 
The project is constituted by three sectors. The first sector involves a residential sewerage collector (16,3km 
long); the second part consists of an inlet pumping station (IPS), the pre-treatment plant (PP) and a second 
pumping station at the outlet (OPS). The last sector of the project considers a 50 m deep shaft, a 10,5 km long 
tunnel and a diffuser system anchored in the riverbed of Rio de La Plata. 
The present paper is focused on the study and optimization of the IPS designed for a 27m3/s discharge, with 
six operative pumps (2 pump as stand-by), and a total power of 25MW.  
The approach to the study is undertaken by joint numerical and physical modelling. The first is implemented 
to carry out a preliminary diagnosis of key hydrodynamic aspects and to develop an efficient evaluation of 
alternatives for the final optimization. The physical modelling is used in parallel to analyse the optimized 
geometry and to perform a vast range of simulations for different operation scenarios. 
A numerical model developed using Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) was implemented to diagnose the 
hydrodynamic behaviour of the IPS project under critical scenarios, where high concentrated streams, 
submerged or surface vortices, flow swirls entering the pump and non-uniform velocity distribution must be 
limited to achieve an optimal hydraulic performance. 
In addition to velocity fields post processed from CFD simulations, vortex core line detection algorithm and 
swirl angel (SA) were computed to identify undesired hydraulic phenomena. Ratios between SA and vortex 
detection indicators such as Lambda-2 and Q criteria, were obtained. 
The geometry primarily optimized to avoid velocities under  m/s -to reduce potential sedimentation effects-, 
and limitation of the swirl angle. Both criteria were satisfied with an optimal design or the inlet chamber. 
Although the SA was reduced by 50% in the optimization process, in 2 suction pipes it results in approximately 
8.5º, which is higher than the 7º admissible short-term SA. The swirl angle measured in the physical model 
was consistently lower than the computed from CFD simulations. 
Despite of the complexity of the system hydrodynamics due to the magnitude of the pumping stations, 
through a bifold approach including numerical and physical modelling, the design of the pumping station was 
be analysed and optimized to satisfy best practice criteria.
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The investigation of the flow characteristics around cylinders of different cross-sections is considered as a 
classical problem of fluid mechanics. Owing to significant engineering applications like deducing the vortex-
shedding associated with the wind flow around cylindrical high-rise structures, laying of under-water pipelines 
and the hydrodynamic considerations associated with the movement of under-water vehicles, the domain of 
bluff body flows is vastly explored. However, the available scientific literature suggest that our understanding 
of the various flow features associated with an elliptical cylinder kept at various angle of attacks in the 
presence of a bottom wall moving along the flow direction is limited. In the present work, the two-
dimensional flow features surrounding a stationary elliptical cylinder of aspect ratio (defined as the ratio of 
the length of the minor axis to the length of the major axis) 0.5 is investigated using the opensource CFD 
framework OpenFOAM. The numerical experiments are run for two values of Reynolds number, viz., 100 and 
200, in the laminar flow regime. Further, it is assumed that the major axis of the cylinder is inclined at an angle 
of 45 degrees with the flow direction. A moving wall boundary condition is imposed at the bottom. In order 
to comprehend the impact of the bottom moving wall on the hydrodynamics around the cylinder, simulations 
are conducted for different values of gap-ratio (the ratio of the distance between the cylinder center and the 
bottom wall to the length of the major axis of the cylinder) lying between 0.6 and 5. 
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To fully examine the underlying processes of coastal change we need to determine the largest underlying 
driving mechanisms (hydrodynamics and geomorphological change). The associated mechanics of these 
mechanisms are based on a vast spectrum of spatial and temporal scales, all of which are important. While 
independent methods can monitor and model these different scales at different locations obtaining time-
synchronized real-world view across all these scales is beyond the scope of current technologies. In this study, 
we present a novel method and early findings of our machine learning, Eigen decomposition-based data 
assimilation technique “Eigenshores”. Using this method, we assimilate spatially and temporally different 
datasets. Applying these machine learning-based techniques we create a probabilistic view of short-term 
coastal changes i.e. with good accuracy we can forecast changes in hydrodynamics and geomorphic change 
at a vessel level scale creating an early warning system for low carbon and safe port navigation.
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Combining open channel junction (COCJ) hydraulics is characterized by three-dimensional (3D) flow field, 
including flow separation zone (FSZ) and shear layers which are enriched with strong vorticities and high 
turbulence. The present study investigates the performance of five different eddy-viscosity turbulence 
models (Spalart-Allmaras, Standard k-ε, Realizable k-ε, Renormalized k-ε; and Shear Stress Transport k-ω with 
curvature correction), Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) to predict the 
characteristic features in COCJ. The 3D flow field is simulated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
software Ansys Fluent, version 17.2. Experimental results available in the literature are used as the reference 
case for model validation. Present simulated results show that the longitudinal velocity field is predicted 
reasonably well by all the models, except in the region associated with the FSZ. DES model shows an 
improvement in simulating the flow field associated with the FSZ. Simulated results demonstrate that the 
transient Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models could not capture the instantaneous flow features 
of the shear layer. The instantaneous vortices and the Kelvin-Helmholtz breakdown of the sheet-shaped 
turbulent structures within the shear layer associated with the FSZ could not be predicted by the RANS model.
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In Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), perfect modeling of the convection-dominated flow still remains a 
challenge. A great many numerical schemes have been developed in the last few decades for better 
approximation of the convective terms in CFD. This paper deals with a comprehensive review of 30 such well-
recognized higher-order upwinding methods and an assessment of their performance in terms of accuracy 
and diffusivity. Flux limiters of different forms were imposed on many of these schemes, which resulted in 
total variation diminishing (TVD) solutions. The schemes were applied to unsteady, one-dimensional pure 
advection at constant velocity scenario for three different initial profiles (a triangular, a rectangular, and a 
half-circle distribution). Each case was simulated for 450 seconds and for two different courant numbers, Cr 
= 0.5 and 0.9, at identical conditions to ensure comparable results. The performance of the schemes was 
assessed against the analytical solution with the help of two parameters: the normalized root mean square 
error (NRMSE) and the normalized variance (NV) index, to quantify the deviation from the exact solution and 
to reflect the scheme’s compressive or diffusive nature, respectively. First-order upwinding method was also 
tested alongside - which provided a good base condition for visual comparison, being one of the most stable 
differencing methods. Adaptive-stencil-expansion scheme, fourth and fifth-order upwinding, SUPERBEE, 
QUICKEST, MUSCL were some of the methods that yielded considerably better results. Accuracy of the results 
greatly increased with higher courant numbers. The approximation to the exact solution was much closer for 
the triangular profile, where the slope was more uniform than the rectangular and the half-circle 
distributions. Moreover, the use of flux limiters was found to improve the stability of several schemes 
noticeably. NRMSE value for the triangular distribution and for Cr = 0.9, was calculated to be in the range of 
1.93 to 2.89 for the top six performing schemes, suggesting reasonably good accuracy, and the NV indices 
were within ±0.5 for these six schemes, indicating that these methods were neither too diffusive nor 
compressive. However, for the same scenario, NRMSE and NV index values for the first-order upwinding 
method were 10.09 and -10.37, respectively- which was much less accurate and more diffusive compared to 
the top six higher-order schemes. The results of this study offer some valuable observations regarding the 
performance of the schemes, and the findings are likely to help with the selection process of better, more 
accurate, and stable methods for simulating the advection terms. As a continuation of the current study, the 
best performing six schemes will be further tested for accuracy and computational efficiency in a coupled 
depth-averaged (DA) and Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 3D model developed for open channel 
flow.
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Emergence of air pockets in ducts and subsequent geysering event [3] is a physical phenomenon occurring in 
sewer systems during severe storms. Presented analytical solution for air/water flows in vertical shafts 
considers gas expansion effects and free surface position to predict Taylor bubbles dynamics and the 
impulsion of water above them. On the other hand, numerical solution reproduces dynamics of weakly 
compressible two-phase flows and the interface motion. This model follows the steps of the conservative 
level-set and is based on the Non-Oscillatory Finite Element (NFEM) algorithm, integrating the sign preserving 
flux correction methodology [1] to avoid spurious momentum transfers between phases. 
 
Both models are used to examine intrusion of air pockets and geysering phenomena. While theoretical 
approach yields fast results about main characteristics of the dynamics, numerical model provides details 
filtered by the analytical procedure, especially above the street level. First, emergence of cavities is scrutinised 
with numerical model to elucidate the minimum flow velocity that prevents the intrusion of air in inclined 
conduits with a partially closed gate at its end. In these simulations a conservative and monotonic adaptive 
mesh refinement strategy is employed nearby interface to avoid the artificial amplification of Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities [2]. Numerics give rise to simple equations predicting the required flow rate with high 
accuracy. Second, transmission of air between horizontal and vertical ducts and final geyser are analysed. To 
properly reproduce this event, weakly compressible assumption is essential to capture air 
expansion/compression processes, achieving a realistic momentum transfer between phases [2]. Analytical, 
axisymmetric and full three dimensional models are employed to simulate geysers caused by one and multiple 
rising bubbles, thus comparing their differences and determining conditions that trigger a severe geysering 
event. Outputs are precise when contrasting with experiments and real geysers.   
 
REFERENCES 
[1] Molina, J. and Ortiz, P. A conservative flux–corrected continuous FEM for fluid interface dynamics. J. 
Numer. Methods Fluids (2019) 91:287-310. 
[2] Molina, J. and Ortiz, P. A continuous finite element solution of fluid interface propagation for emergence 
of cavities and geysering. Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Eng. (2020) 359:112746. 
[3] Vasconcelos, J.G. and Wright, S.J. Geysering generated by large air pockets released through water-filled 
ventilation shafts. J. Hydraul. Eng. (2011) 137: 543-555. 
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In recent years, the development of certain species of macrophytes (i.e., aquatic plants large enough to see 
with the naked eye) in French streams and rivers has led to recurring problems for users and managers of 
aquatic environments (fishing, navigation, water pumping, etc.). A major issue is that if these plants are 
transported by rivers (for example, in the event of high flow), they can induce the clogging of the water intakes 
of hydroelectric structures. A research program between EDF and UMR CNRS 5023 is currently underway to 
better understand the drifting mechanisms (uprooting conditions and force) of macrophytes in fluvial 
environments. The objective of this numerical study is to determine the flow conditions leading to the 
uprooting of macrophyte meadows (i.e., when the drag force of the plants becomes greater than the 
uprooting force) and to study their transport within a reach of the Rhône River. This work is based on the use 
of the two-dimensional Telemac-2D hydrodynamic code (developed within the open-source Telemac-
Mascaret system) coupled with a module simulating the uprooting of macrophytes. While previous models 
only accounted for the drag force induced by isolated plants, the current model considers a new formula 
calibrated on laboratory flume measurements, to account for the drag force of plant patches. Comparison of 
these two approaches suggests that uprooting dynamics might be very sensitive to the drag force equation, 
macrophyte biomasses, and flow rates in the river, but less sensitive to the type of morphology and species 
of macrophytes. These preliminary results need to be confirmed by field data using a new experimental device 
for measuring the uprooting force of aquatic plants and tested with long-term data of macrophyte dynamics.
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In environmental engineering, wastewater must be collected and conveyed to a treatment facility to remove 
pollutants. With regards to energy consumption, the largest expense in wastewater treatment occurs in 
secondary treatment, particularly for activated sludge processes requiring a fundamental understanding in 
terms of hydrodynamics and biological kinetics. We develop a universal numerical tool to enhance and access 
the cost-effectiveness of real aeration systems in wastewater treatment. Aeration in an activated sludge 
process is based on pumping air into a tank, promoting the mixing and redistribution of the dissolved oxygen 
to facilitate the microbial growth. The microbial feeds on organic material, forming flocks which are normally 
called as sludge and can easily settle out in the wastewater. A well-designed aeration system is key to an 
effective and sustainable wastewater treatment. However, the design of these facilities often obeys to rules-
of-thumb that usually lead to an excessive energy expense.  
 
A novel Eulerian-Lagrangian based on large-eddy simulation approach applicable to simulate activated sludge 
process is employed where the wastewater transport equations are resolved in Eulerian framework, 
suspension of solid particles and buoyant plume are represented as discrete Lagrangian particles. The 
algorithm is developed based on the in-house finite-difference-based large-eddy simulation code BubLPT. The 
solver uses a four-way coupling point-particle Eulerian-Lagrangian (PP-EL) model to couple dispersed and 
carrier phases. The interaction between particles is handled by a soft-sphere collision model. The transport 
of a passive tracer is simulated to visualize the redistribution of dissolved oxygen induced by the dispersed 
phase in carrier fluid. The biological reaction is modelled in the solver, including mas transfer between the 
three phases. The parallelization of the code is supported by a Message Passing Interface (MPI) 
implementation. The accuracy of the solver predicting mass transfer between the phases is validated versus 
laboratory measurement in a bubble column with five different gas flow rates and shown a well agreement 
with experimental data.   
 
Simulations of solid-gas-liquid three-phase flow are carried out for a real case of wastewater treatment plant 
in order to explore the impact of selected physical parameters (e.g., weather condition, blowers’ power and 
injected air bubble size) on oxygen uptake by sludge in aeration tank. The results show that weather condition 
has a significant influence on the performance of consuming and transferring dissolved oxygen in wastewater. 
The prediction also presents the comparison of bubble screens - at different flow rates – with discrete plume, 
exhibiting significant differences in energetic efficiency for different aerator setups. Ongoing work on the 
integration of sludge rheology in the activated process is being currently implemented.  
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Laboratory experiments constitute an essential part of scour investigation in the vicinity of embedded 
structures. The previous studies reported a variety of prediction methods but to date without any standard 
and robust instrumentation for monitoring the development of this physical phenomenon during tests. 
Traditional methods based on placing point gauges in the bed [1] provide only a punctual measurement and 
are not suitable for global dynamic process. Other methods using miniature video camera inside a hollow 
calibrated pier [2] are less usual at small scales. Profilometer laser [3] is time consuming in post treatment of 
data and require complex mounting system. In this technical paper, a Scanner Laser has been tested for 
following local scour around circular pier (D=32 mm) embedded in a layer of uniform non cohesive soil (d50= 
1.7 mm) at clear water condition with ratio between the current velocity and critical velocity of incipient 
motion of sediment Vx/Vcr=0.7, Reynold number based on the height of the flume Re= 42920, Froude number 
Fr= 0.24 and Reynold number based on the diameter of the cylinder ReD= 9280 in hydraulic flume, to 
demonstrate its efficiency. This new technology consists of a pattern projector and a camera which provides 
3D points clouds at maximum frequency rate of 0.5 Hz by using triangulation method. These points clouds are 
then treated to correct effects of refraction between interfaces and replaced in a local orthonormal system 
centered onto the pier. The results validate the performance of this technique which is being in good 
agreement with previous studies. The initiation of local scour is observed at the sides of the pier. The 
maximum final scour is close to the pier diameter. Finally, the greatest advantages of this technique with 
regards to others, are the data acquisition rate, especially at the beginning of the experiment, the accurate 
continuous spatiotemporal resolution with dense data and the set-up flexibility which can be a tripod. 
However, the limitations are related to the choice of the device position due to the high probability of having 
shallows and the loss of accuracy in certain positions of the instrument in case of steep slopes. In addition, 
measurements are not possible in presence of suspended sediments creating high water turbidity. 
 
[1] R. M. Lança, C. S. Fael, R. J. Maia, J. P. Pêgo, and A. H. Cardoso, “Clear-Water Scour at Comparatively 
Large Cylindrical Piers,” J. Hydraul. Eng., vol. 139, no. 11, pp. 1117–1125, 2013, doi: 10.1061/(asce)hy.1943-
7900.0000788. 
[2] K. Debnath and S. Chaudhuri, “Bridge Pier Scour in Clay-Sand Mixed Sediments at Near-Threshold 
Velocity for Sand,” J. Hydraul. Eng., vol. 136, no. 9, pp. 597–609, 2010, doi: 10.1061/(asce)hy.1943-
7900.0000221. 
[3] F. Lachaussee, “Érosion et transport de particules au voisinage d ’ un obstacle,” 2019. 
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World climate forecasts predict increasing sea levels and more extreme weather phenomena in the upcoming 
decades. This implies greater demands for existing and future coastal protection structures, since extreme 
events will be more violent and frequent. For instance, wave climate models for the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
predict a 5-10% increase in extreme wave heights by 2100 due to the disappearance of sea ice, which acts as 
a wave attenuator (Ruest, 2016). 
Numerical models, and in particular computational fluid dynamics, is a promising tool to tackle this problem 
as the hydrodynamics of wave-structure interactions can be studied in great detail. Reynolds-Averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) models of wave impacts have gained popularity in recent years given the availability of 
specific frameworks such as olaFlow (Higuera, 2017) and OpenFOAM (OpenCFD, 2014) as well as the ever 
increasing available computational power. Yet, setting up a RANS model requires the adjustment of several 
parameters including: numerical schemes, turbulence model, interface capture methods, and grid type such 
that knowing a priori an optimal configuration in terms of accuracy vs. computational cost is rarely obvious.  
The main objective of this study is to provide insight on the effect of different numerical settings such as: 
discretization schemes, air thermodynamic model, interface capture methods, mesh type and turbulence 
modelling. To this end, a two-step numerical benchmark has been carried out. Firstly, the influence of the 
basic solver settings (time and advection numerical schemes, air thermodynamic models and interface 
capture method) has been studied using for validation several canonical liquid impacts: 1D Piston, 2D falling 
water column and sway tanks. Secondly, the best performing configuration has been chosen as baseline to 
assess the effects of different two-equation turbulence models and meshing approaches on the accuracy for 
predicting experimental wave impact data on a vertical structure (Kisacik, 2012).  
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The hydrodynamic processes developed at the interference of rectangular lateral cavities and the main 
channel in rivers or canals drive the mass and momentum exchange, which are responsible for the sediment 
deposition or nutrient transport. The geometric characteristics of the cavities, namely their relative 
longitudinal and transverse extensions to the river width, determine how the mixing between cavities and 
main channel occurs since these condition the flow phenomena developed at the shear layer. Longer cavities 
experience larger entrainment from the main stream flow; furthermore, large-scale coherent structures are 
developed over the mouth of the cavity. In square-shaped cavities, a single large-scale recirculating eddy 
develops within the cavities with Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices formed at the interface.  
 
We investigate the performance of two state-of-the-art numerical approaches to predict the hydrodynamics 
developed within lateral river cavities and governing turbulent structures. For three cavity configurations of 
increasing streamwise length, we compare results from large-eddy simulations (LES) and a two-dimensional 
depth-averaged shallow water model based on a high-order WENO scheme. The computed mean velocities 
and turbulence statistics are compared and validated with experimental measurements based on Particle 
Image Velocimetry (PIV). Despite the relatively shallow flow conditions, the developed flow is highly three-
dimensional, thus we quantify the ability of the LES and high-order WENO models to represent the governing 
flow mechanisms responsible for the mass and momentum exchange. We investigate the characteristics of 
the shear layers, e.g. peak value of Reynolds shear stress and lateral growth, and developed coherent 
turbulent structures for the different geometries, e.g. frequency of Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices. Our results will 
provide a better understanding of the complex exchange mechanisms at the cavity interface, with an analysis 
of the trade-off between model complexity and hydrodynamic results. 
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Rainfall associated with Tropical Cyclones (TCs) can cause severe damages to buildings and infrastructures 
and the loss of life in the worst cases. Accurate and fast estimations of the expected rainfall and associated 
inundation for a forecasted event can help on the minimization of the losses. Climatology models such as r-
clipper are normally used as a baseline to forecast TC associated rainfall, however, we have observed these 
models systematically underestimate the total rainfall. To improve the rainfall estimation for any given TC 
track, an alternative parametric model is developed based on satellite rainfall data and data mining 
techniques. Afterwards, the associated inundation is obtained based on a metamodel of Lisflood-FP for each 
watershed in the domain. The results show good agreement between observed and modeled rainfall and 
inundation extents with a significant reduction of the computational times. These suites of models have been 
used for probabilistic assessment of TC-induced rainfall forecasts in Pacific Island countries.
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River management in urban areas is of fundamental importance for the safety control of these environments. 
Mainly located in the floodplain areas, the riparian vegetation plays an important role on the conveyance 
capacity of rivers, as it is directly related to hydraulic roughness. One way to reduce flood risk, is to decrease 
the floodplain roughness by controlling the vegetation population. The wide variation of characteristics, such 
as height, foliage density and branch configuration, are important factors in defining roughness, making the 
identification of the many vegetation species in river environments an important task for studying the river’s 
hydrological processes. 
Obtaining these characteristics by traditional surveying methods is time consuming and financially expensive. 
Recent techniques combining the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) and optical cameras have been 
implemented as a more time- and cost-effective way to survey riverine areas. UAV photogrammetry derived 
3D point clouds are powerful datasets for digital recreation of 3 dimensional terrains, with practical uses for 
river management, e.g., for feature classification of river environments. Moreover, techniques such as 
Machine Learning (ML) have become popular for image classification. Different algorithms have been 
developed and applied for that objective, achieving overall good accuracy. 
The objective of this study is to combine the use of classification ML techniques to classify the vegetation 
species in a 2 km stretch of the Nanakita river, in Miyagi prefecture of Japan, from the 3D point cloud data 
available for the area, and to use the species information in a 2D hydraulic model adapted to interpret the 
vegetation information and dynamically estimate the hydraulic roughness using the real case of typhoon 
Hagibis of 2019. 
The point classification was performed in two parts. First, to differentiate the vegetated points from ground 
points and other objects, color-based region growing semantic segmentation was used. With the vegetation 
points completely filtered, a sample number of points were labeled into different species and set as training 
area for the ML algorithm Random Forest (RF), which, once trained, was used to classify the species in the 
entire UAV observed area. Once the classification was completed, the information regarding the vegetation 
was divided into the terrain grid cells and prepared for the 2D hydraulic model. The accuracy of the model 
was observed by comparing the results with a different simulation not considering the vegetation effect. 
The species differentiation highlighted the different plant characteristics that could influence the hydraulic 
roughness. The scenario simulated in the adapted 2D hydraulic model considering the vegetation 
characteristics obtained more accurate results when compared with the simulation with observed roughness 
values, without the estimated roughness from the vegetation. 
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Model Tree (MT)-based approaches as emerging data-driven hierarchical methods characterize inter-variable 
relationships by dividing the input parameter regions into several sub-regions and formulating a multi-
variable linear regression model for each sub-region. The MT-based models show an advancement over the 
classification and regression tree models and many data-driven paradigms. In this study, several MT-based 
models are evaluated for their ability to forecast multiple hydroclimate variables (viz., temperature, 
precipitation, and streamflows) at different temporal scales and in two climatic regions. Daily and monthly 
hydroclimatic variable data from two regions (the U.S. and India) are used for the development of the models. 
Results from MT-based models are also compared with those from naïve, traditional multiple regression, 
artificial neural networks, and other data-driven approaches when applied to the prediction of the 
hydroclimatic variables. A comprehensive evaluation of the models using several error and performance 
measures is carried out. The efficacy of the MT-based approach for forecasting at different temporal scales, 
utility for adaptive forecasting applications is evaluated. Improvements in the MT-based estimates 
considering clustering/stratification of the datasets, post-forecast corrections using domain-specific 
knowledge, using information about the non-stationary statistical characteristics of time series are evaluated.   
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Challenges related to water issues are becoming more and more complex for local communities who have to 
answer to the basic needs of the populations, provide sufficient services for economical activities and 
preserve the resources in a long term perspective. The growing competition among uses requests to 
harmonize the strategies and to conciliate the various field operations. Within this perspective, the use of 
Decision Support Systems comes a priority for many cities and metropolis areas. In order to answer to this 
challenge, Nice Côte d'Azur Metropolis has decided to develop a DSS based on deterministic modeling tools 
that can represent the full hydrological behavior of the Var catchment (about 3000 km2). The development 
of the AquaVar system is based on the coupling of 3 models covering hydrology, free surface flows and 
underground resources. The integrative solution is based on Mike SHE, Mike 21 FM and Feflow. The 3 models 
are operated in realtime in order to produce, every hour, a forecast for the next 3 days and for all the variables 
of the different,nt models. The computing architecture is using the GPU resources in order to be able to 
deliver the results in the expected time frame. The access to the tool is achieved through a Web service that 
is allowing to visualize all results and to access to field data in real time. The presentation gives an overview 
of the selected architecture and of the performances of the selected GPU solution. 
The approach has demonstrated the efficiency of the high performance solution and the interest to invest 
within deterministic approaches that were, up to now, not so frequently used within the DSS dedicated to 
the water management.  
The AquaVar architecture is generic and allows to address topics like floods forecasting and longterm 
underground resources exploitation. The modeling system allows also the possibility to run climate change 
scenarios and to identify trends for various hydrological processes.  
The added value of the GPU approach is clear and represent a major axis for the development of DSS in the 
water management field.
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Flood forecasting in small watersheds is a complex problem, requiring the integration of both real-time data 
and models to produce inundation maps and timely warnings to avoid human lives and material losses. The 
Water Information Forecast Framework (WIFF, Fortunato et al., 2017) addresses this problem by integrating 
seamlessly computational models that simulate all relevant processes at the adequate time and spatial scales, 
based either on numerical representations of these processes or on data-based models. This framework can 
be applied from the rivers to the sea, being already validated through the successful implementations to 
urban, river, estuarine and coastal flood forecast (Gomes et al., 2017). Currently, it takes advantage of the 
SCHISM and SWMM models, implemented in high performance computing environments at several European 
Open Science Cloud providers. WIFF offers multiple choices of atmospheric forcings available from NOAA, 
METEOFrance and MeteoGalicia, with outputs from models GFS, Arpege and WRF at several time and space 
scales. 
Herein, we present the latest developments in WIFF that address floods in small watersheds, where retention 
time is short and routing of flood waves is on the order of tens of minutes. The availability of predictions is 
therefore required at very short time scales, making a hybrid process necessary to convey accurate alerts in 
due time. In this process, WIFF executes two procedures in parallel. First, a large-scale approach, based on 
conventional numerical models, runs continuously everyday, to detect significant rain events. If a predicted 
rain event crosses a warning threshold, a second approach is triggered, involving a small-scale data-based 
model to predict flooding for the following hours, based on real time monitoring networks data and on the 
use of high performance computing for machine learning-based simulations. For the first step, we are 
updating the framework to integrate both hydrological and hydraulic models of the HEC model family 
(Brunner, 2021).  
This methodology will be validated in the Ribeira das Vinhas basin, an area prone to torrential floods that 
inundate the urban area of the city of Cascais, located at the Tagus estuary mouth. 
 
Brunner, P.E. (2021) HEC-RAS 6.0, Hydraulic Reference Manual, May, Hydrologic Engineering Center, US Army 
Corps of Engineers 
Fortunato; A.B., A. Oliveira; J. Rogeiro; R. T. Costa; J. L. Gomes; Kai Li ; G. Jesus; P. Freire; A. Rilo; A. Mendes; 
M. Rodrigues; A. Azevedo. (2017). Operational forecast framework applied to extreme sea levels at regional 
and local scales. Journal of Operational Oceanography, Volume 10/1, DOI: 10.1080/1755876X.2016.1255471 
Gomes J.L., Jesus G., Rogeiro J., Oliveira A., da Costa R.T., Fortunato A.B. (2017) An Innovative Web Platform 
for Flood Risk Management. Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, vol 461. Springer, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-44354-6_13 
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Since 1970 the number of freshwater species has suffered a decline of 83% worldwide and anthropic activities 
are considered to be major drivers of ecosystems degradation. Linking the ecological response to the multiple 
anthropogenic stressors acting in the system is essential to effectively design policy measures to restore 
riverine ecosystems. However, obtaining quantitative links between stressors and ecological status is still 
challenging, given the non-linearity of the ecosystem response and the need to consider multiple factors at 
play. This study applies machine learning techniques to explore the relationships between anthropogenic 
pressures and the composition of fish communities in the river basins of Castilla-La Mancha, a region covering 
nearly 79 500 km² in central Spain. This region has experienced an alarming decline of the conservation status 
of native fish species in the last two decades. The starting point for the analysis is a 10x10 km grid that defines 
for each cell the presence or absence of several fish species from 1980 to 2020. This database was used to 
build the evolution over four decades of several metrics of fish species richness, accounting for the species 
origin (native or alien), species traits (e.g. pollution tolerance) and habitat preferences. Random Forest and 
Gradient Boosted Regression Trees algorithms were used to relate the resulting metrics to the stressor 
variables describing the anthropogenic pressures acting in the rivers, such as urban wastewater discharges, 
land use cover, hydro-morphological degradation and the alteration of the river flow regime. The study 
provides new, quantitative insights into pressures-ecosystem relationships in rivers and reveals the main 
factors that lead to the decline of fish richness in Castilla-La Mancha, which could help inform environmental 
policy initiatives. 
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The jet is a common phenomenon such as the disposal of treated wastewater through outfall, and it is a 
complicated flow. This phenomenon usually focuses on improving the mixing. Therefore, the study related to 
the jet has been conducted with lots of methods such as hydraulic models and field experiments. The 
numerical methods are used in this study since it relatively consumes less space, time, and labor costs. The 
representative numerical methods include Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), Large Eddy Simulation (LES), 
and Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS). Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) yields only time-
averaged flow properties, and it has a limitation in reproducing the complexity of the jet. On the contrast, 
DNS does not require turbulence modeling because it resolves all scales of eddies directly. However, it 
requires a large number of grids and takes much time. LES resolves the larger-scale eddies directly and 
requires the model for the smaller-scale eddies. But it has slightly different results depending on the sub-grid 
model. So, DNS and LES models are appropriate methods to realize the instantaneous flow. . But it has 
somewhat different results depending on the sub-grid model with DNS results. This study proposes a method 
to use the results of DNS learned by deep learning without using the existing sub-grid models of LES. There 
are some models in deep learning, such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks 
(RNN), and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Among them, CNN has filters named kernels, and they are used 
to extract the features from the input using the convolution operation. It means that CNN can capture the 
spatial features from an image. Also, CNN has attractive properties such as local connectivity, nonlinear 
embedded mapping, and parameter sharing. Therefore, the study will use CNN to learn the turbulent 
properties of flows and be applied flexibly to the fluid flow with similar dominant features. This study is aimed 
to pursue two objectives; (1) Comparing the LES and DNS energy spectrum and finding the wavenumber of 
sub-grid scale in LES; (2) Optimizing the algorithm for jet flow and combining the resolved area in LES and 
algorithm.
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Providing clean and safe drinking water is crucial for any water supply company. In such an activity, automatic 
anomaly detection plays a critical role in drinking water quality monitoring. In this sense, machine learning 
techniques have shown to be a powerful tool to extract or infer complex patterns from data. In the case of 
the so-called supervised learning, a given learner representation could learn such patterns using labeled data. 
For example, a helpful approach is to adjust a learner to detect anomalies. In this example, the learner's 
objective is to act as a binary classifier, where a balance between false negatives (predict a regular operation, 
when in fact an anomaly exists) and false positives (predict an anomaly, when there is not). A given learner 
attains such a balance via an optimization (learning phase), where its representation is adjusted. Multi-
objective optimization techniques have a natural way of dealing with such problems because they perform a 
simultaneous optimization of conflicting objectives. This idea could be used in the training process of binary 
classifiers. This work analyzes a proposal where a multi-objective problem statement is stated for the Naive 
Bayes Classifier. Results in a competition benchmark for soft sensor proposals in water distribution systems 
show the usefulness of such an approach.
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Surface image velocimetry is an optical based technique used to determine the flow field of the free surface 
of an open surface flow. It often relies on known algorithms, such as the ones for Particle Image Velocimetry 
(PIV), Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) and Optical Flow. A well-known example of surface image 
velocimetry is the Large-Scale PIV approach, used frequently in field applications. The characteristics of the 
free surface such as: oscillations, light reflections and surface waves bring an additional layer of complexity 
to the velocity field determination that are normally not taken into account by many existing PIV or PTV 
algorithms. This fact can lead to erroneous estimations of the surface velocity field, and it needs to be 
addressed. 
 
In this paper, a discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of Surface Image Velocimetry are presented, 
and methods to address the aforementioned issues are presented and applied to a transient open surface 
flow associated with the dam-breach flow. In this flow, besides its severe transient character, waves, light 
reflection and lack of seeding affect the free surface, which constitutes a rather complete case study. 
 
Finally, a discussion between the requirements of the image acquisition setup in terms of hardware with focus 
on frame rate, sensor resolution and optics is made to determine the criteria for which consumer grade 
cameras can be used as scientific instruments for surface image velocimetry.
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Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) has emerged as a viable alternative to conventional computational 
methods for the solution of the partial differential equations of continuum mechanics. For problems with 
large deformations (in fluid and solid mechanics), SPH exhibits clear advantages over conventional methods. 
Furthermore, technological progress in computer architecture (parallel computing, GPU, etc.) helped to 
increase the speed of numerical simulations. SPH is a mesh-free method in which the information associated 
with a partial differential equation is related (with the SPH discretization) to “particles” (point masses). The 
meshless nature of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics can be exceptionally beneficial in cases where mesh-
based methods face complexities or demand vast computational time. 
In this paper we investigate the application of a state-of-the-art version of SPH to simulation of hydraulic 
jumps that are formed under various conditions. We investigate via the DualSPHysics code the performance 
of SPH on predicting the hydraulic jump characteristics such as jump’s length, turbulence, mean velocity 
profiles at different longitudinal positions, streamlines, Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) and energy loss. 
Simulations are reported for various geometries, inlet/outlet conditions and a range of Froude numbers.  
To verify the accuracy of the simulations as well as to identify the strengths/weaknesses of the SPH method, 
computed results are analyzed and compared with analytical solutions (if available) or other 
numerical/experimental studies for similar cases reported in the scientific literature.  
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The transition from open-channel to surcharged flow is a problem for numerical modeling of stormwater 
systems. The problem roots are in the discrete shock forming when the hyperbolic Saint-Venant equations 
meet the elliptic incompressible flow equations at the surcharge transition. In the free-surface flow the 
pressure celerity is the gravity wave speed, whereas the surcharged flow has near-instantaneous pressure 
transmission at an acoustic pressure wave celerity. To make matters worse, when the incompressibility 
approximation is used with rigid pipe walls and the hydrostatic approximation, the modeled pressure celerity 
becomes infinite.  
 
When single-equation solution techniques (i.e., shock-capturing) with implicit solvers are applied, the free-
surface/surcharge shock creates a stiff problem that converges slowly. When explicit solvers are applied, the 
shock results in unphysical oscillations at the pressurization interface that lead to numerical instability. 
Formally, the problems are reduced if the unsteady surcharged flow is modeled using the slight 
compressibility of water and the elasticity of the pipe -- i.e., introducing a hyperbolic component to the 
surcharged equations using an acoustic pressure celerity. Transient-resolving models (such as the method of 
characteristics) that are used for water hammer in distribution systems are arguably the most rigorous 
approach for such problems, but are computationally expensive due to their small time-step. However, there 
is a long tradition of approximate hyperbolic solvers for incompressible surcharged flow, including (1) 
Preissmann Slot, (2) Two-Component Pressure Approach, and (3) Artificial Compressibility. 
 
We will present and discuss the three approaches for modeling surcharged flow with hyperbolic equations. 
Each of the methods provides approximating terms that are controlled by model coefficients to alter the 
pressure wave celerity through the surcharged system. They share a common goal in slowing the pressure 
celerity below the true acoustic pressure wave speed, which allows the numerical solution to dissipate the 
transition shock between the free surface and surcharged flows without resorting to extraordinarily small 
time-steps. The different methods provide different capabilities and numerical implementations that affect 
their behavior and suitability for different problems. 
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In recent years, a lot of flood inundation and damage to river structure which caused by the largest floods 
ever recorded have occurred, due to the effects of climate change. In extreme-high-flow conditions, the 
complex flow patterns are observed in the compound channel which is composed of main-channel and 
floodplain, or river-channel and inundation area, are expected to have different damage mechanisms from 
the ordinal flood conditions. With the development of numerical computation technology, two-dimensional 
analysis has been widely used to reveal these phenomena. However, it is essential to consider three-
dimensional flow in order to evaluate flow phenomena in complex channel and hydrodynamic forces around 
structures. In general, three-dimensional computation requires a large computational cost and is used only 
for a limited spatial and temporal range. For this reason, quasi-three-dimensional computation that consider 
three-dimensional flow by assuming a specific vertical distribution of velocity, are being actively developed 
and applied. However, its reproducibility of phenomena depends strongly on the formula for vertical 
distribution of velocity. 
In this paper, the authors present a new mode splitting method to improve the accuracy and efficiency of 
river flow simulation with considering three-dimensional flow. In the mode-splitting method, two-
dimensional calculations (External mode) and three-dimensional calculations (Internal mode) are performed 
simultaneously, and the results of each calculations are exchanged in order to reflect the effects of three-
dimensional flow into the two-dimensional calculations. In addition, our present method can reduce the 
frequency of three-dimensional calculation, which enables more efficient computation. On the other hand, 
in the external mode: in the time step without three-dimensional calculation, it is assumed that the time 
variation of the three-dimensional flow structure is sufficiently small, and the three-dimensional flow 
structure at the previous internal mode is still used. In addition, the frequency of the Internal mode may cause 
a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. 
In this study, numerical experiments using a typical virtual channel with three-dimensional flow are conducted 
to evaluate the basic effectiveness and characteristics of the present method. The accuracy and 
computational load were evaluated by comparing with a three-dimensional river flow model as a reference, 
and the results indicate that the present model was able to compute high-accurate results as the three-
dimensional model with high efficiency by setting the appropriate frequency of internal mode. 
In addition to the 2D-3D mode splitting model shown in this paper, the authors have also developed a 1D-2D 
mode splitting model, and based on these models, we will develop a 1D-2D-3D mode splitting model in the 
future. Based on these models, we plan to develop a 1D-2D-3D mode splitting model and start constructing a 
river flow calculation system that realizes arbitrary dimensional calculations with high accuracy and high 
efficiency for the entire river basin.
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We are interested in the study of mixing with salinity flux in coastal areas due to turbulence and wave action. 
Previous studies (Petrolo & Woods, 2019, Petrolo & Longo, 2020) had shown the efficiency of turbulence due 
to a stirrer in generating a salinity flow capable of mixing, in the absence of fluid inputs and subtractions. The 
mixing also occurs, depending on the level of turbulence, for low flows of fresh/saline water, while high flows 
promote a more stable stratification, with vertical flow that can generally be limited by the intensity of the 
sources and the intensity of the turbulence. The problem is analysed here in the case where the source of 
turbulence is wave action. The wave field is affected by turbulence generated at the surface, very intense in 
the presence of breakers, and at the bottom if the waves are in shallow water; the turbulence can spread 
affecting part or all of the liquid column. In a focial scheme, with fresh water from the river and salt water in 
the sea basin, the action of the waves on the mixing of salinity and, with different intensity on the mixing of 
chemicals and gas, is of great importance. The study was carried out in the laboratory in a channel with a 
wave generator generating regular waves in a fluid column initially stratified with salt water at the bottom 
and fresh water at the top. The surface dynamics are accompanied by varied interface dynamics, with slow 
and progressive diffusion of the salty water into the fresh water. Measurements were made photographically 
to identify the interface and density gradients; with a Doppler profilometer for velocity field; and with a 
conductivity meter to measure local salinity at a data rate of 20 Hz. The synthetic schlieren method described 
in Longo et al (2016) was used, with a mask of randomized array of dots mimicking the tracers in Particle 
Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique and positioned between the light source and the channel. A PIV software 
was adopted to measure the apparent displacement of the dots, which is proportional to the square of the 
buoyancy frequency.
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Flood forecasts are increasingly based on real-time simulation results from meteorological, hydrological and 
hydrodynamic models. The real-time forecast poses particular challenges in terms of computing times, the 
robustness and accuracy of algorithms used and requires concepts for forecast correction and the integration 
of a large number of different data sets. The hydrological-hydrodynamic simulation of the catchment area of 
the Salzach is the base of the hydrological forecasting system Hydris. In the course of a system renovation, 
the catchment area of the Salzach is simulated with the grid-based hydrological model wflow_sbm. 
Furthermore, new snow and glacier processes are implemented using an energy balance approach. In 
addition to wflow_sbm, PCRaster and Python are used for the computations. 
The Salzach has a length of 226 km and drains, together with its most important tributary, the Saalach, an 
area of 6,728 km2. The catchment area extends over an altitude of 244-3600 m. The wflow_sbm model (e.g. 
Imhoff et al. 2020) is developed by Deltares and allows the calculation of all essential hydrological-hydraulic 
processes on a grid basis. The surface and subsurface flow and the channel discharge are calculated 
kinematically. 
 
For this study, only open data was used for model creation (ME), operation (MB) and evaluation (EE): 
• Digital elevation model and imperviousness (Copernicus Land Monitoring) (ME) 
• Land use (Corine 2018) (ME) 
• Soil properties (soil grids, Batjes et al. 2020) (ME) 
• Reservoirs, lakes and glaciers (SAGIS) (ME) 
• Precipitation, temperature, radiation in hourly resolution (ERA 5 data sets, Hersbach et al. 2018). The 
potential evaporation was determined according to DeBruin (2016) and the actual evapotranspiration was 
determined with a monthly Leaf Area Index (MODIS, NASA) (MB). 
• Snow cover in hourly resolution (ERA 5 data sets, Muñoz Sabater 2019) (MB, EE) 
 
Already the uncalibrated NA model delivered consistently good results for the Golling, Salzburg-Stadt and 
Oberndorf gauges with deviations in volume between 0-12% and NSE values of around 0.60.  
 
Literature: 
Batjes et al 2020: Standardised soil profile data to support global mapping and modeling (WoSIS snapshot 
2019). Earth System Sciences 12 (1) 
deBruin et al. 2016. A Thermodynamically Based Model for Actual Evapotranspiration of an Extensive Grass 
Field Close to FAO Reference, Suitable for Remote Sensing Application. Journal of Hydrometeorology. 
Hersbach et al. 2018. ERA5 hourly data on single levels from 1979 to present. Copernicus Climate Change 
Service (C3S) Climate Data Store (CDS) 
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Though the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method has been widely applied as an effective numerical tool for 
hyperbolic conservation equations (such as shallow water equations, compressible Navier-Stokes equations, 
etc.), one of the well-known drawbacks is its inconvenience in the treatment of second or higher derivative 
terms. For this reason, since the beginning of DG in 1970s, many researchers have made efforts in devising 
consistent schemes to incorporate the possible jumps in solutions. The turbulent stress terms of the shallow 
water equations are expressed as second order derivatives and, of course, can not be neglected due to its 
practical importance. So far, as a traditional approach, a flux formulation has been applied in DG shallow 
water equations modeling. However, it is criticized for not being efficient in terms of memory and 
computation time. In this study, the BR2 scheme, a well known primal formulation in the DG community, was 
employed and combined with the implicit Euler backward difference scheme for shallow water equations. 
The developed model was applied to several benchmark problems (including channel contraction and 
widening, curved channels, etc.) and good agreements were observed.
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Transcritical flows, i.e. flows evolving from sub- to supercritical conditions or vice versa, are typical during the 
operation of hydraulic structures or in the river environment. The operation of dams and weirs, sudden water 
releases and gate closures in canals or simulation of dam break waves are relevant examples. A 
comprehensive understanding of these flows is required for accurate channel design and environmental risk 
evaluations. The transition across the critical depth occurs with significant streamline curvature effects both 
in steady and unsteady flow conditions. The operation of gates in open channels produces unsteady flows 
with moving critical points and bores along the domain, with steady control sections and hydraulic jumps as 
particular equilibrium conditions. Flows along a sequence of obstacles and slope breaks in a river stream is 
another significant example. At the critical point, the flow acceleration produces significant non-hydrostatic 
effects, whereas a bore may be undular or broken, depending on the local flow conditions. A simulation of 
these flows in practice is accomplished resorting to the de Saint Venant (dSV) equations, given their benefits 
in terms of computational cost and relative accuracy in a wide range of flow conditions. However, critical 
points and undular bores are hardly determined by the dSV equations with accuracy, and, thus, a more 
advanced modeling approach is desirable. 
 
Unsteady flow modeling of transcritical open channel flow is a challenging task given that it is necessary to 
reproduce the moving critical points and bores while the flow evolves in time, and then produce the 
converged steady state of the system, including the possibility of having sections with minimum specific 
energy and hydraulic jumps. Suitable modeling tools for these situations are the Boussinesq-type equations; 
however, breaking sub-models are required to produce broken waves, complicating model implementation. 
An interesting but almost unexplored tool in this field are the so-called Vertically-Averaged and Moment 
(VAM) equations. This model accounts for an extra vertical resolution of the flow by adding perturbation 
parameters to deviate the field variables from those considered in the dSV equations. The mathematical 
technique consists in producing additional transport equations by a proper weighting under the umbrella of 
Galerkin methods, thereby resulting moment equations for mathematical closure. The ensuing system of 
equations has been found capable to model unsteady transcritical open channel flows. This work explores the 
capabilities of the VAM model for these problems applying it to (i) steady flows over an embankment weir, 
(ii) unsteady flows over a bottom sill, and (iii) dam break flows with different up- to downstream water depth 
ratios. The VAM model results are compared with those obtained by the dSV and Boussinesq-type equations, 
thereby highlighting the accuracy of the VAM model to simulate transcritical flows in the river environment. 
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In this study, we developed a 3D-3D type (3D flow – 3D driftwood motion) computational model to simulate 
the behavior of driftwood movement around an inlet type artificial driftwood capture facility built along a 
side bank of a channel. URANS type turbulence model was applied to compute unsteady flow behavior duet 
to shear layer instability at the interface between the inlet and the main channel. A piece of a driftwood was 
modeled as connected spheres. The collision of driftwood pieces was modeled using discrete element method 
(DEM). Two-way approach was used between the driftwood movement and the flow. 
The model was applied to simulate the laboratory experiment by Okamoto et al. (2018). In this experiment, 
two types of capture inlets with different shapes (rectangular and trapezoidal) were installed at one side of 
the straight experimental flume with a rectangular shape. Spur dikes were also installed at opposite side of 
the capture inlet. The experimental results showed that up to 65 % of supplied driftwood pieces were 
captured at the inlet if the two spur dikes were installed at appropriate locations and the shape of the capture 
inlet is trapezoidal. However, if spur dikes were not installed, most of driftwood pieces were flown away 
without entering the capture inlet. 
The present computations could simulate the fundamental aspects of the behavior of driftwood movement. 
The computational results also showed that spur dikes and the shape of the inlet are important control factors 
to increase the capture ratio. It is also pointed out that after some driftwood pieces were captured at the 
inlet, the capture rate is accelerated because the water flow was decelerated due the drag of the captured 
driftwood pieces. The computational results also indicated that unsteady large scale turbulent structure due 
to the shear layer instability at the interface between the capture inlet and the main channel plays important 
role to entrain driftwood into the capture inlet. 
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Free surface flow over spanwise aligned square bars are studied using Large-eddy simulations for laminar, 
transitional and turbulent flows at constant Froude number (Fr). Two different bar spacings corresponding to 
transitional and k-type (reattaching flow) roughness are selected. Validating the turbulent flow simulations 
with available experimental data shows convincing agreement for water surface elevations and streamwise 
velocity profiles. The deformation of the water surface is in the form of mild undulation for the transitional 
roughness and distinct standing waves for the k-type roughness. Increase in Reynolds number (Re) leads to 
larger deformations of water surface especially for the k-type roughness. The presence and extension of 
recirculation zones in the trough between two consecutive bars are seen in the contours of the mean 
streamwise and wall-normal velocities, the total shear stress and the streamfunction. This recirculation 
bubble occupies the entire trough between the bars for the transitional roughness while for the k-type 
roughness it extends to a reattachment point and after that the flow recovers to a boundary layer. The 
variations of local Fr at the free surface is quite small for the flows over transitional roughness similar to the 
variations of the water depth. In flow over k-type roughness the local Fr experiences the increase and 
decrease due to the local increase and decrease of the streamwise velocity under the free surface. The 
pressure coefficient over bed, Cp, in both cases has a similar distribution with a peak at the leading edge of 
the bars but Cp is generally smaller for the laminar flows. The friction coefficient Cf is significantly smaller in 
the turbulent case than in the transitional and laminar cases for flow over both roughness types. The friction 
and pressure forces do not change drastically by the bar spacing and Re but in general the pressure drag 
dominates in this flow. In all flow types the flow resistance (8 / f)1 / 2 is greater for the transitional roughness. 
Darcy–Weisbach friction factor f is derived for turbulent flows using double averaging (in time and space) of 
the Navier–Stokes equation (Nikora et al., Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 2019). The obtained relationship 
includes three components: viscous stress, turbulent stress and dispersive stress where the dispersive stress 
represents the roughness effects. The contribution of these components to f are calculated and compared for 
both roughness types. The viscous stress contribution is the smallest and turbulent stress contribution is the 
largest for both cases. However, the contribution of dispersive stress is larger for flow over k-type roughness 
leading to a decrease in the contribution of turbulent stress to f for this case.
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Hydrological modeling of Alpine catchments is particularly challenging due to the high variability of 
hydrological processes in space and time. Although physically-based and fully-distributed hydrological 
models, such as WaSiM, are able to simulate these small-scale variabilities, the computational time for 
running a model on hourly time step and 25 m grid resolution in mesoscale catchments (10-100 km²) is 
significantly high. This becomes particularly relevant when large time periods (>30 years) are to be simulated 
for climate change studies. Therefore, we applied Support Vector Regression (SVR) to reproduce the results 
of a high-resolution WaSiM model (25 m grid, hourly time step) using as an input a coarse spatial (100 m grid) 
and temporal (daily) resolution of the model and hourly meteorological time series. For solving the SVR 
functions, we used two different approaches. The first approach fits an exact SVR model by applying a kernel 
function while the second approach fits a Gaussian kernel regression model using random feature expansion, 
which results in an approximation of the kernel function. As a result, the computational time was reduced by 
93% for the model setup with hourly time step and 25 m grid resolution. The quality of the SVR results was 
quantified through different indicators: Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Standard deviation Ratio of RMSE 
(RSR), relative Error, Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) and logarithmic NSE (logNSE). Additionally, the SVR results 
were compared with the flow duration curve. All indicators show an excellent performance (NSE=0.89) of the 
SVR in reproducing WaSiM results. We tested the robustness of the SVR also considering different data, such 
as meteorological inputs from different stations and simulated discharges of subcatchments. Except for the 
cases of small subcatchments with little glacier contribution, very good performance levels were achieved. 
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Short-term streamflow forecasting is crucial for many activities including flood risk mitigation, multi-use water 
management and production planning for hydropower plants. Several studies have shown that data-driven 
approaches are more suitable for operational forecasting than physics-based models due to the higher 
flexibility and reproducibility of the former. Thus, weather data becomes the key information to be fed to 
machine learning methods for a reliable streamflow prediction. At this aim, we propose a data-driven 
framework for the assessment of one day ahead streamflow forecasting using as input the data provided by 
the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) ICON climate forecasting model. The suitability of the ICON-D2-EPS 
ensemble regional climate model outputs is tested in the challenging problem of hourly forecasting in a 
complex alpine environment. The proposed data-driven methodology consists of two main steps, which are 
the bias correction of the weather forecast data followed by the streamflow machine learning algorithm. Long 
historical time series of precipitation and temperature provided by weather stations have been used for 
training the machine learning algorithm, while ICON prediction outputs have been adopted as testing. The 
ICON data were adjusted through an hourly bias correcton algorithm to make these data consistent with 
historical training data. Instead, the prediction of the hourly flow rate is calculated by an algorithm based on 
support vector regression. The performance of ICON data into this hydrological forecasting framework shows 
promising results for 24-hours streamflow prediction even in the context of small catchments with complex 
orography.
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Accurate estimates of runoff in river basins are useful for several applications. The use of data-driven 
procedures for simulating the complex runoff generation process is a promising frontier that could allow for 
overcoming some typical problems related to more complex traditional approaches. This study explores soft 
computing based regional models for the reconstruction of monthly runoff in river basins. The region under 
analysis is the Sicily (Italy), where a regressive rainfall-runoff model, here used as benchmark model, was 
previously built using data from almost a hundred gauged watersheds across the region. This previous model 
predicts monthly river runoff based on a unique regional, non-linear, regression equation with four site-
specific parameters, where regressors are precipitation, temperature and runoff at the previous month; the 
site-specific parameters are assessed using a further set of equations that account for some physical 
attributes of the basins. In this study, the underlying relationship between monthly runoff and the same 
predictors is explored without any a-priori assumption about its analytical form, creating different types of 
soft computing regional models, i.e. different Multi-Gene Genetic Programming (MGGP) models, generated 
considering two different set-up (simple and complex) and three different sets of input variables, and an 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Results highlight the potential of data-driven expert systems in creating 
regional hydrological models, for which they can benefit from the availability of large database; the 
comparison among the models shows, in fact, how both the MGGP and the ANN models outperform the 
benchmark model.
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In this study, sea surface chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) levels are modelled with the use of artificial neural networks 
(ANNs) in an attempt to improve the understanding of marine eutrophication, a major environmental 
problem of the modern world, and explore remediation scenarios. Typical water quality parameters such as 
water temperature, nitrogen species, phosphorus, pH, salinity, electric conductivity, and dissolved oxygen 
served as the model’s input. These parameters and Chl-a were measured for several locations near the 
coastline of Cyprus (located in Eastern Mediterranean) during the period 2000-2014 and were used to build 
an ANN model. Generally, the marine water quality of Cyprus is good and characterized as ultra-oligotrophic, 
with very few recorded eutrophication events. However, some of the monitoring stations have been defined 
in suitable sites for the monitoring of   anthropogenic pressure (e.g., due to aquaculture or nearby industrial 
units). Additionally, the Eastern Mediterranean area is one of the most affected areas  by climate change and 
the associated water temperature increase. The ANN managed to predict with good accuracy the Chl-a levels 
(r=0.87 for the test set). Sensitivity analysis was also performed, where the input parameters were 
perturbated for a small change (8% in our case) and the impact of these perturbations was simulated. Based 
on these simulations, several useful results were derived.  The impact of global warming on eutrophication is 
worrisome since the water temperature increase resulted in an increase of Chl-a levels by over 200%. 
Analogous behavior was observed for the nutrients’ perturbations, where a huge increase of Chl-a was 
calculated. These findings indicate that the Cyprus marine environment is fragile and prone to eutrophication 
under anthropogenic pressure and climate change. The constructed ANN model can serve as a management 
tool, based on which nutrients threshold values can be calculated in order to maintain the good 
environmental status  of Cyprus coastal water
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The first flush (FF) has been recognized and investigated as a typical phenomenon of urban areas since it 
represents one of the most critical non-point source pollutions and, therefore, can negatively impact the 
quality of receiving water bodies. For this reason, the analysis of urban runoff has become a critical factor in 
the protection of surface water quality. Based on this, model simulation and assessment represent an 
essential procedure to estimate the strength of the FF effect in urban regions. With this aim, complex 
physically-based models have been commonly adopted, but their application is limited by the data availability. 
In this study, we assess the use of a data-driven technique, random forest (RF), to overcome this issue. Such 
technique is considered an attractive alternative since it is flexible, “quick learner,” and performs well in 
multisource data prediction problems. 
Based on these considerations, the objective of this study is twofold: 1) developing a machine-learning 
algorithm, based on RF technique, able to predict whether a rainfall event can generate sediment first flush, 
taking into account variables that characterize the precipitation event (dry and wet period), 2) in case of FF 
occurrence, predicting the sediment load for such storm event. The results showed that the RF model predicts 
very well the existence of FF (F1 score = 0.78 and accuracy = 0.87) and the sediment event mean load (NSE = 
0.92). 
The outcomes of this study are expected to contribute to the development of accurate and reliable 
stormwater-quality models and, consequently, effective stormwater treatment design.
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Caused by extreme rainfall, flash floods in mountainous catchments often lead to serious losses of life and 
property. Henan province is located at the central part of China which frequently suffered flash flood disasters 
due to its typical topographic and meteorological characteristics. Currently, the local decision makers and 
managers in the province have urgently presented the requests of having an accurate model simulation and 
forecast of flash flood disasters. However, as the flash flood disaster often occurred in mountainous 
catchments which have few gauging stations existed, it is quite challenging to obtain precise simulation results 
with many unknown parameters in the model simulation. In order to overcome this obstacle and to improve 
the local defense capacity of flash flood disasters, this paper has proposed a machine learning approach for 
parameter regionalization which is able to estimate the model parameters from gauged catchments in this 
province. With the data obtained from deterministic distributed hydrological simulations of 19 catchments in 
Henan province, a Xgboost model has been set up to detect the similarity between the targeted and the 
referenced catchments, and then to determine the most similar catchment for the target to give values for 
its model parameters. The results shown that: (1) the characteristics of the top soil layer and the short-term 
rainfall intensity are the main criterion to determine the similarity between two catchments in Henan 
province. (2) Compare to other classical approaches for parameter regionalization such as the “shortest 
distance” approach, the Xgboost model is able to effectively improve the accuracy of flash flood simulation 
in Henan province. (3) The machine learning approach presented in this paper could be optionally applied in 
other area that has ungauged mountainous catchments frequently suffered flash flood disasters.
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Accurate, fast and robust models of water systems are crucial to develop optimal management strategies that 
assure the availability of good quality water. This is especially true in light of changing boundary conditions 
such climate change, land use changes, changing demand or operations by competing water users. 
Optimization of management strategies or statistical analysis of impacts of adaptation measures using long-
term simulations require computationally very efficient models. 
 
Physics-based models are typically not sufficiently efficient for such tasks. These detailed models also typically 
require a lot of information about the study area, which is not always available, and they rely on assumptions 
about the system’s behaviour which are not always fully valid. 
 
Machine learning (ML) techniques are often explored as computationally very efficient alternatives or 
surrogates for detailed physics-based models. In addition to their computational efficiency, ML techniques 
have the ability to discover additional dependencies between in- and outputs that are not known to the model 
developer or used in the physics-based models. Some drawbacks are that ML models can produce results that 
are physically inconsistent and that they may make unreliable predictions under boundary conditions not 
present in the training dataset. 
 
The presented research proposes a novel ML-model architecture that is designed for predicting time varying 
pollutant concentrations in a surface water system. The proposed concept uses memory cells to track the 
system’s state, based on the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture. Those memory values can be 
interpreted as water volumes and pollutant masses in the system. By enforcing conservation of both volume 
and mass trough the design of the model’s architecture, the problem of physical inconsistency may be 
reduced and the trained models may be better suited for out-of-sample scenarios. This integration of scientific 
knowledge in ML is a practice that is rapidly picking up momentum in the research community. 
 
The novel methodology is demonstrated for a test case in Belgium to model salinity in the Albert Canal, a 
shipping canal that is also a major surface drinking water source. A finite volume method (FVM) model is used 
to generate training and testing data. The new physics-informed ML model is able to accurately predict the 
start and duration of increasing concentrations at the inlet point, which is relevant for the water production, 
at only a fraction of the calculation time of the detailed FVM model. The developed model can be used for 
long-term simulations to statistically analyse the production plant’s reliability under climate change and 
changing management of the shipping canal, for example installation of additional pumping stations and new 
lock complexes. 
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The long-term effects of heavy metal contamination in aquatic ecosystems are a major environmental 
concern internationally due to their potential persistence in the environment and bioaccumulation in aquatic 
organisms and the food chain. Despite significant historic and current issues associated with metal pollution, 
there have been comparatively few contemporary studies examining the long-term legacy and effect of heavy 
metals on aquatic ecosystems in post-industrial areas. This paper examines a series of lakes within the 
Attenborough Nature Reserve, UK as a model system to study the effects of heavy metal contamination on 
the aquatic environment. Attenborough Nature Reserve is a protected area in Nottinghamshire, UK located 
near the confluence of the River Erewash and River Trent. A 15-year hydrological and meteorological dataset 
was analysed to identify the dominant trends and statistical correlations which may have driven historical 
pollution levels within the lakes. A predictive model was developed for forecasting the heavy metal 
concentrations of the nature reserve based on physico-chemical, biological and meteorological parameters 
by combining complementary methods; namely, time series analysis, multiple regression analysis and artificial 
neural network (ANN) analysis. Correlation analysis indicated that electrical conductivity values (Pearson 
correlation coefficient, r = 0.22) and river flow volume (r = 0.23) were significantly associated with metal 
concentrations. Further, time series analysis showed that the lakes directly connected to the inflowing river 
received a greater pollution load than the unconnected lakes, and that copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn) were the 
metals of greatest concern. Electrical conductivity, total suspended solid (TSS), flow volume and precipitation 
were the best predictors in regression models (explaining 13.4% of the variance for copper and 10.1% of the 
variance for zinc). Dissolved oxygen (DO) and TSS were the best predictors for the developed ANNs. Overall, 
the results suggest that the accuracy of ANN models was the highest among the methods tested. The 
successful selection and application of the most appropriate technique is important for rapid assessment 
because high metal concentrations in aquatic ecosystems and bioaccumulation may ultimately lead to 
significant human health implications via transfer within food chains. Field sampling and laboratory 
experiments to characterise the metal concentrations in river water, sediment and the potential 
bioaccumulation within invertebrates are currently in progress. Future research will explore the 
bioaccumulation by specific target organisms to establish theoretical model (s) to determine the 
bioaccumulation kinetics. The results of this research will subsequently be used to identify and test potential 
remediation techniques to mitigate the effects of heavy metal pollution. 
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Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOPs) are becoming emerging alternatives to conventional treatments 
because of their efficiency to remove organic and biological pollutants in water. AOPs are based on the 
generation of free radical species with high oxidation potential, coming from the decomposition of different 
oxidants such as H₂O₂, or persoxymonosulfate. This research paper presents the use of Machine Learning (ML) 
as a tool to optimize water disinfection through different AOPs. 
The data used were taken from real experimental laboratory tests. The experimental framework consisted of 
91 trials in which different configurations of techniques and substances related to water disinfection were 
combined. In each of the trials, the Enterococcus sp. concentration (CFU/mL) was measured over time. The 
parameters that define the design of each experiment were the following (i) type of water (distilled, saline, 
and simulated wastewater), (ii) whether or not ultraviolet light is used, (iii) type of oxidant (PMS, H₂O₂, and 
sulfites) and (iv) type of catalyst (none, Fe(II) and Fe(III)-Cit). Each of these parameters, in addition to the 
variable ‘Time’, were used as ‘input feature’ to build different data-driven models through ML techniques, 
being the ‘output’ of these models the ‘Enterococcus sp. Concentration’. 
In this work, a ML library for the Python programming language was used: Scikit-learn. From this library, three 
different ML supervised algorithms were used: decision trees (DT), random forests (RF), and gradient boosted 
regression trees (GBRT). DT are easy to interpret but are also prone to overfitting. RF and GBRT are 
categorized as tree ensembles methods since they are composed by multiple DTs to create more robust and 
less biased models. They were used because they have proven to be effective for regression on a wide range 
of datasets, as well as for their ability to quantify the importance of input variables.  
The metaparameters of the models were optimized, i.e., number of nodes, maximum depth, number of trees 
(for RF and GBRT), and learning rate (for GBRT). Since the size of the dataset was small, k-fold cross-validation 
was used to evaluate the models.  
Moreover, due to the complexity of the analized data and the heterogeneous nature of the variables, several 
models where assesed in order to find the one that best fitted the experimental data. As a result, interesting 
information about the importance of the parameters used in the experiments was obtained from model 
interpretation.
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Small, depressional wetlands are known to outflow and contribute to streamflow, but the discharge rates of 
these wetlands are not well-defined in the literature. Physical modeling methods have grid-cell resolutions 
that can mask the contributions of small wetland features. Therefore, the present study proposes an empirical 
approach to predict wetland discharge rates based on a combination of very high-resolution (0.8 × 0.8-meter) 
light detection and ranging (LiDAR) terrain data and streamflow data collected at existing stream-gage 
locations far downstream from headwater wetlands. The grid-based calculations predict discharge rates at 
wetland perimeters by month, season, and year, and over different time periods to assess how discharge 
rates have changed due to external factors, such as groundwater pumping and changes in precipitation. 
Because discharge rates are not gauged at small wetlands, the present study validates the methodology at 
stream gages excluded from the process of predicting wetland discharge rates. The results of this study 
demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach in areas where surface-water runoff is not heavily modified 
by humans. In areas of human modification, additional data of surface-water runoff from specific units of land 
and stormwater management systems are required to augment predictions. Overall though, the method 
shows promise as a means of predicting wetland discharge rates in natural drainage systems subject to 
climatic changes and the effects of groundwater pumping.
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Environmental sciences have evolved in the last decades due in part to the introduction of simulation 
techniques at catchment scale. These strategies make it possible to evaluate and predict the behavior of water 
in any type of basin. A properly calibrated an efficient computational model represents a very useful tool to 
provide insight into the catchment dynamics at hydrological level. Furthermore, the use of distributed models 
allows to obtain very detailed results thanks to the spatial discretization of the terrain in computational cells. 
The greatest counterpoint of this type of numerical model is its high computational cost, since a large number 
of operations are necessary in every time step. This is especially relevant when considering long-term 
hydrological events (e.g. 1 year). In order to overcome this issue, the numerical model used in this work is 
solved by taking advantage of all the power of the latest generation graphics cards (GPUs), achieving 
simulations hundreds of times faster than with a normal processor (CPU). In particular, three mountain 
catchments (Arnás, Araguás and San Salvador) are considered for the simulation of long-term storm events. 
The basins domain is discretized by means of a locally refined unstructured triangular mesh and distributed 
rainfall and infiltration processes are taking into account in order to provide an adequate input data. The 
numerical results show a good agreement between numerical and observed outlet hydrographs.
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Fishways are structures that are often discussed in the context of river environment conservation. In general, 
the function of fishways has been evaluated by monitoring their physical characteristics to determine whether 
they are suitable for upstream migration of fishes. However, because these surveys require considerable 
effort, post-evaluation and verification have rarely been conducted in detail in various seasons and for various 
fish species. 
Another major limitation is that the physical evaluation of fishways is often conducted only in a cross-sectional 
view. For example, evaluation is based on information such as the height of certain bulkheads, overflow 
velocities, and the depth of water in the pool. In general, a fishway is a series of units of a single form; hence, 
the entire fishway may be evaluated by extracting the structure of one representative unit. Therefore, it is 
possible that even if there are weaknesses in the fishway, they are often not specifically identified. Moreover, 
although there are many case reports on the upstream ability of fishes, such as their rushing speed, these 
may also be fragmentary data. Therefore, it can be said that there is no clear evaluation and visualization of 
the time taken and route adopted by fish that actually move up the fishway. Therefore, the simulation of 
fishway upstream migration was studied using the International River Interface Cooperative (iRIC) software. 
The iRIC was initiated by Hokkaido University and the United States Geological Survey. The iRIC software is a 
platform for numerical simulations related to hydraulic engineering. The software was developed as a river 
flow and bed fluctuation analysis software and has since been expanded to support various numerical 
simulation models such as inundation, runoff, tsunami, and debris flow models. 
One of the functions, the Universal Tracer Tracker (UTT), is a tool for tracking and visualizing the trajectory of 
various substances specified by the user in addition to the calculation results of various flow calculation 
solvers implemented in iRIC. In addition to the case where the target transported material moves entirely 
with the flow, it is also possible to express material movement by specifying its ability and characteristics 
when the material itself has a cruising ability; as seen in a typical example of fish. 
In this study, we used the UTT function to reproduce an actual fishway and attempted to simulate the fish 
run occurrence. The physical conditions of the fishway reflected those of the actual fishway, and the data on 
the fish run (cruising speed, cruising time, rushing speed, rushing time, upward method, and variation in body 
size) were extracted from published articles and used as parameters. 
In this presentation, we report on the actual simulation results under the above conditions and discuss the 
possibility of future utilization. 
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Three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is more and more often used to solve various 
hydraulic engineering problems, such as the prediction of complex transient flow conditions or local scouring. 
Such 3D models offer the prediction of complex flow patterns determining the morphodynamic conditions 
(e.g., coherent turbulent structures), where the proper reproduction of the free surface is usually of key 
importance. In the direct vicinity of obstacles like bridges, piers or other hydraulic structures, the free surface 
problem becomes increasingly difficult due to high surface gradients, turbulent water level fluctuations or 
even hydraulic jumps. In this study, the level set method (LSM) based, CFD model REEF3D is used for the 
simulation of complex free surface flow and local scouring in the vicinity of submerged bridges, where 
pressurized flow conditions occur under the bridge decks. The open-source CFD code uses the LSM in a 
coherent manner for the representation of the free surface, the sediment bed and the solid boundaries (i.e., 
obstacles) as well. The numerical simulations are based on well-documented laboratory experiments – one 
focusing on the complex hydrodynamics over a schematic bridge geometry and another one on the local 
scouring under an arch bridge. Both Reynolds-averaged and large eddy simulations (LES) are performed, and 
their performance is assessed from the hydrodynamic and morphodynamic point of view as well. The LSM-
based modeling framework offers the robust numerical simulation of complex hydro- and morphodynamic 
conditions, making REEF3D and other competent CFD models valuable tools to complement or partially 
replace expensive and time demanding physical model experiments. It is noted, that due to the uncertainties 
in the theoretical background of bedload transport, additional numerical tests and sensitivity analyses are 
required.
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The variation of the Coriolis parameter with the latitude, the so-called β effect, strongly affects the turbulent 
up-scale cascade in fact the energy is preferentially channeled into zonal modes. This effect may be significant 
in planetary atmospheric and oceanic circulations; in this case, nonlinear eddy/wave interactions induce the 
flow self-organization into zonal patterns, in which Rossby waves and westward propagating cyclonic and 
anticyclonic eddies coexist.  
To investigate the connections between eddies, jets, and waves we realized a laboratory experiment suitable 
to reproducing eastward/westward zonal flows by applying an electromagnetic small-scale forcing to a thin 
layer of a rotating fluid. We performed a wide series of runs varying the characteristics of the forcing as well 
as the main experimental parameters as fluid thickness and rotation rate of the system. Velocity field were 
measured using a technique based on image analysis. We deeply investigated the flow features onset and 
their time evolution, in particular we were able to estimate the speed propagation of the travelling structures 
and compare the measured and expected theoretical values.  
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Lateral cavities are hydraulic structures that function as transient storage zones in natural streams. This 
structure plays a key role in mass related processes due to its transient storage capabilities. In rivers, this 
structure is used to retain sediment and mitigate accidental spillages, but also on the nutrient retention and 
release promoting vegetation growth. The flow and mass transport in lateral cavities depend on an aspect 
ratio between width (W) and length (L) that determines the quantity and the shape of the recirculation flow 
inside the cavity. Although, the influence of different geometric shapes remains uncertain and needs further 
study. This numerical study aims to assess the impact of geometric shapes on the hydrodynamics and mass 
exchange of a lateral cavity. 
 
The cavity was L = 0.25 m long (x-axis), W = 0.15 m wide (y-axis) and had a depth of H = 0.10 m (z-axis). The 
aspect ratio was W/L = 0.6 which corresponds to a single circulation system. The bulk velocity in the 
undisturbed channel was U = 0.101 m/s with a Reynolds number of 9000. The flow field was calculated with 
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and the subgrid effects were accounted with the Wall Adapting Local Eddy-
viscosity (WALE). The numerical model was validated using literature experimental data and the errors were 
calculated using three different meshes. The mean error in the velocity fields was 1.74% inside the cavity. 
 
Preliminary results showed that inside the cavity a single circulation occurred with a uniform distribution of 
velocities. Despite the uniform distribution of velocities, the estimative of the sedimentation fields showed 
that accumulation is prone to occur in the middle-upstream section of the cavity, as this region is far from the 
initial jet that occurs in the most downstream part. Additionally, sediment transport mode was not influenced 
by the flow, as the particle settling velocity was dominant over the other effects inside the cavity. 
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Good outfall design is required in order to minimize the environmental impact of the discharge of brackish 
water in a natural water body, which is a widespread phenomenon in areas where osmotic power plants are 
located. To this goal, a firm understanding of the complex mixing processes that effluents undergo is 
necessary, and numerical approaches have proven to be very useful in this respect. Modelling mixing 
processes and their complex nature is not an easy task, but it can provide substantial contributions in 
investigating jet dilution dynamics. Several numerical models have been developed to achieve this goal: those 
based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) have especially become more and more widespread as 
technology advanced, as they are free from many of the assumptions that restrict other types of models and 
thanks to their ability to provide a detailed description of the hydrodynamics of jet mixing processes. In the 
CFD field, the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) has been gaining attention during the last few years thanks 
to its simplicity, versatility and intrinsic parallelizability. This work focuses on the use of an LBM-based 
approach to perform a detailed numerical study of a vertical negatively buoyant saline jet in a crossflow, 
which is a model for the release of brackish water by desalination plants in water bodies. A three-dimensional 
channel with a jet inlet on its bottom face is considered and appropriate boundary conditions are 
implemented, together with a gravity forcing term defined according to the Boussinesq hypothesis. The 
Lattice Boltzmann algorithm is used to solve both the Navier-Stokes equation and the advection-diffusion 
equation for the saline concentration of the jet, and a large eddy simulation (LES) model is employed in the 
LBM framework in order to decrease the computational cost of the numerical simulations due to the presence 
of turbulent behaviour. 
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In Brazil, the presence of the invasive species Limnoperna fortunei, known as golden mussel, in rivers and 
reservoirs can result in several impacts on the environment and economic activities. It is particularly common 
in hydroelectric plant reservoirs and by 2018 it was found in 38% of Brazilian HPPs, representing 55% of the 
total installed potential in the national energy matrix. It is estimated that, in the electricity sector alone, 
annual losses add up to more than USD$ 150 million/year in production interruptions and maintenance costs. 
The population dynamics of wild species is often driven by ecological processes that are difficult to elucidate. 
Mathematical modeling proves to be a very useful tool for studying the relationship between species and 
their environment, having the ability to efficiently integrate and evaluate several complex processes 
simultaneously and, therefore, it is useful in understanding biological phenomena. Aquatic species, in 
particular, are affected by hydrodynamic patterns which are often poorly studied. The factors that most 
influence species distribution are water flow, climatic variables, and phytoplankton availability in the 
environment. The mathematical models in the literature usually only consider mussels related to the 
dynamics of algae populations, without taking into account the hydrodynamic factors. In this paper, we 
propose a three-dimensional model of partial differential equations to illustrate the population dynamics of 
mussels, where we consider the densities of the adult mussels, mussel larvae, and algae which is the main 
source of mussel food. This model considers water flow as limiting factor for the development of the 
populations. The study area is the Pereira Barreto channel, in the state of Sao Paulo, southeastern Brazil. This 
is an artificially constructed channel which connects the reservoirs of two main hydroelectric power plants of 
the region to maximize energy production: the Ilha Solteira and the Tres Irmaos HPPs. Both power plants 
greatly suffer with the golden mussel infestation and the channel itself is entirely occupied by these animals. 
The generation of a model associated with a local verification of environmental information and biological 
variables of organisms can be used to provide a more complete and clear view of the ecological and 
hydrological dynamics of the studied environment, as well as provide crucial information for the infestation 
management by HPP operators of the region.
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Failures of dams and dikes often lead to devastating consequences in protected areas. Overtopping is, by far, 
the most frequent cause of failure. Numerical models are crucial tools to assess risk and guide emergency 
plans. 
 
Numerous sources of uncertainty exist when running a numerical model. Sensitivity analysis methods have 
been developed to probe relationships between uncertainties in input variables and the uncertainties they 
induce in output variables. Among them, variance-based methods allow input uncertainties or subsets of 
input uncertainties to be ranked according to the significance of their contribution to the induced uncertainty 
in the outputs. The use of significance descriptors, also called, sensitivity indices, is widely adopted. The 
significance descriptor of a given input subset quantifies the portion of the global output uncertainty caused 
by the uncertainty in this subset. It allows the relative significance of input variables to be assessed and the 
most critical ones to be identified. 
 
We applied an uncertainty analysis using significance descriptors to our implementation of the lumped fully 
coupled hydro-morphodynamic model developed by Wu (2013, 2016). We computed significance descriptors 
for three main outputs of the numerical model, namely, the maximum breach discharge (Q_b,peak), the 
related elapsed time since the beginning of the experiment (t_peak), and a characteristic time related to the 
width of the breach hydrograph peak (t*). We ran the model based on configurations corresponding to 
laboratory experiments led by Frank (2016) and a field-scale test performed during the IMPACT project 
(2005). 
 
Preliminary results suggest that the amplitude of the impact of input uncertainties varies according to the 
embankment configuration. In all configurations corresponding to laboratory tests, uncertainty in parameters 
related to Manning’s coefficient was most significant in inducing uncertainty in the outputs of interest. 
Uncertainty in the sediment adaptation length was also a significant contributor in most of these 
configurations. At laboratory scale, the influence of uncertainty in the breach weir efficiency increased 
significantly when the system was purely driven by an initial reservoir volume, i.e., when no inflow discharge 
was injected. In this configuration, the variability of t_peak was also highly dependent on the dike height 
uncertainty. Rather surprisingly, uncertainty in parameters related to sediment transport capacity was never 
critical. At field scale, the impact of uncertainties in physical parameters rose notably due to larger 
inaccuracies in field measurements. 
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The validation of the accuracy of a numerical model counts to the numerous challenges in modeling hydro-
morphodynamics. Many state-of-the-art approaches compare pixel-by-pixel topographic change using 
statistics such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient. However, these statistics may not enable to differentiate 
between fairly well-performing models and complete non-sense models. This study employs spatially explicit 
map comparison techniques based on fuzzy sets to evaluate the efficiency of two-dimensional numerical 
hydro-morphodynamic models. We test a recently developed fuzzy numerical and a fuzzy kappa map 
comparison method for comparing observed topographic change with numerically modeled topographic 
change of a physical laboratory model. Fuzzy numerical map comparison introduces one level of fuzziness to 
compensate for spatial offset between modeled and observed values. Fuzzy kappa map comparison adds 
another level of fuzziness to account for similarities between categories. To this end, we categorize 
topographic change into categories of erosion and deposition. The results suggest that fuzzy kappa map 
comparison provides a suitable statement of the goodness of a numerical model, while fuzzy numerical map 
comparison shows limitations for expressing subjectively perceived correlation between modeled and 
observed topographic change. For instance, fuzzy numerical-based similarity coefficients are considerably 
high, even for a quasi-random non-representative model. We conclude that fuzzy map comparisons represent 
a powerful tool for the validation of hydro-morphodynamic numerical models.
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Transport of radionuclides plays a significant role in determining the level of risk posed by a radionuclide 
waste repository. A three-dimensional finite-element model is interfaced with a reliability analysis to account 
for uncertainty in aquifer media. Hydraulic conductivity, porosity, and distribution coefficient are considered 
random. Sensitivity analysis was carried out for the input parameters such as hydraulic conductivity (K), 
distribution coefficient (Kd) and infiltration rate where major uncertainty was observed for the distribution 
coefficient. The model also indicated that the infiltration rate at tailings pond plays a vital role. Hence, proper 
care needs to be taken while designing the liners in such a way that the infiltration rate is less than 1 × 10-9 
m/s. The distributions are determined in this study by applying comprehensive transformations and rigorous 
statistics to on-site measurements of the parameters. The developed model can be used as an effective tool 
to sustainably manage the aquifer. This study will be useful as it has given baseline information on 
groundwater quality in this region before mining and such radionuclide modeling studies assess the impact 
of tailings pond in groundwater.  
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The study aims to propose and evaluate a simple approach to adjust daily satellite gridded data by considering 
ground-based data (i.e., from rain gauges). The corresponding algorithms were written in Python and a model 
was developed for that aim. The model can analyze any gridded satellite data over any geographic region of 
the world, this study presenting the application and evaluation of the model for mainland Portugal. Moreover, 
the recently-released (late 2020) PERSIANN-CCS-CDR product was selected for the study, having in attention 
that the referred satellite product provides relatively long-term precipitation records (1983-present) with high 
spatiotemporal resolution (0.04o x 0.04o spatial and 3-hourly temporal). The present comparison study was 
performed at both pixel (0.04o) and watershed scales. Regarding the latter spatial scale, three watersheds in 
mainland Portugal were chosen for the corresponding analysis. Overall, the satellite and the rain gauge 
datasets agree well at the monthly time level. The obtained results show differences between the two 
datasets at the daily time level, but the adjusted daily PERSIANN-CCS-CDR data are in good agreement with 
the corresponding rain-gauge data at both grid and watershed scales.
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The tasks of parameter identification and uncertainty quantification for inverse problems are ubiquitous in 
environmental and hydrological sciences. Problems of this kind often suffer from the curse of dimensionality 
which makes the problems ill-posed and can lead to ambiguity in parameter combinations during calibration. 
This effect is further aggravated if the respective model parameters are not fully physically interpretable or if 
they cannot be validated or restricted by field measurements.  
To fight the curse of dimensionality, to make more robust parameter estimates, and to get insight into the 
most important parameters and relationships of processes within a certain model, dimensionality reduction 
(DR) techniques can be used. The method of active subspaces (AS) – related to proper orthogonal 
decomposition – offers the possibility for linear dimension reduction and has been previously successfully 
applied to aid the calibration of hydrological models and to identify surrogates. AS is a gradient-based method 
and tries to find the directions in the parameter space, in which the scalar model output changes more, on 
average, than in other directions. These directions are given by linear combinations (eigenvectors) of model 
parameters and thus enable a new level of model interpretability by analyzing the contributions in the 
different eigenvectors. Transforming the original data to the lower-dimensional setting with a subset of the 
eigenvectors allows for the analysis of the model input-output relationship and for surrogate construction.  
We set up a lumped parameter model to simulate karst system spring discharge of the already well studied 
Milandre karst system in Switzerland, utilizing hourly precipitation and discharge data and daily evaporation 
data from one measurement station in the catchment. The model consists of a two-flow-component non-
linear recharge model and an impulse response function. We explore the 13-dimensional parameter space 
with a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach with uniform priors to generate posterior parameter 
samples. Additionally, we use uniform distributions together with a Latin hypercube scheme (LHS) to obtain 
unconditioned samples. Gradients of the scalar model output (NSE criterion) with respect to the parameters 
are computed utilizing a finite forward difference (FFD) scheme.  
It has been shown that lower dimensional structure could be identified independently of the combination of 
methods used. The more global approach of the unconditioned LHS based method with FFD gradients showed 
distinct differences in terms of subspace quality and structure compared to the MCMC generated results. The 
more global view of LHS produced eigenvectors, in which directions the model changes drastically, while the 
MCMC eigenvectors give a more local representation around the optimal solution. We found that the MCMC 
and FFD based method provided results from which observed system properties were extractable. 
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Reduced-order modelling (ROM) is a widely used technique for performing numerical simulations using less 
computational resources. It can be applied to environmental problems like free surface flows, which usually 
involve high computational costs due to the large spatial and temporal scales of the events. In this work, an 
intrusive ROM (IROM) strategy based on the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is applied to the 1D 
Shallow Water equations. The POD method provides an orthogonal basis for representing a given set of data 
and constructing the IROM by means of the  method of snapshots. The main goal of this work is to develop a 
simulation model able to cope with realistic applications. The computational improvement and the accuracy 
of the IROM results with respect to those of the full-order model are examined.
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Ekman (1905)’s theory of wind-driven currents in a surface boundary layer is a building-block of modern 
oceanography and helps to explain (e.g.) coastal upwelling, which have high impact on biological productivity. 
Ekman deduced that the momentum balance for steady horizontal currents must be between Coriolis force 
and divergence of turbulent shear induced by the wind. Assuming an infinite homogeneous water column of 
a constant eddy viscosity, the vertical profile of the horizontal current features it maximum current at the 
surface, which is deflected 45⁰ to the right (left) from the wind direction in the Northern (Southern) 
Hemisphere, and a net transport at 90⁰ to the right (left) of the wind direction. 
 
However, Ekman’s model is highly idealized and can not be expected to closely match actual observations of 
wind-driven circulation. In this contribution, his theory is extended considering (1) a nonhomogeneous ocean 
of finite depth, (2) realistic vertical eddy viscosity profiles, and (3) a vertically variable horizontal baroclinic 
pressure gradient. Extensive sensitivity numerical tests of surface deflection angles, maximum currents, and 
transport direction to changes in (1), (2), and (3) are considered. Numerical tests are performed both by using 
a classical finite differentiation of the momentum balance equation and by a high-order scheme based on 
compact differentiation. Compact differentiation was introduced by Lele in the 1990s as a linear combination 
of derivatives, df(z)/dz, at grid points and its adjacent ones, written as a stencil of grid-point values of f(z). In 
such a way, compact differentiation is more accurate than that of the classical differentiation due to its wider 
spectral resolution. Compact differentiation of the extended Ekman’s model leads to an implicit method in 
which a tridiagonal matrix system is solved to compute df(z)/dz. The results show that numerical performance 
improves in two orders of magnitude or above and reduce CPU time in almost a ratio of 2.5 seconds at the 
beginning of the convergence region. 
 
Regarding the physical solution, using this numerical approach, the greatest deviations from the Ekman 
classical solutions are obtained when shallower depth, higher stratification, and higher turbulence stress rate 
are considered. While acknowledging additional deviations due to other processes to the horizontal 
momentum balance, the results show that the improved numerical solutions of the extended wind-driven 
Ekman boundary layer model successfully reproduce observations in several study areas of the Northern 
Hemisphere.
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Analysis of existing data is the first step in preparing for human modification of natural water systems or 
existing water infrastructure. Time series of environmental measurements form an important part of that 
data. Such an analysis has as its aim the determination of the future operating conditions of the modified 
system. The dependence between time series is important both for normal operation and for the evaluation 
of risks in extreme situations. One way to study this dependence is through the use of copulas. But because 
the analysis is statistical in nature, its results, in this case the copula parameters, contain a certain amount of 
uncertainty. In this paper we demonstrate an approach that can be used to represent that uncertainty in 
cases where the dependence is modeled by a copula. The method is based on the confidence curve concept, 
that is it provides confidence sets for the parameter at all confidence levels. The use of confidence curves for 
copula parameters is a recent development. The confidence curve construction method uses a pseudo 
likelihood to avoid having to fit marginals to the data. This pseudo likelihood is then used to construct a 
confidence curve. The method was applied to annual maximum river discharge data for different tributaries 
of the Rhine to see how these are correlated. 
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To assess flooding risk, hydraulic models are used. However, these models have many uncertainties related 
to the lack of knowledge of input parameters (e.g. hydrograph parameters, levee breach parameters). To 
quantify the uncertainties and to evaluate the most influential parameters of the model, studies referred to 
as Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) and Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) can be used. In order to implement 
these methods, model inputs must be independent, which is not often the case. In addition, these kinds of 
methods require numerous simulations. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to propose a methodology 
to deal with dependent inputs in UQ and GSA studies for hydraulic models and to reduce the computational 
times. 
 
The proposed methodology is applied to the 2D hydraulic model of the Loire River (between Gien and Jargeau, 
in France) built with TELEMAC-2D. This river section is surrounded by levees where numerous historical 
breaches occurred. The study methodology is carried out in the following steps: first, the uncertain model 
inputs (hydrograph parameters, roughness coefficients and breach parameters) and the outputs of interest 
(water level at some points of the floodplain area) are set. Then, the inputs margins and the dependencies 
are defined by a statistical analysis using a real dataset (observed hydrograph and breach parameters) of the 
Loire River. In addition, the dependency structure between the inputs is represented by copulas. Since UQ 
and GSA require many simulations, kriging metamodels are built to increase the number of experiments in a 
short time period. Finally, UQ and GSA are carried out by considering the dependent inputs on one hand and 
the independent inputs on the other hand. With respect to the UQ, the outputs distribution slightly differs if 
the inputs are considered independent or not. Regarding to the GSA, the number of influencing parameters 
increases when inputs are considered dependent. This proves that some parameters, usually considered as 
not influencing, may actually be significantly impacting on the outputs. Although the differences are not 
considerable, these results suggest that dependencies should not be overlooked in 2D hydraulic models. 
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In this paper, an automated calibration tool for shallow water models (ActSwm) was developed utilizing the 
open-source Python library SciPy. The developed tool links the hms model for rainfall-runoff simulations to 
global optimization algorithms as a single executable. Three fast global optimization algorithms (Differential 
Evolution, Dual Annealing, Simplicial Homology Global Optimization) were applied by using two objective 
functions (Root Mean Square Error, Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency) to automatically calibrate the parameters of 
two real case studies of rainfall-runoff in natural catchments. In the first case, a small Alpine catchment was 
simulated and the three optimization algorithms were applied to three parameters, namely the Strickler 
coefficient, the runoff coefficient and the interflow storage constant. In the second case, an experimental 
natural catchment was simulated and seven parameters have been optimized using the three optimization 
algorithms. Three of the parameters belong to a modified Manning friction law, while the other four to the 
Green-Ampt infiltration approach. The performance of the three algorithms was investigated comparing them 
with the classical ‘manual calibration’ considering accuracy of the results and computation time. Results show 
that the three global optimization algorithms achieve much better results when compared to the classical 
‘manual calibration’ or even enable a calibration which may not be possible by hand; However, using SHGO 
and Dual Annealing in ActSwm reduce the calibration time by (70-90) % compared with results of Hassan et 
al. (2021). ActSwm not only provides a framework to also use other objective functions and optimization 
algorithms, it is also applicable to other shallow water flow models even if there is a large number of 
parameters to be calibrated and a calibration may not be possible by hand.
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The safety evaluation of diversion tunnel structure is the basic process during its operation. However, due to 
the multiple factors and imperfect engineering data, the present comprehensive evaluation methods mostly 
rely heavily on the judgment of expert experience. 
This paper develops a safety evaluation system of diversion tunnel structure based on dynamic update 
Bayesian network. Firstly, a three-layer index system with a five-level safety grade classification standard is 
proposed by referring to several worldwide safety standards of tunnels, which includes six aspects and 
thirteen specific indicators, such as crack length and width, PH, spalling diameter and so on. Secondly, the 
subjective evaluation model of diversion tunnel structure safety is developed. The relative importance of each 
indicator is judged by experts in a consultation meeting, and based on these judgement data, the weight of 
each index is caculated by using he mixed weight method of Analytic Hierarchy Process(AHP) and Entropy 
Weight Method. By using the subjective evaluation model, dozens of assumed scenarios are obtained to 
remedy the shortage of practical scenario data. Meanwhile, the practical scenarios are collected from public 
literatures and un-public engineering material. Finally, the evaluation system is initially developed after the 
Bayesian network is trained by using both assumed and practical scenario. The new-developed evaluation 
system is featured with its ability of being updated by the future engineering inspection and evaluation data.    
This model was used to evaluate the structure safety of Chinese monkey rock hydropower station diversion 
tunnel, and the evaluation results showed that the diversion tunnel overall risk was very low, but the material 
deterioration, lining crack, lining spalling need to be focused. Model assessment result is consistent with the 
engineering judgment, indicated that the model has good accuracy and practicability. This study provides a 
possible idea for engineering safety evaluation with the absence of measured data. 
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Modeling pumping and consumption behavior in water supply requires the analysis of numerous input and 
computational  data, whose functional dependence is usually not easy to determine. The start and duration 
of pumping, the volume of water storage and the amount of maximum daily water demand, and the 
consumption pattern are not uniquely and linearly related variables. This paper analyzes these dependencies 
and provides a software solution (model represented by program code) that, based on the known maximum 
daily consumption and its pattern, determines the minimum required operating volume of the water tank 
with the associated regime of pumping water from the source into the water tank (start and duration of 
continuous pumping). Only the balance of the water storage is calculated, while fire and safety reserves in 
the water tank are excluded from the analyzes, as they are calculated based on separate guidelines and are 
not directly related to changes in consumption and pumping regime in the water tank. The focus is on 
simplifying existing "manual" calculations and adapting them to the needs of scientists, but also engineers 
involved in water supply system design and operational activities related to changes in the operation of 
pumping stations and water tank, to minimize capital costs (construction of a water tank) and operating costs 
(pumping). Therefore, the created program assumes for each hour of the day the start of pumping water into 
the water tank with different durations (1-24 hours), which gives a total of 576 different options and indicates 
the optimal solution (or solutions in the case of finding several equivalent options) the one  for which the 
minimum required volume of operating reserves of the water tank is obtained. The functionality of the 
created program code is demonstrated using two hypothetical examples. The program was created using the 
JavaScript programming language (JS), which is one of the most popular and widely used programming 
languages nowadays. It accepts as input parameters the maximum daily consumption (m3/day) and the 
percentage values for each of the time intervals (hours) of consumption (24 hours - 24 intervals - 24 values), 
whose total sum must be 100%. The paper also includes instructions that provide steps for starting a 
JavaScript program on the Windows operating system, including downloading Node.js, opening and 
navigating it using a terminal (Command Prompt), and starting and using the program itself. A description of 
planned program upgrades is also given so that a desktop application with a user-friendly interface would be 
developed to allow wider practical application, particularly by engineers designing water supply systems. The 
next phase of program upgrade is to develop an additional water pumping system optimization capability 
based on known existing water tank volume and maximum daily consumption volume and pattern.
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In physically based catchment modeling, one of the most crucial tasks is to sufficiently parameterize the soils, 
where water balance components are highly sensitive to the spatial structure of soil hydraulic properties. To 
estimate these parameters, Pedo-Transfer functions (PTFs) are applied, which define the functional 
relationships that transfer available measurable soil properties into missing soil parameters. By selecting 
different PTFs, a wide range of different hydrological model behavior can be produced. However, this might 
still result in an acceptable representation of the discharge hydrograph at the catchment outlet. Hence, model 
evaluation using streamflow measurements exclusively at catchment outlet may lead to implausible results 
and possibly to inappropriate decision making in water management, since this approach does not consider 
the spatiotemporal variability of hydrologic states and fluxes such as evapotranspiration (ET). Therefore, this 
study aims at aligning the soil parameterization towards mapping a plausible hydrological behavior, and 
seeking to reflect on the question “which PTF can accurately produce the spatial patterns of the ET?”. To carry 
this out, additional information on the soil moisture and ET patterns are employed by remote sensing data 
(Landsat-8 satellite images, SSEB𝑜p method). Then, ET patterns simulated by hydrologic model (WaSiM-ETH) 
are evaluated with reference to the corresponding remotely sensed estimates using a spatial efficiency 
metric. Results show that simulated ET patterns are in reasonable accordance with satellite driven patterns, 
however, hydrologic model tends to overestimate the ET rates in summer. Moreover, individual PTFs 
demonstrate a distinct difference in patterns of ET, owing to the fact that estimation of different soil hydraulic 
parameters by different PTFs leads to a change in soil water storage capacity as well as water redistribution 
within the corresponding soils. Ultimately, an appropriate combination of PTFs for the respective soil types is 
suggested. It would be then concluded that the study could cast a new light on the way that PTFs are routinely 
selected in hydrologic modeling, and indicate that selection of appropriate PTFs improves the hydrologic 
modeling results towards a more behavioral model. 
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Tidal array optimisation is a multifaceted problem that aims at the improvement of an array design’s 
performance, including its overall power yield. Benefits include reductions in investment uncertainty, thus 
supporting the tidal stream energy industry to reach its potential. Considering the complex, high-energy tidal 
hydrodynamics at proposed sites, defining an optimal array layout is challenging and remains an active 
research area. Existing optimisation methodologies can be either computationally untenable or restrictively 
simplified for practical cases. We present an optimisation approach that combines an analytical-based wake 
model, FLORIS, with a coastal ocean hydrodynamics model, Thetis. The approach is first demonstrated 
through idealised steady and transient flow cases to highlight hydrodynamics structures that are overlooked, 
including spatial complexity, tidal asymmetry,  and the practical exploitation of blockage effects.. We thus 
explore the use of analytical wake superposition in combination with the use of simple heuristic techniques 
to achieve turbine array optimisation at a fraction of the computational cost of alternative methods. Towards 
this objective, we designed a custom condition-based placement algorithm. The algorithm is applied to the 
Pentland Firth, including a case of 24 turbines that follow a power curve constrained by a rated speed of ~3.0 
m/s. This case study serves to demonstrate device-specific implications whilst also considering the temporal 
variability of the tide. Overall, this turbine layout optimisation process is able to deliver an array design that 
is 12% more productive on average than a staggered layout. Performance was quantified through assessment 
of the optimised layout using a shallow water equation model which more correctly represents turbines 
through discrete momentum sink terms.
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In the context of climate change, the probability for extreme rainfall events increases, leading to severe 
flooding in urban surface area with more casualties and property loss. Numerical simulation is essential for 
better understanding the formation and development of urban surface water flooding. In recent years, many 
numerical models have been developed, while modelers are faced with the decision of whether it is 
appropriate to spend computational resource on detailed simulation or simplified simulation is plenty 
considering a variety of uncertain input factors. This study applies a full dynamic model for rainfall-driven 
surface water flooding to implement parameters sensitivity analysis of urban inundation prediction at a city 
scale. A set of scenarios are undertaken with different values of hydraulic parameters (e.g. hydraulic 
conductivity) and hydraulic parameters (e.g. Manning’s friction coefficient). The 28th June 2012 event 
occurred in Leicester, UK is used as a baseline simulation, for which a good range of flood sites data across 
the city is available. The results allow us to explore physical complexities to reliably predict urban surface 
water flooding at city-scale. By analyzing the importance of uncertain input factors, some useful insight into 
the urban surface water flood prediction will be provided. 
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Pumping is extensively used in waterways, particularly in artificial canals. Pumping enables maintaining the 
water level within a suitable range for navigation, by compensating for water transferred by lock operations 
and for other losses (leakages, infiltration, evaporation). Across Europe, pumping in waterways represents 
25-33% of annual electricity use by WMOs (Waterway-Management-Organisation). A CO2 emissions 
reduction of 195 tonnes is expected for each WMOs. 
Here, we present an international, interdisciplinary and intersectoral research, in which a strategy has been 
developed for assessing the performance of pumping technologies and for improving the enhancing the 
energy-efficiency of pumping systems in waterways. In this research, scientists and practitioners have worked 
synergistically with the overall goal of reducing electricity consumption while preserving a comparable level 
of service. 
The developed strategy involves a large laboratory test bench as well as a series of computational models 
operating at multiple scales. 
The laboratory test bench is designed for both submersible and dry-action radial pumps driven by an electrical 
motor. It operates in closed loop and includes a large cylindrical tank of 3.5 m in diameter and 4.5 m in height 
(27 m³), in which submersible pumps may be positioned. It covers a range of discharge between 0 and 300 l/s 
and a range of heads between 0 and 96 m. The maximal admissible power is 160 kW. A regulating valve as 
well as the rotation speed of the pump are electronically steered to browse a range of operating points. 
Several driving technologies will be evaluated: soft starter, VSD, smart drivers. Several sensors (flowmeter, 
pressure transmitter, wattmeter) are used to compute the efficiency of the pump for different configuration 
and to characterize the off-nominal pump operation. In parallel, computational modelling of the VSD-engine-
pump system is run and guides a step-by-step optimization of the system. 
While the laboratory test bench and the digital twin of the VSD-engine-pump are focused on the level of a 
single pump or a single pumping station, another avenue for improving the energy-efficiency of a network of 
waterways is to coordinate the operation of several pumping stations. Therefore, the computational model 
of the pumps is coupled with a model of the network of waterways (open channels) and the management of 
the pumps is optimized at the level of the whole network. As a case study, we consider the Kennet & Avon 
canal in the UK which is used for recreational purpose. A SCADA system gives access to an extensive dataset 
including the number of lock operations, the flow rate at pumps and by-passes, water levels as well as the 
voltage and current applied to the pumps (time resolution of five minutes). 
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The iCSM is a 2D barotropic, tidal surge model developed in-house in TELEMAC-2D , focusing on the 
continental shelf of the North Sea. The model performance is in general decent by including the most 
dominant physical processes in the North Sea such as inverse barometer correction, self-attraction and 
loading and internal tide dissipation. Preliminary calibration was carried out by manual adjustment of spatial 
varying bottom roughness, which shows great potentials to further improve model predictions on water level, 
yet not optimal. 
 
Calibration is an essential modelling step but often requires a certain amount of time and efforts, without 
guarantee of optimal solutions. Therefore in this study, an automatic calibration routine is applied to further 
improve the predictions of water level in the North Sea. The Python module TelApy internally built-in the 
TELEMAC kernel is online coupled with an external Python library ADAO from the SALOME platform. The 3D-
VAR data assimilation algorithm is adopted to actualize the automatic model calibration. This algorithm 
compares time-series of water level predicted by iCSM and measurement data at 29 coastal stations in the 
North Sea, leading to a cost function which is subject to minimization. The automatic calibration routine steers 
iterative runs, after each of which, bottom roughness is updated based on the minimization of cost function. 
After around 90 iterations, an optimal bottom roughness field is found, leading to the lowest cost function.  
 
After automatic calibration, the model shows reliable ability to precisely reproduce the hydrodynamics in the 
North Sea. For instance, the averaged root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of water level is around 10 cm at the 
Belgian coast. The corresponding discrepancy of M2 tidal amplitude and phase is around 2 cm and 1°. 
 
The present model accuracy makes the model a reliable tool to provide metocean conditions for offshore 
projects. The model is fast and can provide time series of surge and current speed up to 30 years, allowing for 
extreme value analysis in the process of determining design conditions. 
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In-channel wood logs can cause clogging of bridges and other hydraulic structures and therefore floods. It 
also plays an important role in river ecology, morphology, and hydraulics. Thus, knowledge of its quantity, 
properties, mobilization, and transport is crucial for managing floating wood-related problems. To 
automatically identify wood pieces among other floating objects and remotely assess their volumes in an 
open channel, we have developed a novel methodology based on non-intrusive measuring methods and 
machine learning and applied it in a laboratory environment. To this end, we tested the combination of an 
industrial 2D laser scanner, a high-speed camera, and an ultrasonic sensor. Raw data were post-processed 
with custom-developed algorithms to determine the volumes of samples above the water surface and their 
intensity histograms. Later on, intensity histograms were analyzed by the machine learning algorithm to 
distinguish wood pieces from other floating object types. Based on the assigned density, the floating wood 
sample volumes could be calculated and compared with the predetermined (actual) ones. Results of the 
laboratory experiment show that the proposed approach enables wood identification with accuracy higher 
than 97 %, while the average error of floating wood volume calculation based on pre-assigned density and 
measured floating wood volume above the water surface is about 2 %. The research presents a promising 
step towards automatic identification and remote volume estimation of in-channel wood, which could be 
used in real-world applications (e.g., on bridges) for forecasting quantities of downstream in-channel wood.
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The large-scale test facility for dam and levee models in the hydraulic engineering laboratory of the TU 
Dresden has already been proven methodically in several research projects and has been continuously 
upgraded. Complex issues of dam protection combined with high-performance measuring and control 
systems for different flood scenarios have been addressed in order to develop a profound comprehension of 
the correlations between geohydraulics, geophysics and soil mechanics of such structures under in-situ-
related conditions. Furthermore, new technologies (e.g. soil sensors for determining the water content or 
non-destructive methods for dike monitoring) can be tested under laboratory conditions deducing 
recommendations for practical application. 
The innovative image recognition methods used support to digitize of experimental results and thus enable a 
combined interpretation of the measured data sets. A key element of this methodology represents the 
parallel application of mathematical models to describe the geohydraulic conditions and structural stability 
of a specific levee setup. The possibility of validating the mathematical model approaches given by the large-
scale test facility can have a beneficial effect in practice and provide to stakeholders an impact based forecast 
system (measuring systems combined with forecast models) for predicting levee failures for early warning or 
flood event management. 
The particular challenge of operating a model dike lies in the simulation of realistic flood scenarios over 
several days to weeks. These require a high degree of automation as well as remote access to control 
parameters and readings in order to assess the risk of failure or the reliable operating of the ICR-systems. The 
relative effort for the construction of the dike cubature (approx. 40 t of material are used in Fig. 1) can only 
be performed using machine technology and must be coordinated with the installation of the operating 
systems. This methodology is particularly characterized by having everything in view, starting with the 
construction of the dike for the intended purpose, to the simulation of large-scale, near-natural scenarios and 
the documentation of the interactions of the dam structure to the comparison with mathematical-numerical 
models. 
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IAimed at the insufficient energy dissipation inside the deep tail water stilling basin, this paper successively 
added auxiliary energy dissipators (baffle blocks, T shaped pier and chute sill blocks) inside the stilling basin 
and then comparatively investigate the corresponding influence upon the energy dissipation on a physical 
model. Results show that baffle blocks and T shaped piers can only adjust the moving flow in shallow tail 
water condition but can’t exert well effect in view of limited geometrical scale. And chute sill blocks above 
overflow weir surface can effectively force the moving inflow to deflect and offset in the upper regions of 
stilling basin, thus significantly shortening hydraulic jump length and increasing energy dissipation inside the 
deep tail water stilling basin. The common hydraulic jump with water drop is totally eliminated outside the 
stilling basin. 
Keywords: Deep tail water; Physical model; Hydraulic jump; Auxiliary energy dissipator 
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The knowledge of flow development is of critical importance to assure that appropriate experimental 
conditions are recreated. In open-channel flows, one of the main assumptions in most experimental studies 
is the flow uniformity, which means that flow parameters do not change in the streamwise direction. The 
question then is what distance from the flume entrance is required to achieve flow uniformity? The available 
data are not sufficient to properly answer this question and researchers often employ some rather intuitive 
approximations instead of tailored preliminary measurements to assess the required distance for the 
establishment of fully developed uniform flow conditions. Therefore, some experimentally-justified guidance 
regarding flow development in hydraulic flumes would be highly useful for experimental designs.   
 
It is generally assumed that once the flow depth is entirely occupied by the internal boundary layer, formed 
after the flow enters the flume, the flow can be considered as ‘fully developed’. However, this approach 
seems quite superficial as it neglects specific evolutions of large-scale (LSMs) and very-large-scale (VLSMs) 
turbulent motions, secondary currents (SCs), water surface effects and any possible interactions between 
them. In general, the distances from the flume entrance to achieve full development for LSMs, VLSMs, SCs 
and associated velocity statistics may not be the same and thus the whole definition of the term ‘flow 
development’ may need some revision. 
 
Stereoscopic particle-image velocimetry and long-duration acoustic Doppler velocimetry measurements were 
used to study development of open-channel flows for a range of bed roughness types and flow conditions. 
Particular attention was given to tracking the development of velocity statistics and velocity spectra along the 
flow, starting from the flume entrance. Based on the bulk velocity statistics, the internal boundary layer was 
found to reach the water surface at about 40H (H is flow depth), with no appreciable differences for the 
examined range of flow conditions and bed roughness types observed. At ~40H, the time-averaged surface 
velocity reaches its maximum, while becoming fully streamwise-homogeneous only at distances >100H 
(similar trends can be observed for higher statistical moments). These trends in velocity statistics can be 
explained by the differences in streamwise evolution of LSMs, VLSMs, and SCs. These results suggest that a 
condition of a turbulent boundary layer occupying the entire flow depth is not a sufficient condition for a 
‘fully developed flow’ as the development of its key components such as LSM, VLSM, and SCs shows, requiring 
in some cases up to ~200H to be established. We conclude this study with a set of specific recommendations 
that may help in experimental designs. 
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Ground-based observations are sparse and spatially irregular in the Mediterranean High mountainous 
catchments. These factors constitute real issues for water resources management. However, it is difficult to 
obtain accurate information on extreme rainfall from rain gauges in the mountainous areas of the Moroccan 
High Atlas. Satellite precipitation products (SPPs), Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) and its 
successor, Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM), have provided highly acceptable spatial and temporal 
resolution datasets. This study proposes a framework for statistical and hydrological assessment of the TRMM 
3B42V7 and GPM IMERG V6 (SPPs), at multi-temporal scales from 2014 to 2020. The rainfall and flow were 
obtained from the Taferiat station located at the outlet of the Zat basin, provided by the Tensift Hydraulic 
Basin Agency and meteorological data delivered from the Moroccan National Meteorological Agency. They 
are used as benchmark data.  Several statistical methods were applied to assess the capability of the (SPPs) 
in estimating precipitation, assessing and comparing the performance of the selected products. The results 
indicate that: (1) both products showed low correlation with rain gauges at hourly and daily time steps and 
high correlation at monthly and annual time steps, the average Correlation Coefficient is 0. 75; (2) the IMERG 
V5 product detects more efficiently precipitation events at short time steps (hourly and daily), while the 3B42 
V7 has a strong ability to detect precipitation events at large time steps (monthly and yearly; (3) the 
calibration and validation results are satisfactory. The Nash coefficients are very good, ranging from 62.5% to 
90.5%; and (4) the most important point to remember is that the 3B42V7 product underestimates small 
rainfall events in a short time step. While, the IMERGV5 products has a good capacity to record small rainfall 
events, so it is recommended to use this product for flood modeling and forecasting in countries with similar 
climates or areas with sparse rain gauge networks. 
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Technological advances over last decades gave an innovative impulse to the development of new streamflow 
measurements techniques, especially regarding remote flow monitoring methods that allow for non-intrusive 
measurements. The most widely used image-based techniques are the optical ones, such as Large-Scale 
Particle Image Velocimetry (LS-PIV) and Large-Scale Particle Tracking Velocimetry (LS-PTV). The dynamic 
movement of tracers floating on the water surface of a river is recorded, and the resulting videos are 
processed by applying a statistical cross-correlation analysis to detect the most probable frame-by-frame 
displacement, finally deriving the surface velocity field. To obtain river discharge, it is necessary to couple the 
geometry of a river cross-section with the assessed surface velocity field, adopting simplified assumptions on 
the vertical velocity profiles. The accuracy of these techniques depends on several factors, such as the 
processing models set-up, the tracer density and distribution, the video-length, and many other aspects 
related to environmental and hydraulic conditions. The aim of this work is the identification of an automatic 
methodology aimed to select an optimal video sub-sequence over the entire recorded video in order to 
optimize the performance of software based on LS-PIV technique. For this purpose, the results of multiple 
field campaigns on two Sicilian rivers (Italy), i.e., Oreto and Platani rivers, are exploited. Results are shown in 
terms of error in the estimation of the surface velocity profile along a specific transect, comparing velocity 
values assessed by the LS-PIV technique and by an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP).
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Connectivity describes the efficiency of material transfer between the components of a system. The definition 
of these components varies from one discipline to another and in relation to the material under consideration. 
Specifically, in this study, a spatio-temporal analysis of river plume dispersal in the area of the Po River 
prodelta (northern Adriatic Sea, Italy) was performed to investigate the degree of sediment connectivity of 
the river-sea system. The analysis was carried out coupling high-resolution multispectral satellite data from 
the Copernicous Sentinel-2 mission, with in situ measurements of the main environmental forcings affecting 
sediment dynamics in the study area. On this purpose, wind and water river discharge data were used to 
evaluate how streamflow and meteo-marine conditions affect the overall structure of river plumes, and 
therefore river-sea system connectivity. Although with some intrinsic limitations, the analysis showed the 
good potential of high-resolution remotely sensed data to capture the main features of sediment dynamics, 
and therefore their relevance for a better understanding of the processes that govern sediment connectivity 
in coastal area. In particular, the analysis showed plumes morphologies with moderate to high spatiotemporal 
variabilities and confirmed the major role of wind and river discharge in affecting their overall structure.
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The one of the most important threat of dam stability is hydrodynamic forces over spillways sediment passage 
type parts which is under high flow values in their operation conditions.  Determination of hydrodynamic 
forces on this type of structures are vital on their design.  Numerical and physical model approaches are using 
widely for determining of these forces. In the present study, hydraulic and numerical model of the same dam’s 
spillway and pressurized sediment passage were discussed. Hydraulic model measurements were shown 
pressure fluctuations are more important than mean vales. Numerical model has supply good fit for mean 
vales regarding to pressure fluctuations.
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The conservation and reuse of the foundation of offshore platforms, at times, can be more ecologically 
sustainable than their complete removal, which can result in the loss of biodiversity. In our work we consider 
fish-farming as possible reuse of offshore depleted oil and gas mono-pile infrastructures, being the role of 
aquaculture in fish-food supply continuously increasing in the last decades. Offshore fish-farm cages are 
exposed to strong actions and knowing the dynamical response of the cage to different marine forcing is 
fundamental for the design of the structure. Hence, the dynamics of cylindrical pile-moored fish cages has 
been studied numerically with a net-truss model, including the screen model for the viscous forces proposed 
by Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2012) and the elasticity of the net trusses (Zitti et al.,2020, 2022). The model 
simulates a cylindrical cage fixed to a top ring and a bottom ring, which are moored to the central tubular 
pillar, whose net is characterized by solidity ratio Sn=0.087, material density ρnet=1140 kg/m³, and Young 
modulus E = 81·106 N/m². The grouping method with G=10 is included in the model, for the reduction of the 
computational cost of the simulations. The cage net is forced with a flow derived by a linear superposition of 
the flows associated to linear waves, based on a JONSWAP spectrum representative a storm sea state typical 
of the Adriatic sea, on the Italian East coast, where a number of mono-pile oil and gas infrastructures are 
located. Different configurations of the cage are simulated and the resulting actions on the support system 
are compared. 
 
Kristiansen, T., Faltinsen, O.M., 2012. Modelling of current loads on aquaculture net cages. Journal of Fluids 
and Structures 34, 218–235. doi:10.1016/j.jfluidstructs.2012.04.001. 
 
Zitti, G., Novelli, N., Brocchini, M., 2020. Preliminary results on the dynamics of a pile-moored fish cage with 
elastic net in currents and waves. Journal of Marine Science and Engineering 9, 14. doi:10.3390/jmse9010014. 
 
Zitti, G., Novelli, N., Brocchini, M.,2022. Dynamics of a pile-moored fish cages in current and waves: a 
numerical study. (submitted to Ocean Engineering). 
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Wave overtopping is one of main failure mechanism of flood protective structures. More extreme weather 
conditions and sea level rise due to climate change will result in more frequent overtopping. Especially 
structures with a grass coverare vulnerable for climate change because droughts decrease the strength of the 
grass cover. This calls for dike cover designs that are more erosion resistant for wave overtopping, for example 
innovative covers such as geogrid. The hydraulic forces on the cover are required to determine the stability 
and the erosion resistance of these covers. 
 
Detailled modelling of the overtopping flow provides insights in the hydraulic load on the cover of flood 
defences. Moreover, these models are able to compute the effect of transitions on the downstream flow and 
cover erosion contrary to analytical and empirical models. In this study, we focus on geometrical transitions 
including slope changes, such as the transition from the crest to the landward slope, and cliffs that can form 
at erosion holes. The flow can separate from the dike surface at geometrical transitions resulting in hight 
impact forces at the location of reattachment. This process significantly influences the pressure, flow velocity, 
shear stress and normal stress of the overtopping flow and thereby affect the cover erosion.  
 
We have developed a detailed hydrodynamic model in the open source software OpenFOAM that calculates 
the hydraulic load on grass-covered flood defences. We show that transitions in cover type result in 
acceleration of the flow for smoother covers and deceleration for rougher covers, that is accurately calculated 
using an analytical model. Height transitions result in flow separation and high hydraulic loads at the location 
of impact. The model results show that transitions in cover type have a limited effect on the hydraulic load 
and height transitions have a major impact on the hydraulic load leading to more than doubling of the 
hydraulic load. Therefore, the effects of transitions in height on the hydraulic load dominate over transitions 
in cover type.  
 
The findings in this research are the first step towards fundamental understanding of the behaviour of dike 
covers under hydrodynamic wave loads, and their soil strength. We explored the hydrodynamic wave loads 
during storm events, but identified that knowledge about the geotechnical strength of vegetated dike covers 
is limited. In future studies are working on the transition towards Future-Proof dikes as a nature-based 
solution, which are safe, are constructed from environmentally friendly local soil with a biodiverse vegetation 
and are resilient against climate change. 
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The interfacial flows are present in a wide range of flows that are of interest within engineering applications, 
from the ubiquitous open-channel flow to coastal and marine hydrodynamics. Although many investigations 
have been undertaken to study such turbulent flow fields, the current understanding of the roughness effect 
on the turbulent properties of interfacial flows is still limited. A three-dimensional numerical study has been 
undertaken to investigate turbulent free-surface flows over rough beds. A two-phase flow model has been 
developed and the large-eddy simulation (LES) approach has been adopted in the study, for which the filtered 
Navier–Stokes equations are solved and the dynamic Smagorinsky sub-grid model is employed to compute 
the unresolved scales of turbulence. The governing equations have been discretised using the finite volume 
method, with the air–water interface being captured using a volume of fluid method and the cut-cell method 
being implemented to deal with complex geometry in the Cartesian grid. Several numerical examples of 
turbulent interfacial flow problems are presented to demonstrate the ability of the numerical framework. 
Detailed mean flow field and turbulence structures will be shown and their interaction with the interface will 
be discussed.
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River floodings may strike on urban areas, and practitioners are interested in the simulation of these events. 
Credible flooding representation requires that obstacles and structures, whose presence can influence the 
flow characteristics, are taken into account. This is evident for bridge piers, whose presence through the river 
cross-section may cause the flow level to rise and the overflow above the banks. 
The 2D Shallow water Equations, which are the preferred mathematical model for flood simulation of large 
areas, are usually solved employing the Finite Volume Method. In this class of schemes, the obstacles may be 
included as holes in the computational mesh with reflective boundary conditions representing the 
corresponding solid walls. Under this conceptual framework, the bridges are taken into account by 
representing the piers with an adequate mesh discretization where refinements are required to capture the 
pier geometry (Ratia et al., 2014). However, this procedure leads to increased computational time, as mesh 
refinement requires both smaller time steps and a higher number of computational cells. 
Alternative to the approach above, structures and obstacles can be represented in 2D Finite Volume schemes 
as appropriate internal boundary conditions (Zhao et al., 1994, Morales-Hernández et al., 2013, Ratia et al., 
2014, Echevarribar et al., 2019, Cui et al., 2019). Under this framework, structures such as bridges can be 
represented using a line, corresponding to the bridge axis, through which an appropriate internal boundary 
condition is applied. In the literature, it has been proposed that internal boundary conditions introduced by 
structures and obstacles are treated as geometric discontinuities where an appropriate Rieman problem is 
solved exactly or approximately (Guerra et al., 2011, Han & Warnecke, 2014, Ratia et al. 2014, Cozzolino et 
al., 2014a, 2015, Echevarribar et al., 2019). Pepe et al. (2019) have used the Riemann problem concept to 
introduce constrictions and obstructions in the 1D Shallow water Equations model. 
The effect of a bridge on the flow can be interpreted as an obstruction with multiple opens along the bridge 
axis. This suggests extending the 1D formulation by Pepe et al. (2019) to the 2D case by taking into account 
the transverse velocity. In the present work, this approach is presented showing promising results. At some 
distance from the bridge, the mesh-hole method and the Riemann approach supply similar results, but the 
Riemann approach allows the use of a coarser mesh and larger computational steps leading to a reduced 
computational burden. 
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Floods can transport debris of a very wide range of dimensions, from cohesive sediments to debris such as 
trees and cars. Large sized floating debris are particularly hazardous for two main reasons: (i) they can 
accumulate in narrow passages, such as the case of log jams at bridges, and obstruct the flow, creating 
potential for further flooding; (ii) they can impact directly on structures transferring to them significant 
energy, due to their mass and velocity, which can lead to damage and even failure. 
 
The transport and the interactions of this type of debris is studied experimentally, often in the context of 
tsunamis and flash floods. However, numerical studies on large floating debris impact on structures are rare. 
Therefore, the present study is, instead, focused on the modelling of the flow-debris-structure interaction.  
 
First the experiments of Stolle et al. (2018) are simulated numerically. These experiments involve a single 
positively buoyant container impacting on a structure as a result of being transported by a dam-break flow. 
The numerical simulations are carried using the open source DualSPHysics model based on the Smoothed 
Particle Hydrodynamics method. First, the hydrodynamics results were validated with data from Stolle et al. 
(2018). Subsequently, DualSPHysics was coupled with the Multiphysics engine CHRONO to simulate the 
container and its impact on the structure. The dam break event described in Stolle et al. (2018), was generated 
by modelling the movement of a swing gate using the experimental time series, with the container and the 
structure positioned at 3.2 m and 7.03 m respectively downstream of the reservoir consistently with Stolle et 
al. (2018). The trajectory as well as the velocity of the centroid of the container were tracked throughout the 
simulation. 
  
 The agreement between the model and the experiment results is quantitatively assessed and it is shown that 
the model is accurate in reproducing the floating container trajectory, impact velocity and, in turn, force.  
 
In a second stage, numerical simulations beyond the conditions tested by Stolle et al. (2018) are used to 
investigate the role of the flow velocity, impact angle and location. 
 
 
References: 
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In recent years, unexpected heavy rains were frequently reported across the world. In late June through mid-
July 2018, Typhoon No.7 which brought successive heavy downpours landed in southwestern Japan and 
resulted in catastrophic floods. In this flood event, levee breaching due to overtopping flows occurred and 
caused severe damage in landside domain.  
 
On the other hand, as a flood control measurement, lateral overflow weir (relief channel) aims to relieve flood 
risks by leading flood flows that exceed the capacity of river channels and drainage channels to a reservoir. 
To predict overflow at lateral weir and flows and bed deformation in levee breaching process, it is of great 
importance to develop a numerical model to simulate overtopping flows and sediment transport accurately 
around such a structure.  
 
Nevertheless, the detailed mechanism of overflow phenomena in curved or meandering channels is not still 
very clear. Because overtopping side weir may be installed not only in a straight channel but also in the 
meandering part, which depends on topographical and social conditions. Moreover, there are few studies 
about lateral overtopping flows in these curved channels. For this reason, a numerical analysis is indispensable 
to simulate accurately water surface and velocity distribution in overflows. The purpose of this research is to 
develop a three-dimensional numerical model to simulate lateral overflow phenomena and predict hydraulic 
characteristics accurately. 
 
In this research, to apply the lateral overtopping flows in a curved channel, curvilinear coordinate system is 
adopted for this 3D RANS model. And the density function method is performed to capture water surface 
fluctuations in unsteady flows 
 
As a first step, the characteristics of a laboratory-scale lateral overtopping flow in a straight channel are 
investigated as a verification of feasibility of this 3D model. Water surface profile, velocity distribution and 
overflow rate were compared with experiments and reasonable results have been acquired and confirmed in 
the first stage. In the next step, lateral overtopping flows at a channel bend will be simulated and also be 
compared with experiments to verify if this model can precisely simulate a sophisticated phenomenon of 
lateral overflow, which including water surface profile, secondary flow in meandering channel, and so on. 
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With the modification of the regulations of the Hydraulic Public Domain of Spain in 2008, around 70.000 
owners of irrigation off-stream reservoirs are obliged to elaborate a classification assessment on the potential 
damages due to failure. The conventional procedure involves a comprehensive 2D hydraulic modelling, for 
which high engineering knowledge, efforts and resources are needed, which are often unavailable for many 
owners.  
In this work, a simplified methodology based on Machine Learning techniques is proposed to easily estimate 
the damages in case of failure of an off-stream reservoir. It is solely based on the physical characteristics of 
the structure and the surrounding terrain and avoids the need for a detailed 2D hydraulic model.  
With the parametrization of the main physical characteristics of off-stream reservoirs and surrounding areas, 
800 synthetic cases were generated with the Latin Hypercube Sampling method. An automatized tool was 
developed for the Iber software to generate a database of breach scenarios, compute the flood propagation 
and extract results on 200 specific points (gauges) for each model.  
The results on every location in terms of the maximum depth and velocity were classified based on the three-
level of damage defined by the Spanish Technical Guide for dam risk classification: mild, undefined and severe. 
The resulting data included both the physical characteristics of every case and the classification of the level 
of affection on every gauge. A machine learning classifier was fitted using a training set including 75% of the 
synthetic data. The model was later used to predict the damage level on an independent test set including 
the remaining 25% of the data.  
The simplified method presented an accuracy of 0.80 on the synthetic test set. It was also validated by its 
application to a real case of breach simulation on a Spanish irrigation reservoir, for which a detailed 2D 
hydraulic calculation was available. The simplified method provided accurate estimates of the damage level, 
especially in those areas classified as mild and severe. 
The results show that the simplified method can be a useful tool to owners and administrations for having a 
preliminary estimate on the potential damage due to failure of off-stream reservoirs that can be the base for 
prioritizing investments in safety.  
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Small hydropower systems are increasingly studied by many researches today for their viability to provide 
sustainable and clean energy. They have big potential due to their smaller size and flexibility to be installed in 
various geographical and flow conditions. Currently, most studies focus on modelling the flow before entering 
the small hydropower system, during operation and after leaving the system but few have studied the flow 
with the turbines modelled along with the flow. Conventional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods 
cannot deal with flows that have a violent free surface motion and complex geometric boundaries or 
obstructions where the violent free surface flow interacts with moving blades of a water turbine. In the 
present work, a novel CFD method utilising Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) methods is applied to 
simulate flows in a small or micro hydropower system to investigate the flow characteristics and to improve 
its performance. The modelling configuration for this investigation is done based on gravitational vortex 
turbine small hydropower systems where the flow is directed to a circular basin with a vertical-axis turbine, 
harnessing the rotational energy of the vortex formed to drive the turbine. Two configurations are tested with 
varying flow conditions to compare the performance of the gravitational vortex turbine with one 
configuration having a wider but shallower basin and vice versa. The method can further be refined to identify 
optimum configuration and installation method in small streams of Malaysia.
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A numerical study of the interaction of the current coastal defenses in Torquay (UK) is shown in this paper. 
Three-dimensional numerical simulations were carried out to assess the performance of coastal defenses and 
prevent excessive wave over-topping due to extreme weather events. The objective is to deliver the means 
to provide fast and reliable predictions when planning and designing coastal defenses by civil-engineering 
institutions and real-estate developers to prevent coastal flooding and subsequent disruption.  
The computational fluid dynamic code Hydro3D is employed in this study, which has been validated and 
applied to many hydraulic engineering and marine renewable energy problems. Further refinements for the 
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) and free surface model are reported here. In this code the Eulerian fluid flow 
is solved through finite difference method with staggered arrangement of the velocity components on a 
Cartesian grid. The solution of a Poisson pressure-correction equation is achieved using the multi-grid 
technique in the final step as a corrector of the predicted velocities. In addition, this code was further 
enhanced with a local mesh refinement approach and a FSI model based on the Immersed Boundary Method 
(IBM). The evolution of the free surface is taken into account with the implementation of the Level Set Method 
(LSM).  
 
Both the current IBM and a new FSI approach inspired on the Ghost Cell Method (GCM) have been tested 
using dam-break benchmark with an obstacle. 
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The high dissolution of air component gases in the downstream flow of spillways might create regions with 
high levels of total dissolved gas (TDG), noxious to ichthyofauna. Horizontal deflectors in spillway chute is a 
common solution to reduce these levels. Air incorporation produced by water jet from these structures is 
lesser than the observed in usual spillways without deflectors, reducing fish mortality. Deflectors changes the 
flow pattern resulting in different spillway jet regimes downstream the deflectors. Spillway jet regimes are 
very sensitive and highly dependent on tailwater elevation. Physical and numerical models have been 
developed to evaluate hydraulic characteristics and air concentration in Colíder dam (Brazil). These models 
were carried out on a 1:15 geometric scale, respecting Froude similitude. Based on the open source code 
OpenFOAM, Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) and k-Omega SST turbulence model were used on the numerical 
model. Three different jet regimes have been analyzed in details: plunging flow, undular jet and surface jump. 
Water profiles, mean pressures and air concentration have been measured in both models. Furthermore, 
partial gate opening discharge coefficients were also calculated. Comparisons among both models indicated 
adequate results about hydraulic characteristics and moderate representation of air concentration in the flow 
with horizontal deflectors. 
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Hydraulic modelling can be an important tool to assess ecological status of rivers and to evaluate where and 
how measures should be implemented to maximize their impact. This is becoming increasingly important in 
regulated rivers since hydropower’s ability to balance intermittent electricity sources such as wind- and solar 
power is resulting in more frequent starts and stops of the power plants, which in turn is affecting the local 
environmental conditions. The resulting flow fields from the modelling can, for instance, be used to classify 
biologically important areas in rivers. A number of relevant flow parameters can be predicted and applied, 
e.g., depth and water velocities can be used to estimate habitat areas for specific fish species or the variation 
in water levels can be used to evaluate the risk of stranding for fish in different life stages. 
This work specifically involves numerical modelling of a stretch of a heavily regulated river between the 
powerplants Akkats and Letsi in the Lule River in northern Sweden, which has been identified to have good 
potential to increase natural values through restoration. Models are created in 1D and 2D using HEC-RAS 
solving the Saint-Venant (shallow water) equations and a fully 3-dimensional model is simulated in Ansys CFX 
using a RANS approach to show strengths and weaknesses in the different modelling techniques. To ensure 
that the models capture reality, measurements of water levels and temperatures in the reach are performed 
over several months using pressure/temperature loggers. This data is then used to calibrate and validate the 
models and assess their suitability. River velocities are also measured with an Acoustic Doppler Current 
Profiler which are mainly used to validate the more advanced 2D and 3D models. 
The results derived using the different modelling methods are all shown to be useful depending on relevant 
application. The dampening of flow changes along the river is most suitable to be investigated in 1D or 2D, 
habitat and stranding risk are most reasonable to evaluate with 2D models, and 3D models are required in 
instances when detailed knowledge of the flow field is needed. As an example, the results from the 2D 
simulations are used to find suitable habitat for European Grayling (Thymallus thymallus) in the reach and it 
is shown to be dependent on the flow rate of the river. 
Future developments could include implementations of modelling tools with integrated modelling of fish 
populations and benthic fauna for a more direct assessment of the effectiveness of measures on e.g. habitat, 
seasonal migration and connectivity. However, such work must be carried out in close collaboration between 
hydraulic and biological competences. 
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Restricted exchange flows occur in many natural aquatic environments (e.g. estuaries, sea straits, fjords, 
ocean basins) when horizontal density differences or pressure gradients are generated between adjacent, 
connected water masses due to variations in salinity and temperature (i.e. baroclinic forcing) or tides, 
freshwater inflows and wind-driven currents (i.e. barotropic forcing), respectively. The hydraulic control, 
lateral distribution and mixing of exchange flows between adjacent water masses also depends on 
topographical constraints (e.g. seafloor bathymetry, channel shape and roughness), and Coriolis forces due 
to the Earth’s rotation when the channel is relatively wide in comparison to the Rossby radius of deformation.  
 
This paper presents new laboratory-scale numerical experiments of uni and bi-directional exchange flows 
generated within an idealised trapezoidal channel topography. These simulations utilise the Bergen Ocean 
Model (BOM), a three-dimensional general ocean circulation model, in both non-rotating and rotating frames 
of reference. The results from the numerical simulations are validated against large-scale experimental data 
obtained in the LEGI Coriolis rotating platform in Grenoble (De Falco et al., 2021), with BOM-simulated 
velocity and density fields compared directly with particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements and micro-
conductivity density probe data from the equivalent laboratory experiments. The BOM simulations reproduce 
well the main dynamic properties of the large-scale exchange flows through the trapezoidal channel, with the 
lower layer saline intrusion flux shown to reduce (i.e. due to partial blockage) as the upper freshwater flow is 
increased. This saline intrusion flux can become fully blocked in the BOM simulations when the net-barotropic 
forcing imposed by upper freshwater layer is sufficiently high (outside the parametric range considered in the 
laboratory experiments). This blockage effect was also demonstrated in a previous BOM study of exchange 
flows over a submerged sill (Cuthbertson et al., 2021). For the rotating exchange flows, the geostrophic 
adjustment of the lower saline intrusion layer tends to increase the overall flux blockage compared to 
equivalent non-rotating exchange flows. This effect is attributed to the development of Ekman boundary layer 
dynamics and associated secondary circulations generated in the cross-sectional plane of the trapezoidal 
channel, and is shown to be a function of the non-dimensional Burger number. These numerical simulations 
thus provide improved parametric understanding of the separate and combined obstructing effects on 
exchange flows from (i) the trapezoidal channel topography, (ii) net-barotropic forcing in the upper 
freshwater layer, and (iii) the Coriolis forces due to Earth’s rotation. In this regard, they are relevant to many 
exchange flows generated in wide estuaries, sea straits and deep-ocean channels.  
 
De Falco, Adduce, Cuthbertson, Laanearu, Malcangio, Kaur, Negretti, Sommeria (2021). Physics of Fluids, 
33:036602. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0039251. 
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The application of Computational Methods for the resolution of Navier Stokes equations in Water and 
Wastewater Companies has increased in recent years. More commonly, CFD models based on Finite Volume 
Methods are applied. Nonetheless, SPH models are attractive too due to their conceptual simplicity 
associated with free-mesh models. This paper describes the practical application of a 3D SPH model 
(DualSPHysics) to the preliminary hydraulic design of a sewage vortex drop structure included in the “Sistema 
Riachuelo” project; a wastewater system currently (2022) in construction in Buenos Aires, Argentina. In order 
to verify that the SPH model could properly resolve the hydraulics in the case study, the model was first 
applied to another but similar structure for which the physical model and CFD results were available. By 
comparing both results, it is concluded that the application of a SPH model is adequate at least to the 
preliminary design of a hydraulic vortex drop.
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The Al-Salam Pumping Station will be constructed in the framework of Jeddah Storm water and Masterplan 
(JSWM) in Saudi Arabia. The station discharges the incoming flow from the Al-Salam storm tunnel to the Red 
Sea. The station structure includes a circular deep wet well (22m diameter and 20 m depth below the ground) 
equipped with six pumps, one weir feed channel (63 m length, 10 m width) equipped with four pumps, two 
pumping channels and two gravity discharge channels. 
Simulations have been carried out using CFD numerical modelling (Flow 3D) to verify the hydrodynamic 
performance of such a structure. The hydraulic analysis focuses on aspects such as flow velocity fields and 
distribution, water elevations, shear stresses and vorticities. 
The numerical simulations allowed to verify the hydraulic operation and design/performance criteria. These 
criteria include the allowable freeboard, minimum shear stress to transport sand particles and organic 
materials, the critical submergence of pumps for different hydrological scenarios, and finally the pre-swirl 
angle of the pumps. 
Simulation results show uniform velocity distribution in the wet well as well as in the pumping channels and 
provide plausible information to confirm design criteria fulfilment. 
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Gravity currents are relevant environmental flows, present in maritime and coastal applications, river 
hydraulics, and atmospheric flows. Their impacts on natural and human systems are substantial provided that 
they are able to transport large amounts of mass, frequently at large velocities and distances. Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be a valuable alternative to investigate gravity currents given the intrinsic handicaps 
associated to quantitative experimental studies. The research herein presented analyzes a contained gravity 
current using different Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models (Standard k-ε, RNG k-ε, k-ω SST, and 
Launder & Sharma k-ε) on a two-dimensional numerical domain. The model is implemented in OpenFOAM, 
and its validation is based on a previous laboratory case study. This research reaffirms that gravity current 
predictions are highly sensitive to the used turbulence model. From all the tested turbulence models, the low-
Reynolds number model Launder & Sharma k-ε showed most accurate, capturing the flow behavior even at 
late stages of deceleration. The sensitivity to the turbulent Schmidt number, reciprocal to the turbulent 
diffusion, is also analyzed, although it shows moderate impact in this study, probably due to the numerical 
diffusion caused by the discretization schemes. In conclusion, the computationally-inexpensive RANS models 
can be used to predict gravity current behavior for most engineering applications.
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The flow around a submerged horizontally-oriented circular cylinder influenced by the presence of the free-
surface is of special relevance in practical applications such as sub-sea cables in offshore environments or 
hydraulic structures for the construction of woody debris dams for natural flood management. Whilst the 
wake dynamics of unbounded cylinder flows has been largely investigated, the flow around cylinders located 
underneath a free-surface layer and over a bottom wall has been less studied despite the notable impacts of 
these two constrains in the generated flow structures. When the cylinder is placed near to the free surface, 
the dynamics of the vortex shedding is altered as a result of a limited vertical expansion. The vortical 
structures produced by the cylinder interact with the deforming free surface modifying the vortical 
instabilities in the wake, especially if the relative submergence is relatively small, i.e., there is a reduced water 
level overtopping the cylinder. Further insights into the wake coherence and shedding patterns need to be 
studied to determine under which range of conditions the cylinder flow is affected by the proximity to the 
free-surface. 
Here large-eddy simulations that adopt the level-set method to resolve the air-water interface are performed 
to analyse the turbulent flow behind a circular cylinder under four different submergence configurations. Four 
submergence ratios (h/D = 2.1, 1.5, 0.9 and 0.5 with h being the distance between the water surface and the 
top of the cylinder and D the cylinder’s diameter) are considered with a Froude number in the range of 0.53-
0.26 and constant Reynolds number of 13,333 based on the cylinder’s diameter. The computed statistics have 
been validated with experimental measurements for the case with h/D = 1.5 showing good agreement of first- 
and second-order statistics. The instantaneous wake dynamics are analysed using Proper Orthogonal 
Decomposition (POD) applied to the LES-computed velocity field, to investigate the spatial coherence of the 
turbulent structures developed according to the submergence ratio. Based on the vertical velocity 
fluctuations, the first two POD modes contained the most associated modal energy accounting for approx. 
50-60%. However, this contribution reduced to approximately 30% found for the shallowest case with Fr = 
0.53, which is linked to the rapid loss of coherence from the von-Karman vortices in the near wake due to the 
impact of the free surface. The remaining modal energy is mostly shared between the next four modes. 
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Where temperature gradients and heat losses are higher, variabilities in sea surface temperature and surface 
heat fluxes are induced by internal ocean processes. Theoretical models suggest that the correlation between 
temperature and heat fluxes can be used to distinguish sources of variability: ocean or atmosphere driven 
regimes. Here we used numerical model outputs with different resolutions to distinguish different regimes of 
variability and to investigate spatial resolution effects. We focused over the Agulhas Current region and the 
Eastern South Atlantic. There, waters flowing southward from the Indian Ocean along the eastern coasts of 
Africa generate turbulence. The mesoscale properties of the physical phenomena that occur in this area can 
be the key to find an ocean driven regime signal. Observations are used as comparison. The increase of 
resolution gives a better representation of the cross-covariance patterns and cross-correlation forms, 
indicating an improvement on the eddy-resolving capability. Their low-resolution counterpart fails to 
reconstruct the signal due to the ocean dynamics.
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Aquatic vegetation affects flow dynamics in natural channels, reducing flow velocity and increasing 
turbulence intensities. Due to the complex geometries of real plants, aquatic vegetation is commonly 
modeled as rigid cylinders which are used to represent plants with few branches and leaves. Vegetation is 
often found inside lateral cavities of natural channels. The flow in such cavities could be investigated using 
the well-known geometry of the backward-facing step (BFS), which is frequently applied as the benchmark in 
CFD studies. 
In the present study, the flow over a BFS where a cylinder was placed immediately downstream of the step 
was investigated through numerical simulation. This geometry is intended to represent a cavity with a 
vegetation stem in a natural channel. Numerical simulations were carried out with the open-source CFD 
toolbox OpenFOAM. The RANS turbulence models used were k-ε, RNG k-ε, k-ω, SST k-ω, RSM. The Reynolds 
number based on the step height ranged from 75 to 9000, hence covering both laminar and turbulent flow.  
The results of laminar BFSF without cylinder were compared with the literature numerical and experimental. 
The error for streamwise velocity profiles and reattachment lengths was less than 8.1% and 3%, respectively. 
The cylinder significantly modified the structure of recirculating flow over the BFSF. Also, the cylinder 
increased the skewness of the velocity profiles, and the location of the maximum velocity shifted towards the 
upper wall. 
The performance of RANS models was compared with literature experimental data (PIV) and numerical data 
(DNS) of BFSF without cylinder. The errors in predicting reattachment length and streamwise velocity profiles 
ranged from 2.3% to 28.5% and from 7.8% to 14.5%, respectively. The most accurate model in predicting 
velocity profiles was the SST k-ω, followed by the k-ω, RNG k-ɛ, the standard k-ɛ, and RSM. Such better 
accuracy of the SST k-ω model was expected as this model was already recommended for cases with adverse 
pressure gradient and flow separation because it addresses the advantages of k-ω and k-ε models. 
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Water quality monitoring plays an essential role in water resource management and water governance. At 
present, the monitoring is commonly conducted via in-situ sampling and/or through the setting up of gauge 
stations, which can be labour intensive and costly. Recently, the possibility of monitoring the water quality 
through remote sensing with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and hyperspectral sensors show great 
promises, with the key advantages of larger spatial coverage and possibly higher accuracy with the fine 
frequency band resolutions and more extensive data. Correspondingly, more advanced methods need to be 
established to capitalize on the richer information. Current machine learning methods for water quality 
retrieval from remote sensing data, such as Optimal Band Ratio Analysis (OBRA) and XGBoost, entail some 
limitations such as statistical inconsistencies in identifying the “best” band ratio and poor 
inference/interpretability. In this study, a new method called Hierarchical Bayesian Model Aggregation for 
Optimal Multiple Band Ratio Analysis (HBMA-OMBRA) was developed to overcome these limitations as a 
proof-of-concept for the retrieval of Total Suspended Sediments (TSS) concentration. It leverages on Bayesian 
ensembling of competing models since there is not a single best working method in all situations, instead of 
the traditional paradigm where a “best” model is selected. HBMA-OMBRA also encompasses a new method 
called the Ensemble Band Ratio Selection (ENBRAS) for the identification of candidate “best” band ratios 
(BBRs) via ensembling and “bagging” procedures, and a modified Batchelor Wilkin’s algorithm was employed 
to cluster the candidate band ratios. The clustering procedure and hierarchical structure in HBMA-OMBRA 
allows the quantification of uncertainties for each band ratio cluster and sidesteps the limitation of Bayesian 
Model Averaging (BMA), which does not permit high dimensional covariates due to the exponential expansion 
in the models’ computation. HBMA-OMBRA extends OBRA and BMA as a more robust framework by 
capitalizing on the rich high-dimensional data, offering interpretability using ensemble methods as the 
backbone. A laboratory study was conducted to measure remote sensing reflectance under various simulated 
environmental conditions which include combinations of varying illumination-sensor geometry, TSS 
concentrations (0 – 300 mg/l) and wave effect. This seeks to verify the robustness of HBMA-OMBRA in 
predicting a large range of TSS concentrations under various environmental conditions. Six distinct groups of 
candidate BBRs were identified under ENBRAS, and results have shown that HBMA-OMBRA performs 
significantly better than individual OBRA models in the analysis of the experimental results, with an average 
RMSE of 32 and 42 respectively. In addition, two clusters of candidate BBRs in the red and near infrared 
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spectrum showed the largest contribution in HBMA-OMBRA, which provides the reconciliation of previously 
differing results in the literature.
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Water temperature is a crucial parameter for freshwater ecosystems, considering its modification caused by 
climate change but also from more punctual anthropic activity (i.e., water abstraction, riverbank vegetation, 
etc.). The alteration of water absolute temperature (Tk) regime and its spatial distribution has a direct effect 
on freshwater ectotherm communities at all trophic levels. Thus, there is an increasing need for freshwater 
research and management purposes of methods to accurately monitor water temperature at high resolution. 
UAV-integrated radiometric thermal sensors represent an increasing popular method to map water Tk to a 
fine scale. However, the production accurate of Tk maps still suffer of three main limitations: (I) low water Tk 
estimation accuracy from camera-recorded thermal emissivity values, (II) difficulty of extracting solely 
watered areas in complex river morphology, (III) estimating impacts of shading on water Tk, when shaded 
areas are non-visible. Different methods have been proposed in literature to reduce Tk estimation error (I), 
but error up to 8°C are still reported using these approaches. Techniques are also available to extract the 
watered area (II), usually based on surfaces radiometric properties, but these are only suitable for relatively 
simple river channel morphology. Point (III) has rarely been addressed, despite the potential of shaded areas 
to determine temperature variation downstream, by changing the amount of radiation reaching the water. 
The aim of the study is to offer new solutions for each of these three points, integrating established methods 
with new techniques. Particularly for the point (I) we introduce a new vignetting-effect correction method to 
reduce the camera bias on the thermal image that coupled with a precise estimation of environmental 
parameters, allowing water Tk estimation with Average Mean Absolute Error <0.5 °C. To address the needs 
to have a map of the solely watered areas (II), we present here a method to filter out all non-aquatic pixels 
from the thermal map, based on scene’s differential reflectance behaviour in the Red and Near Infrared 
wavelength; in the resulting Tk map, all non-watered areas (including centimeter-sized features, i.e. emerging 
stones) are successfully removed. Further, we address point (III) by integrating in the map the Tk estimates 
for non-visible pixels, derived from the temperature of the nearest visible ones eventually corrected for the 
loss of heat due to consistent coverage (shading). These combined approaches greatly improve accuracy and 
reduce bias in the magnitude, spatial variation, and account for (non-visible) processes impacting of 
freshwater Tk estimates.
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Stage and discharge are some of the oldest measurements in environmental fluid mechanics and are vital in 
forecasting water supply and flood safety. These measurements are traditionally manpower intensive, hence 
expensive, and dangerous under high flow conditions. Considering climate change and the planet's increasing 
population there is a critical need for better, more accurate, and frequent, in space and time, data for model 
and forecast guidance.  This need spans monitoring small-scale turbulent processes to calibrating and nudging 
continental scale river dynamics models. Driven by applications from river gaging networks to fisheries 
management to flood and erosion forecasting, and more generally, the near-shore environment of lakes, 
estuaries and the coasts, remote sensing with quantitative imaging tools is a rapidly expanding field.  Such 
tools can be deployed from fixed platforms, drones, planes and satellites with valuable information contained 
within the visible to infrared spectral bands.  
 
In this presentation we focus on using a remotely mounted infrared (IR) camera to monitor the surface 
velocity field of rivers and how bathymetry and flow rate can be inferred from the collected IR images.  We 
will provide an overview of our developed infrared quantitative imaging technique (IR-QIV), which is capable 
of measuring instantaneous velocity at high spatial and temporal resolution, over spatial domains with side 
length scales of order 10 – 1000 m (i.e., areas of 10^2 – 10^6 m^2) without the use of artificial flow seeding 
or illumination. We describe key similarities and differences relative to current visible light based techniques 
(e.g., Large Scale Particle Image Velocimetry, or LSPIV), how to minimize uncertainty in the measurements, 
and how to use the physics of open channel flows to calculate the bathymetry from remotely measured 
turbulent integral length scales of the flow and leverage the measured surface mean velocity field to calculate 
the flow rate at a river cross-section.  We will present results from field measurements, made in collaboration 
with the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the California Department of Water Resources in the 
Sacramento–San Joaquin River Delta, CA, USA and the Finger Lakes Region of New York, USA.  In particular 
we will compare state-of-the-art acoustic approaches used by the USGS to measurements made by our IR-
QIV technique.
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Temporary rivers constitute a large portion of river segments on Earth. This is going to increase for the effects 
of climate change with possible turning of perennial rivers into temporary ones. These environments require 
careful management to protect their biological and socio-economic values. Moreover, it is necessary to 
develop reliable methods for the assessment of their ecological status, as required by the European Water 
Framework Directive 2000/60/EC (European Union Council). The main obstacle to the implementation of 
correct management policies is constituted by the lack of information, especially on the duration and 
frequency of zero-flow periods. In this work we exploited the multispectral freely distributed data of the 
Sentinel-2 mission (ESA) to monitor non-perennial rivers. In particular, a double threshold segmentation 
method was developed to distinguish three different land cover classes: vegetation, sediments and water. 
The comparison with the field surveys and very high resolution images showed that the proposed method is 
able to assess channel dynamics and derive information for the classification of flow regime.
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The coast of Granada province (Spain) (also called "Costa Tropical") is a natural laboratory to study different 
types of slope movements because the region shows terrains very prone to landsliding. We have taken these 
slope movements as objects of study to test multi-technique approaches for characterizing and monitoring 
coastal landslides. In this coast there are several examples of severe pathologies associated with urban 
development on coastal landslides that offer a perfect setting to evaluate how landslides impact society. In 
this regard, landslides also hit the main infrastructures of this coastal region. Since 2014, we are applying 
different space- and ground- based radar interferometry (InSAR) techniques in combination with Uncrewed 
Aerial Vehicle Digital Photogrammetry (UAV-DP) and Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) to study the kinematics 
and evolution of these landslides. Furthermore, we are performing detailed geological surveys to understand 
the cause of this slope movements usually associated with certain lithologies (i.e. phyllites or graphite mica 
schists) and structural settings (i.e. fault zones or dip slope situations). Here, we present several case studies 
where the mentioned techniques improved our capacity to evaluate the hazard of landslides impacting urban 
areas and infrastructures. In all cases the relationship between the geology of the site, InSAR/UAVDP/TLS data 
and the damage observed in human structures allowed a better understanding of the landslide kinematics 
and both the spatial and temporal evolution of the instability. In the "Marina del Este" resort, InSAR data was 
able to detect the movement of the landslide where the resort stand. A high rainfall period triggered an 
acceleration of the slope movement damaging several buildings of the resort. Now we monitor the current 
activity that continues to damage buildings. In the "Cármenes del Mar" resort we combined InSAR and UAV-
DP measurements to estimate building displacements and geological surveys to determine the cause of the 
movement. Now, we are testing the GB-SAR technology on this site. Two other resorts are currently 
monitored using InSAR cloud computing techniques in order to correlate displacement gradients with building 
damages. UAV surveys were applied to study the evolution of a failure in a cut-slope of the main highway of 
the Costa Tropical. We use InSAR methods also to monitor a coastal road stretch and a tunnel hit by 
settlements associated with large slow-moving coastal landslides. These studies emphasise the need of 
integrating up-to-date technology with a deep knowledge of the terrain characteristics in order to improve 
hazard assessments and prevent losses associated with coastal landslides in populated areas.
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Water and its ability to transport, stir, mix and disperse mass is fundamental to life. Considering climate 
change there is a critical need for better measurements of water’s full transport ability, in particular 
turbulence, for model development and validation.  This need spans monitoring small-scale turbulent 
processes to calibrating and nudging regional scale ocean models. Driven by applications from river discharge 
to, the near-shore environment of lakes, estuaries and the coasts, remote sensing with quantitative imaging 
tools is a rapidly expanding field but to date with primary focus on mean transport.  In this presentation we 
focus on using remotely mounted infrared cameras, which can be deployed from fixed platforms, drones, 
planes and satellites, to measure turbulent processes and turbulence metrics in surface waters.   
 
In recent years field-scale applications of image-based velocimetry methods built around visible-light 
cameras, often referred to as Large Scale Particle Image Velocimetry (LSPIV), which have the advantage of 
ubiquitous availability and low cost, have been increasingly deployed. However, LSPIV methods can have 
significant drawbacks. The water surface lacks natural features that can be tracked in the visible and generally 
requires seeding with tracer particles, adding logistical difficulties, including achieving sufficient and uniform 
seeding density in all areas of interest, and raising concerns of how well the particles track the flow, especially 
in regions with appreciable velocity accelerations such as turbulence. In LSPIV, image collection is dependent 
on available illumination, which generally limits operation to daylight hours, and can suffer from non-
uniformity of illumination across the camera’s field-of-view.  
 
An alternative imaging technology that avoids these seeding and illumination issues is infrared (IR) imaging, 
which accurately captures subtle temperature patterns at the water surface with high thermal and spatial 
resolution. In natural flows small temperature differences exist in the surface skin temperature field due to 
spatial heterogeneity in turbulent stirring and heat exchange between air and water. These spatial differences 
in temperature form a rich texture of patterns on the water surface that are observable in IR images. In IR-
QIV the advection of these patterns is tracked and the instantaneously velocity field extracted. Utilizing IR 
imagers removes any dependence on available illumination since they record radiation emitted by the water 
itself. Since the patterns being tracked are properties of the water itself there are no concerns about the 
accuracy with which tracer particles track flow features. While both LSPIV and IR-QIV are able to extract the 
mean surface velocity field at field-scale operation, LSPIV often requires spatio-temporal averaging. IR-QIV is 
able to extract the instantaneous velocity field reliably and robustly. We will provide an overview of our 
developed infrared quantitative imaging technique (IR-QIV) with particular emphases on how to optimize IR-
QIV for accurate turbulence measurements. 
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Coastal zones are areas of special interest for their natural and economic values. However, the modeling of 
their morphodynamics is rather complex due to the great variety of physical processes involved, that interact 
at different time and spatial scales. Human activities and future expected changes in mean sea levels and 
wave climate severity and, in particular, in the incoming direction may also affect sedimentary processes, 
exacerbating morphological changes.   
In the last decades, the increasing computational capability has favored the development of tools capable to 
model many of these processes. However, field data is needed for their implementation with appropriate 
boundary conditions and posterior calibration and validation. In this framework, techniques that allow to 
observe the evolution of the shoreline in an approachable and global manner and without the realization of 
expensive field campaigns is very appealing.  
In this respect, the use of remote sensing techniques known as Satellite Derived Shoreline (SDS) has been 
expanded significantly in the last few years. In addition, the emergence of the Google Earth Engine tool has 
allowed to make massive analysis with spatial and temporal resolutions that, even depending on the satellite 
used, go further away from the available ones only a few years earlier. This has facilitated the use of large 
collections of satellite images that in the recent past would have required enormous computational resources. 
Several toolkits have been developed by using Google Earth Engine as a base within the SDS domain. Although 
these tools give satisfactory results in most sandy beaches, depending on the method applied this may not 
be the case when the beach has unconventional characteristics or when the beach selected is too large and 
comprises different features. Also, due to the offsets between the different satellite passes, images are not 
accurately geo-referenced, and shorelines can be detected with errors that can be of several meters. Thus, 
geospatial co-registration is a mandatory prerequisite when dealing with remote sensing data within SDS field 
and is not generally integrated within these toolkits. 
In this work we present the case study of the shoreline detection from images of a mixed sand and gravel 
beach. The method of shoreline detection consists fundamentally of the following steps: (a) co-registration 
of satellite images; (b) calculation of water index; (c) computation of edges using a Canny edge detector; (d) 
setting of an adaptative threshold value using Otsu method; (e) estimation of threshold index values; and 
finally (f) extraction of shoreline. The validation of the proposed methodology has been carried out by 
comparing results with shorelines obtained at field campaigns, as well as with shorelines manually digitized 
by experts. The obtained accuracy is fully satisfactory for many applications.
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Colombia has five hydrographic areas with high water production potential that is constantly threatened by 
the accelerated development of urban areas and some anthropological activities. During the last decade, the 
government has boosted a rational management of water resources in different economic and productive 
sectors of the country. However, lack of reliable monitoring data and terrain data obstruct many efforts to 
efficiently use the water resources in Colombia. Regional hydrological modeling has proven to be a useful 
water resource management tool by estimating regional water balances when there is lack of monitoring 
data. However, developing these regional hydrological models may generate challenges given the pre- and 
post-processing of remote sensing products (e.g. digital elevation models -DEM) needed to achieve a desired 
spatial and temporal resolution. This research analyzes the challenges in generating input information 
associated with the DEMs used in regional hydrological models at different spatial resolutions. A study area 
located in the hydrographic area of the Magdalena - Cauca with approximately 30,000 km2 is used in this 
study. 
The research is developed in four phases: [1] A DEM is obtained from the HydroSHEDS platform and projected 
to the Colombian geographical reference system at a 90m resolution through four resampling techniques (i.e., 
nearest neighbor, majority, bilinear and cubic). Then, the watershed delineation process is performed in 
ArcGIS using the ArcHydro tool; [2] For each 90m projected DEM a resampling is executed to 2700m resolution 
using the same four resampling methods and      the watershed delineation of these resampled DEMs is 
performed; [3] Contour lines and hydrographic subzones are obtained from the official Colombian platforms 
as a reference data to compare the results of the watershed delineation performed in phases 1 and 2; and [4] 
The results of phase 3 are assessed and compared using four metrics associated with morphometric 
parameters (i.e. area, length of the main channel, mean slope of the watershed and mean elevation of the 
watershed).  
Preliminary results suggest that the four resampling techniques do not drastically affect the morphometric 
parameters assessed if the spatial resolution is kept at 90m when projecting the original DEM. However, all 
the resampling methods exert negative impacts on the morphometric parameters analyzed when the DEMs 
are resampled to 2700m, especially in the mean slope of the watershed due to the leveling of the original 
elevations. Resampling techniques such as nearest neighbor and cubic may provide better results when 
projecting a DEM in Colombia is required. But combining bilinear projection with other resampling techniques 
tend to reduce differences in the morphometric parameters when compared with official Colombian data. 
Finally, the DEM reconditioning process is found to be a critical step for improving drainage line and flow 
direction representation in the 2700m resampled DEMs.
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Remote sensing is a challenging field with continuous development in recent times. This technology is widely 
used, although not so much within Civil Engineering, especially since the launch of Sentinel Constellation by 
the European Space Agency. The purpose of this study is to use remote sensing to collaborate in the 
improvement of flood studies carried out using low-precision cartography, in this case, the Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) produced by ASTER, SRTM, and ALOS PALSAR space missions, by increasing the reliability of 
cartography. The article will show how to obtain the river channel, analyzing the entire series of images from 
Sentinel – 2 by remote sensing, how to use remote sensing to detect mistakes in the low-precision 
cartography and correct these errors. On the other hand, a secondary result of the DEM analysis is to get a 
view of the best of low-precision cartographies with a focus on the flooding analysis.  
The DEMs have been used in 2D flooding simulations of the rivers Gállego, Arga, and Deva in Spain as a testing 
bench. The flooding areas obtained by simulation with low-resolution DEMS have been compared with the 
official flooding areas to get the accuracy of using this low-precision cartography in flooding estimations. 
Where official flooding areas are not available, the low-resolution DEM flooding areas have been compared 
with the flooding areas estimated by simulation over lidar cartography. 
The IBER simulation model, ArcGIS software, Python, and free libraries like GDAL, OTB, NumPy, or Tensorflow 
are used to develop the algorithms, simulations, and comparations.  
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Reservoirs play an important role, especially in urban tropical regions, where they often serve as water supply, 
energy production, flood prevention and recreational areas. The Pampulha Reservoir (surface area 1.97 km²; 
maximum depth 16.17 m), located in Belo Horizonte, Brazil, is an artificial reservoir. Since the 1970’s, the 
frequency of algal blooms, particularly cyanobacteria, has increase, mainly due to eutrophication caused by 
the contamination by the input of nutrients and heavy metals from the ongoing urbanization of its tributaries. 
Water temperature is an important driver for water dynamics, physical and biochemical processes in inland 
water bodies and its monitoring is desirable for a better understanding of water quality management 
processes. Remote sensing techniques can be used to monitor surface water temperature and provide the 
opportunity of monitoring surface water temperature (SWT) and complement in situ data. This study aims to 
assess two methods to retrieve surface water temperature from the Pampulha Reservoir, the Statistical 
Mono-Window (SMW) algorithm and the Split-Window (SW) algorithm for SWT-retrieval from Landsat 8 (LS8) 
images using Google Earth Engine (GEE) in Pampulha Reservoir. A provided code repository of the SMW 
algorithm within GEE was used directly, whereas the SW algorithm was implemented individually. Both 
algorithms retrieve water temperature values for dates whenever an applied cloud mask admits it and CSV-
files holding this data are downloaded directly from GEE.  In situ data of Pampulha Reservoir are available 
from January 2015 until November 2017 and are compared to LS8 retrieved SWT values. Results from both 
SMW (RMSE = 2.35 °C, R² = 0.20) and SW (RMSE = 1.48 °C, R² = 0.63) algorithms are similar to results found in 
other studies, however, the later method shows more satisfactory results. Using the SW algorithm, a time 
series of SWT in Pampulha Reservoir of available LS8 information from 2013 up to 2020 and thermal maps 
showing the mean monthly SWT are generated to characterize temporal and spatial thermal behaviour of the 
reservoir. The time series shows a seasonal pattern with higher water temperature values during the wet and 
warm season (November to March) and lower water temperature values during the dry and cold season (June 
to August). Lower water temperatures can generally be found in more central areas. 
Derived SWT values of Landsat 8 using the Split-Window algorithm are representative of in situ SWT values 
and can be used for monitoring urban tropical reservoirs, in particular, eminently polluted ones. Especially in 
countries with a lack of investment in in situ monitoring such as Brazil, Landsat 8 derived SWT depicts a great 
source of complementary information regarding water body and resource management.  
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Wetlands are characterized by seasonal water abundance, which provides a wide variety of ecosystem 
services. Over the globe, the area of wetlands has been decreasing. Many different approaches have been 
developed to map wetlands and its dynamics using earth observation data. However, this is complicated by 
the fact that wetlands cover areas with open water and flooded vegetation, which have different spectral 
responses. In this study, a new approach for mapping wetlands dynamics using remote sensing derived actual 
evapotranspiration (ETa) data is presented and tested in the Inner Niger Delta (IND), Mali. High ETa was used 
to define the abundance of water and thereby able to classify both the open water and flooded vegetated 
areas as wetland. The water abundance maps were compared with existing inundation extent maps 
corresponding to maximum water level at a gauging station in the IND. The maximum water abundance 
surface area in peak flooding month was comparable with the inundated surface area (R2 = 0.89, p-value 
<0.05), ranging from 10,500 to 18,500 km2. However, the pixel-by-pixel comparison showed different spatial 
patterns in the inlet and outlet of the inner delta due to low ETa in shallow water and high ETa in saturated 
soil. Overall, the ETa-based method show potential as an operational method to assess dynamics of wetland 
when water level data or inundation map is not available. It can also be applied to other wetland areas, which 
are covered in global ETa data products but do not have observed data on their flood extent. 
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Over the past two decades, the development and invention of new methods of collecting and disseminating 
information have tremendously facilitated access to data, especially remote sensing data with unprecedented 
temporal, spatial and spectral resolutions. This possibility has been empowered by the development of cloud 
application (app) programming interfaces (CAPIs) for storing, analyzing and disseminating large volumes of 
data. Google Earth Engine (GEE) is one of the CAPIs; providing access to big data available through huge geo-
environmental catalog. Given these achievements, we developed a web-based online app to allow public 
access to near real-time satellite and land-surface based surface soil moisture (SSM) and temperature (SST) 
data as easy as clicking an icon or typing coordinates. The developed web-based online app - soilparam 1.0 - 
is accessible through the following link: https://zemoh.users.earthengine.app/view/soilparam 
The first version of soilparam provides access to the NASA-USDA Enhanced SMAP Global soil moisture dataset 
and the first layer of the Famine Early Warning Systems Network Land Data Assimilation System soil 
temperature dataset and converts the collection of images into time series. This app has solved the problem 
of handling big data often found in remote-sensing studies and provides users with a very friendly and secure 
environment. Following the introduction of the app, the process of obtaining the time series of the 
aforementioned variables is described for any location in the world, along with pseudo-codes. In this study, 
the SSM and SST datasets of a region in Quebec, Canada, were downloaded by the app to perform geo-spatial 
and time series analysis. Moreover, these datasets are modeled with a metaheuristic-space-state model, 
suitable for seasonal variables to obtain future projections. The results demonstrate that the evolutionary 
technique, integrated with the advanced state-space models, can forecast SST data with an acceptable 
accuracy for both dynamic and periodical forecasts. Adding more datasets to the app with different 
resolutions, parameters and depths, is planned.
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Satellite remote sensing has been often used in limnology, providing spatially distributed data that are 
complementary to the time series of measurements in single lake locations. Maps of surface temperature, 
chlorophyll, turbidity, bottom cover types and benthic communities are valuable information for the 
validation of the results of three-dimensional (3D) lake model. Though, these applications are limited by the 
low temporal resolution of the satellite images, especially in case of phenomena with rapid temporal 
variations.   
Since December 2016, a real-time remote monitoring was operated through a webcam positioned 1000 m 
above the northern surface of Lake Iseo, on a mountain facing the main tributary's mouth. The webcam, which 
sampled an image twice an hour during the daylight hours, was intended to supplement the temporally sparse 
images acquired by the satellites. Lake Iseo is characterized by a strong internal wave dynamics in response 
to wind. In the northern basin, it may happen that the tributary currents determine the formation of areas 
with different levels of turbidity with respect to the southern waters, providing, over a sufficiently short 
period of time, a natural tracer for wind-driven currents. The movements of the fronts were captured by the 
webcam; they were analysed and interpreted on the basis of the overall distribution of solid matter in the 
lake provided at 10 m spatial resolution by Sentinel-2 and by the wind and water temperature measurements 
available at the floating station located in the northern basin. The images releveled important spatial patterns 
of the wind-driven currents in Lake Iseo. These patterns were thus compared with the results of a 3D 
numerical simulation of the wind-driven currents in the lake. At this purpose we modelled single events, 
making use of the hydrostatic version of the Hydrodynamic-Aquatic Ecosystem Model (AEM3D), which was 
already successfully tested in simulating of the internal wave activity in the upper 50 m of lake Iseo. The 
comparison allowed to widen the evaluation of the performance of the model, based so far on the 
temperature, oxygen and velocity data measured at single stations only. 
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This paper presents numerical simulations of the free jump and submerged jump over an embankment-type 
weir. The 2D unsteady Navier-Stokes equations are solved with the k-  SST turbulence model. The volume of 
fluid method is used to compute the free surface and the water-air multiphase flow. The numerical model is 
validated against experimental data of both free jump and submerged jump. A free jump and three 
submerged jumps are reproduced for a fixed unit discharge. The mean flow and turbulence structures of the 
free jump and submerged jumps are obtained and their rate of longitudinal decay are estimated. The process 
of kinetic energy dissipation in the longitudinal direction is presented for the free jump and submerged jumps 
and discussions are made along with the longitudinal decay of the mean flow and turbulence structures.
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Well flow problems through porous media are of great importance in assessing the groundwater dynamics 
and parameter characterization of natural aquifer systems. The characteristics of well flow are different in 
confined and phreatic aquifer systems depending on the mechanism of water released from storage. A 
confined aquifer is bounded by impermeable surfaces on both the upper and lower boundaries and hence no 
vertical inflow is assumed to occur into the aquifer. In response to extraction through wells, water gets 
released from the storage due to compression of the aquifer matrix and subsequent expansion of water. The 
drawdown also depends on the extent of the well’s penetration into the aquifer. When the extraction well 
completely penetrates the depth of the confined aquifer, the flow toward the well is completely horizontal. 
On the other hand, in a partially penetrating well, both horizontal and vertical flow components are dominant 
and hence, the anisotropy of the porous media has to be considered for estimating well hydraulics. However, 
a partially penetrating well yields less than a fully penetrating one and hence, the drawdown in the former is 
more than the later for a constant rate of extraction from the confined aquifer. In this work, we have 
developed a computationally inexpensive and efficient mathematical framework for simulating the 
hydrodynamics of a randomly heterogeneous confined aquifer system subjected to constant extraction 
through a partially penetrating well. We have modelled the drawdown in the extraction well and its 
neighbouring locations by numerically inverting the Laplace Transform of the analytical solution of the well 
hydraulics problem developed by Dougherty and Babu (1984). Assuming homogeneity of the aquifer 
parameters in the vicinity of the extraction wells, we have discretized the aquifer domain defining a circular 
time-varying Dirichlet boundary around each extraction well. We have specified the hydraulic head calculated 
by numerical inversion of the Laplace domain solution at every time step along the internal circular well 
boundary. We have estimated the transient groundwater response of the aquifer system by a Finite Volume 
(FV) method-based mathematical model on an irregular-unstructured grid system subjected to the internal 
well boundary condition and external domain boundary conditions. The proposed approach also satisfies the 
grid-convergence criterion yielding consistent results with varying grid dimensions. The numerical results 
confirm the potential applicability of the above methodology for evaluating well hydraulics and aquifer 
dynamics on a catchment-scale. Furthermore, we have implemented a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition 
(POD) based reduced-order modeling technique to cut down the computational expenses incurred in full-
system modeling of groundwater flow systems. The performance evaluation of the reduced-order model also 
justifies its capability of replicating the full-system model with the desired accuracy. 
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Parameter identifiability is a known issue in conceptual hydrological models, which originates from the 
amount of model parameters and the lack of variety in the target variables used during calibration and causes 
uncertainty about the representativeness of the optimised model. In this context, remote sensing emerges as 
a key source of information that allows us to calibrate spatial processes in the water cycle. In this study, we 
combine the use of remotely sensed data in the calibration of spatial surface processes, such as snow and 
evapotranspiration, with a novel procedure that calibrates discharge by applying flow disaggregation 
techniques. The objective is to improve the identifiability of the calibrated model parameters.  
 
State of the art hydrological models often require a vast number of parameters to reproduce the processes 
in the water cycle. This is a result of modelling an increasing number of processes, which requires a larger 
model flexibility. Calibrating such models becomes a complicated task, both in terms of computational effort 
and parameter identifiability. The concept of parameter identifiability (or equifinality) states that multiple 
parameterizations of a model, representing diverse behaviors of the catchment, are indistinguishable in terms 
of model performance. This fact limits the applicability of the model to posterior studies such as climate 
change impacts.  
 
A way of reducing equifinality is to calibrate several target variables, instead of simply discharge. Following 
this thread, remote sensing becomes an invaluable source of information for calibrating processes in the 
water cycle for which traditional information sources are scarce, such as snow or vegetation. Examples of the 
use of remotely sensed data for calibrating hydrological models are abundant in the literature .  
 
Since remotely sensed data can only supply information about surface processes, there remains equifinality 
in the identification of subsurface processes, namely the distribution of discharge in surface runoff, interflow 
and groundwater flow. To tackle this uncertainty without the need for further information, we developed a 
sequential calibration method based on hydrograph separation techniques.  
 
We apply this methodology to the Deva river basin, a mountainous catchment in the Picos de Europa National 
Park (Northern Spain), whose water cycle we simulate using the hydrological model TETIS, a conceptual, 
distributed model widely used in Spain. The proposed calibration procedure uses first remotely sensed 
products from MODIS to fit the snow and vegetations processes, and then fits the parameters controlling 
discharge in a sequence from those affecting quick, flow and total discharge.  
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The objective of this study is to combine the information of remotely sensed data and that obtained from 
hydrograph disaggregation in a sequential calibration process in order to improve the identifiability of a 
hydrological model.  
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At a time when the floods are globally increasing in magnitude, intensity, and frequency there is pressing 
need to capture and thoroughly understand the dependencies among flow variables during flood wave 
propagation cycles using real-time measurements acquired in-situ. Taking advantage of the capabilities of the 
new generation of instruments, the real-time unassisted acquisition of multiple flow variables with high-
temporal resolution is now increasingly possible in streams and rivers of various sizes. This paper proposes a 
new measurement system for estimation of the streamflow gradual variation (pulses) in real time through 
assimilation of direct measurements in canonical channel flow governing relationships, such as Saint-Venant 
equations for unsteady open-channels flows. The proposed measurement system innovatively combines the 
proven capabilities of the index-velocity method with those of the continuous slope-area method to 
document the complex and often-missed hysteresis effects that are developing during flood wave 
propagation at a myriad of observation stations located in lowland streams. While the new method is still 
under development, this paper presents its concept, configuration, and preliminary results obtained with 
method’s sub-components through proof-of-concept experiments and exploratory data-driven analyses. It is 
hoped that the new streamflow monitoring method will advance modern practices in hydrometry and will 
enable new discoveries in hydrologic sciences that eventually can improve streamflow data accuracy and 
usefully support model- and data-driven predictions.
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For decades, remote sensing technologies based on light detection and ranging (LiDAR) have been used to 
survey stream channel and floodplain topography, as well as vegetation distributions. However, traditional 
platforms, such as airborne LiDAR bathymetry (ALB), have drawbacks, including flight altitude, point density, 
and scanning angle, which prevent the sensor from conducting a practical survey of vegetated rivers. More 
recently, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based LiDAR offers a way to remotely characterize vegetated river 
environments with several inherent benefits over ALB. This study as a first to compare the accuracy of a new 
advanced UAV-borne green LiDAR system (GLS) (i.e., TDOT GREEN, Amuse Oneself Inc., Japan) and an existing 
ALB in surveying the vegetated and gravel-bed lower Asahi River, Japan, based on correspondence between 
LiDAR-derived, depth-averaged numerically simulated, field- and sensor-based data. Findings on topo-
bathymetry and reproducibility of low-water flow patterns revealed that both system-derived data were 
reasonably identical to benchmarked field observations, with outperformed accuracy of a few dozen 
centimeters, despite a few missing bathymetric data in deeper areas during the UAV campaign. In addition to 
proactively addressing a continuous topography of land and water area shallower than or equal to 2.08 m 
depth (0.8 FTU, turbidity near water surface), it was highlighted that recent GLS point clouds over the ALB 
were able to depict the river's submerged artificial infrastructure in detail, which could be helpful in 
maintenance and construction tasks. Furthermore, vegetation attribute monitoring results, including detailed 
mapping of vertical structures, types, and heights, revealed that the cost-effective GLS performed relatively 
well, providing almost identical performance to ground-truth observations and respective high spatial 
resolution aerial images with a ground sampling distance of 3 cm/pixel. To conclude, after further 
comprehensive studies in the same or different reaches, the novel technique could be regarded as promising 
for management measures in shallow streams with vegetated floodplains because the LiDAR-derived 
information can feasibly be used as input and validation data in the hydrodynamic-numerical model and 
floodplain vegetation characterization.
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Hydraulic structures must be designed to operate in safety conditions and to avoid any damage of the 
hydraulic structure in different loading scenarios. During extreme events, several dams in service may 
overflow due to the higher design flows of the new design recommendations, so creating new scenarios of 
operation in the spillways of large dams. The knowledge of air-water flow characteristics in free-falling jets is 
essential to analyze the energy dissipation in plunge pools and dam’s stability.  
In turbulent water jets, the air entrainment processes generate energy dissipation during the fall. The 
turbulence effect around the free-surface jet is the principal mechanism of air entrainment and self-aeration. 
Turbulence fluctuations change the original flow properties. Furthermore, self-aeration processes in 
rectangular jets reduce the falling velocity, increment the jet spread, and causes undulations and instabilities 
in the free-surface. Air-water interface and turbulent shear stress affect the nappe during the falling jet; being 
the behavior slightly different between the upper and lower nappe of the jet.  
To date, information regarding the air entrainment processes in rectangular free-falling jets and the analysis 
of the variation of the solid inner jet core is scarce. This study analyzes the air-water properties and its 
interactions in rectangular free-falling jets measured in a fairly large-scale experimental device. Three 
different specific flows were considered (0.034, 0.072 and 0.096 m³/s/m). Air-water flow properties were 
measured with a  phase-detection probe in different sections from the sharp-crested  weir, with falling 
distances up to 2.0 m. Each measurement was sampled at 20 kHz for 45 s. For measuring the velocities profile, 
a back-flushing Pitot-Prandtl probe was used in the same locations. Several hydrodynamics variables were 
analyzed: phase-change count rate, mean velocity, bubble chord length and Sauter mean diameter. The jet 
thickness and the angle spread with the 50% void fraction were also analyzed during the fall. 
The results showed differences between the behavior the upper and lower nappe. This modifies the cross-
section profile. There is a reduction of the inner jet core an increment in the aeration during the fall. The jet 
thickness considering the 50% void fraction seems be similar to the jet thickness calculated by only 
gravitational effect. The new measurements will allow to improve the knowledge of the air-water properties 
in rectangular free-falling jets.  
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In general, accurately measuring discharge and related surface velocity in natural rivers is still challenging. 
Furthermore, utilizing manned vehicle for observation with a commercial velocimetry in a natural stream can 
be dangerous. The floating method has been conventionally used, but unfortunately accuracy depends on the 
skill of the operator, and hence, the accuracy is uneven. The float does not always follow the mainstream and 
observers measure the float’s flow motion based on visual inspections. In the 1980s, developments of imaging 
techniques as well as microwave and ultrasonic wave devices were improved. Moreover, video imaging 
technique is widely being used for the measurement of surface velocity in natural rivers. Acoustic Doppler 
velocimetry (ADV) and acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) provide not only three-dimensional velocity 
information but also bottom configuration. Also, ultrasonic velocity profiler (UVP) was used for flow 
monitoring in a small river to obtain a velocity profile to reasonably evaluate the friction velocity.  
However, they require large-scaled systems that have the disadvantage of portability and an observation site 
that is restricted to a specific place, such as on the bridge or a place with good visibility. Although ADCP-
integrated moving boat methods are expected to be used for measuring the velocity and discharge in rivers, 
manual controls are needed to operate the moving vessel. 
  Hence, we developed an automatic measurement system for flow velocity and direction in natural rivers 
using an autonomously controlled unmanned surface vehicle (USV). Oncoming mainstream velocity was 
measured by the propulsion force required for the USV in order to preserve the position at a measurement 
point. To conduct such a field mission, the system runs by changing four characteristic control stages: 1) 
calculation of the tentative propulsion force, 2) navigation to the target point, 3) velocity measurement by 
staying at the target, and 4) detection of flow direction by flowing downstream. More than 20 indoor tests 
were conducted under several hydraulic conditions by varying streamwise velocity, and the calibration 
formula was obtained by interrelating the oncoming velocity magnitude with the propulsion force required 
to remain at the target. The attitude control was provided with side thrusters to improve the yaw stability of 
the USV in the oncoming current. The adjunctive work of the side thrusters was very effective. Field tests 
were conducted to examine the reliability and accuracy of the present automatic flow measurements in a 
river. Both local velocity and direction in the river flow were measured well by the USV. Error analysis was 
conducted by comparing with the existing velocimetry results, and the USV was found to possess a sufficient 
ability to meet practical performance for the flow measurement in a natural river. 
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Gravity currents are buoyancy-driven flows generated by a density gradient due to a temperature or a salinity 
difference or solid particles in suspension. These dense water masses are generally located at high latitudes 
where the strong atmospheric cooling causes a temperature reduction, the formation of ice, and brine 
rejection, which induces an increase in salinity. It is therefore evident how these currents are an integral part 
of the thermohaline circulation and their water properties are of global importance. 
The understanding of the mechanism involved in such flows is of crucial importance for a proper modeling 
and for the development of risk mitigation measures. Hence, in the last decades, the dynamics of the gravity 
currents flowing over horizontal surfaces have been extensively investigated by theoretical models, high-
resolution numerical simulations, and laboratory experiments. However, only recently the dynamics of these 
currents over rough bottoms have received attention. Despite all the research efforts achieved by the 
technological advancement in computational power and laboratory instruments, there is still a lack of 
knowledge about the dynamics of the gravity currents over rough surfaces. 
The main contribution of this study is to characterize the inner velocity of the lock released gravity currents 
and to assess the effect of the bed roughness on them. The research is conducted by performing laboratory 
experiments using the optical non-intrusive experimental technique of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). 
The laboratory experiments are conducted in 6m long Perspex tank, with horizontal bed and rectangular cross 
section of  25× 30 cm^2. A removable gate is placed at a distance 50cm from the left wall dividing the tank 
into two volumes. The two reservoirs are filled up to the same water depth. The left side of the tank is filled 
with salty water with initial density ρ1, while the rest of the tank is filled with an ambient fluid of density 
ρ0<ρ1 (∆ρ=5±0.5 cm s^(-2)). LEGO® Bricks are used as bottom roughness elements with a constant quadratic 
section and a constant spacing from each other. Three experiments are performed by varying the roughness 
elements dimension, maintaining constant all other variables; additionally a reference test with smooth bed 
condition is performed.  
The analysis of the instantaneous maps of the flow velocity shows that the bed roughness reduces the front 
and the streamwise velocity due to the introduction of an extra drag; moreover the speed of the current 
decreases as the height of the roughness increases. The frontal region of the current loses definition due to 
the roughness elements, indeed the high velocity regions within the dense flow are mostly positioned above 
the roughness level, while a recirculation patterns are observed between the elements that separate the main 
current from the bottom area. 
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Filtering spike contaminated velocity time series, recorded by Acoustic or Laser Doppler Velocimeter (ADV or 
LDV) in laboratory open-channel flow studies and field measurements, has always been challenging. Despite 
numerous conducted studies on the velocity time-series signal filtering methods, the importance of the 
number of spikes of invalid data on the performance of filtering algorithm has not been determined. Indeed, 
there is still a lack of comprehensive and updated study on the performance of despiking algorithms of the 
velocity signals. In the present study, a new developed software package for despiking Doppler Velocimeter 
Data has been introduced. The package is composed of various detection techniques such as Phase-Space 
Threshold (PST), Velocity Correlation Filter (VCF), Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). A new filtering technique, 
so called “Three Dimensional Fast Kernel Estimation (3D-fastKDE)” has been developed and employed to 
detect spikes in highly polluted signals. Implemented replacement algorithms include Last Good Values (LGV), 
and 12 points cubic polynomial interpolation (12pp). The performance and accuracy of detection and 
replacement techniques has been explored in this study using different experimental data sets. 
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The frequency of droughts and floods is increasing due to the extreme climate. Proper water resource 
planning, allocation, and disaster prevention, therefore, become increasingly important. The most important 
hydrological data in water resources planning and management is river discharge. The conventional way is to 
use semi-intrusive instruments, such as Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP), to obtain the section depth 
and vertical flow profile to estimate the discharge. The contact method involves a great deal of manpower 
and can pose serious hazards by floods and extreme events. In recent years the application of non-intrusive 
methods to measure hydrological data has become the mainstream, such as Large-Scale Particle Image 
Velocimetry (LSPIV) used to measure the surface velocity of rivers and estimate the discharge. The unknown 
water depth, however, become obstacle for this image technique. A method combined with LSPIV to obtain 
the bathymetry was proposed in this study.  
The shallow water equation combined with LSPIV technique was conducted to measure the bed elevation in 
the flume 27 m long and 1 m wide. All of the flow conditions in the experiments were ensured to be fully 
developed uniform flow within subcritical flow conditions, and the tracking particles used for measurement 
were thermoplastic rubber particles. The two-dimensional surface velocity data obtained from LSPIV were 
used to derive the two-dimensional bathymetry data by using the Leap-frog scheme in a pre-defined grid 
under the constraints of Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) and solving the shallow water wave equation. The 
LSPIV results were verified using the Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV) measurements, and the bed 
elevation data of this study were verified using the conventional point gauge measurements. The results 
showed that the proposed method was effective in estimating the variation of the bed elevation of the flume, 
especially in the shallow water level, with an average accuracy of 90.8%. The experimental results also showed 
that the non-intrusive imaging technique combined with the numerical calculation to solve the water depth 
and bed elevation is a feasible method.
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Public transport networks can be affected by erosion processes thus detecting this risk is a major challenge 
for sustainable development and land use planning and monitoring can be an interesting tool. The current 
paper reports the experience of monitoring a bridge in a sand bed river affected by incision. After 
remembering briefly the site identification process, the choice of the scour parameters to be monitored and 
the choice of the instrumentation, we present the feedback that we can do after about one year of monitoring 
with a discussion of the positive and negative aspects of the site, the set-up implemented to measure the 
scour parameters. We make a focus on the analysis of the measurements that have been done with the 
statistics that can be made and compare with literature data as well as data from the national French data 
base on water levels. Finally, we discuss the conclusion that can be obtained for structures managers.
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Optical Flow (OpF) approaches are quite diverse. In Fluid Mechanics, OpF methods are frequently applied to 
images that have been collected with laser or led illumination and seeded flows (n short images acquired for 
Particle Image Velocimetry). In these cases, it is important to know which OpF methods are more adequate 
for which combinations of flow types, imaging conditions and image characteristics. This paper addresses this 
practical need by assessing the performance of three OpF methods, Lucas and Kanade (1981), Horn and 
Schunck (1981) and Farneback (2003), combined with the Liu and Shen (2008) algorithm.  
 
We evaluate the accuracy of different OpF methods as the difference between their values and of ground-
truth. Hydrodynamic conditions include deformation dominated, rotation-dominated and uniform flows. For 
each flow type, relative and absolute errors are computed for different tracer displacements, noise powers, 
pixel particle sizes, image bit-depths and particle concentrations. 
 
The accuracy of the OpF methods is mainly affected by the magnitude of velocity gradients and convective 
accelerations. The inner region of the Poiseuille flow and the saddle point in the Rankine vortex combined 
with uniform flow pose significant difficulties to all methods. 
 
The accuracy of the Lucas-Kanade/Liu-Shen combination is high for all flow types, image conditions image bit 
depths. The Farneback/Liu-Shen combination has a similar high performance but only for images of 10 bit or 
higher. The Horn-Schunck algorithm is the worst performing method, due to high sensitiveness to particle 
concentration variations or particle sizes. 
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The morphodynamics in rivers and estuaries due to several dynamic parameters, like tide, waves, river 
discharges and winds, is a perennial problem. The contemporary practice is to predict the changes through 
numerical modelling and field measurements.  Morphodynamic modeling is a multi–model problem, with 
different physical mechanisms acting as per their space and time response. The physical processes involved 
are the hydrodynamics, sediment transport and bed evolution. The empirical relations to be adopted for the 
sediment transport calculations form an integral part of the morphodynamic models. Along with these 
empirical relations, additional sub-models like pick up model and sediment deposition model also contribute 
significantly in modeling the morphodynamics in rivers and estuaries. In the present study, pick-up and drop 
functions suggested in literature are evaluated based on their contribution in modeling the bed level change 
of a navigational bar in Hooghly estuary, the largest estuary in India, which drains into the Bay of Bengal. The 
hydrodynamic model accounts for tide induced simulations, the tide being the dominant forcing in this 
estuary. The sediment transport equation for predicting the quantity of sediment transport rate is through 
the renowned, Ackers and White (1973), total load transport empirical relation. The pick-up and drop 
functions are subjected to a review in line with the bed evolution modeling of a navigational bar, through 
statistical approaches, to find the most suitable formulation for the Hooghly domain. The results are validated 
with the field measurements and an appropriate pick up and drop relations are evaluated using Brier Skill 
Scores (BSS). 
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A parametrization of antidunes for CFD computations on a coarse grid is presented. Detailed modelling of the 
water and turbulence flow over moving antidunes has been carried out, using a fine 2D width-averaged grid. 
The effect of convective fluxes caused by recirculation zones and other non-uniform characteristics were 
computed. The data was used to derive a formula for the antidune-induced vertical convection of the water 
velocities. This formula can be used to take antidunes into account in a CFD model of a longer reach of a river, 
where the grid is too coarse to resolve the bedforms. The formula increases the flat bed turbulent diffusivity 
as a function of the antidune height and the depth-averaged water velocity. A test case with a 90o bend is 
presented, showing that the secondary currents are reduced by applying the new formula. 
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Sediment discontinuity is a major drawback of dams. While their reservoirs often see their capacity 
progressively diminish because of sedimentation, the downstream reaches often face several morphological 
issues. Since most and part of the coarse and fine sediment are respectively blocked upstream of the dam, 
the downstream river sees a reduction of the sediment yield and an alteration in the grain size distribution. 
This will lead to inevitable changes in the bed composition, which might have consequences on the 
development of lotic species. Also, hungry waters deprived of sediment will further erode the bed, leading to 
bank and infrastructure instabilities in the downstream reach. 
For better river management, one should hence better consider the sediment dynamics upstream and 
downstream of dams. While routing strategies consisting directly in passing the sediment downstream of the 
dam before it deposes in the reservoir should certainly always be considered first, removing the already 
deposited sediment is sometimes necessary. Flushing hence constitutes an interesting alternative to the 
energy and money expensive dredging. Nevertheless, the flows of these flushing events also come with 
serious issues, such as fish asphyxiation, remobilisation of long-time deposited pollutants, destruction of 
macroinvertebrate populations, or significant morphological changes, with possible infrastructure damage. 
These operations must thus be carefully prepared to limit the impacts downstream as much as possible. And 
to perform such a preparation, numerical modelling can constitute a powerful tool.  
The 2D finite-volume model that we developed in that perspective is derived from the shallow-water 
equations and is made of eight different equations. It combines the two-phase approach that considers 
momentum exchanges between the liquid and solid phases, and the two-layer approach, which tries to 
reproduce the dual asymptotic behaviour of the regular concentration profile, i.e. the closer to the surface, 
the lower the concentration, and the closer to the bed, the closer to the concentration of the bed itself. 
An HLLC flux scheme with original wave speed estimates was applied to that model, which was then applied 
to several test cases. The importance of bedload for these test cases was assessed with spatio-temporal maps 
and highlighted the relevancy of the model for applications with a large transport relative to the flow. 
However, when the transport was more limited, the application of the model did not seem worth the 
computational effort. Further research about its ability to properly simulate suspension and very-high 
transport situations is still needed, but the current model’s ability to discern the limits of the lower highly 
concentrated layer and to cope with the sediment inertia makes it a nice candidate for fast and very 
concentrated flows such as flushing events. 
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River dunes are dynamic bed forms on the river bed, which are formed by the constant interaction between 
the governing flow and the sandy bed. The river dunes increase water levels during flood events because they 
increase roughness, but they can also limit navigable depths during low flows specifically when dunes 
propagate over already shallow areas in the river. To improve river management, related to these bed forms, 
accurate models that are able to simulate these river dunes are needed. 
Currently a wide variety of river dune models do exist, ranging from idealized models to study processes in 
dune formation to complex numerical models that solve flow, sediment transport and bed elevation changes 
in a 3D grid. As complexity increases, computation time increases as well. To be applicable for predictions on 
where dunes may cause problems for example for navigability or what roughness, a dune model is needed 
that is able to accurately simulate dune dynamics in real rivers, including the range of discharge regimes 
possible, but with relatively small computation times. 
Therefore, we improved a dune simulation model, which has previously been used to model dune dynamics 
for high flows and which is now able to also accurately mode dune dynamics during low flows. The model 
solves the flow field in a 2DV grid using a constant eddy viscosity. The flow field is then used to calculate 
sediment transport and update the bed. The domain of the model is one dune length long and with cyclic 
boundary conditions. The domain length and therefore the dune length is determined through a linear 
stability analysis which is updated when flow properties change. 
This model has been calibrated based on dune data from the main distributary of the Rhine River in the 
Netherlands. Specifically on the year 2018 which first started with a flood wave after which the discharge was 
relatively constant around the long term median discharge and the year ended with a period of extreme low 
discharges.  
Therefore we present a physics based dune simulation model, which can fairly fast and accurately simulate 
dune dynamic throughout discharge regimes ranging from extreme low flows to high flood waves. Which in 
the future can be used to make predictions on the height and location of river dunes, for making estimations 
on navigability, planning dredging operations and evaluation of river management policy. 
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Knowledge of sediment transport behavior in rivers and around hydraulic structures can greatly improve their 
design, operation and cost efficiency while benefitting the local environmental impact regarding natural river 
morphodynamics.  Sediment can be transported in form of suspension and bedload, whereas the later is of 
particular interest for stability and functionality of hydraulic structures.  
Although methods of 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) are used successfully over decades for solving 
fluid flow problems in hydraulic engineering, 3D-CFD simulations of sediment transport, particularly bedload, 
are still in its infancy. Complex flow characteristics around hydraulic structures in addition to empirically 
derived formulas for bedload transport make it especially challenging to consistently solve problems 
regarding bedload transport and to determine rules and recommendations for future sediment CFD 
simulations.  
In a previous research, a model of a channel bifurcation investigated by Dr.-Ing. Herman Bulle in 1926 was 
numerically recreated. In that research, a bifurcated branch was split from the main straight channel at 
approximately half of its length, while sediments were added in the running model. The results showed that, 
for an equal discharge in both of the branching channels, the majority of added sediments, which were 
transported as bedload, landed mostly in the bifurcated channel. The experiment was repeated for models 
with various splitting angles. This paper presents results of numerical investigations of the original Bulle 
bifurcation in brief, supplemented with further findings about bedload transport in the channel bifurcation 
for various flow conditions. Additionally to the Bulle bifurcation, a series of physical model investigations on 
another channel bifurcation was conducted in the hydraulic testing facilities of University of Kassel. Results 
from numerical investigations of this bifurcation model are shown in the paper as well. All numerical 
simulations were conducted with the commercial CFD software Flow-3D.  
The bifurcation channels from Bulle and from University of Kassel differ in size, model material, used sediment 
and applied boundary conditions. Therefore, different numerical bedload parameters were used for their 
recreation. CFD simulations from both bifurcation models give insights in bedload behavior in channel 
branching as well as some general recommendations for numerical simulations of sediment transport.  
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The dynamics in the swash zone play an important role in the overall morphodynamics of the coast. However, 
numerical models still have difficulties predicting sediment transport and morphodynamics in this dynamic 
and turbulent region. Most models that are applied to the swash zone use a depth-averaged approach, where 
model quantities such as flow velocities and sediment concentrations are integrated in the depth direction. 
This approach, being comparatively cheap, enables longer simulations. However, certain important processes 
that influence sediment transport are not well understood in a depth-averaged framework. For this reason, 
depth-resolving models are developed. These models are comparatively expensive and as such are not 
suitable for simulating longer time series. However, they can give insight into the depth dependency of 
parameters such as flow velocity, turbulence and sediment concentrations, and as such can be used to 
improve depth-averaged models. 
 
In this study, we investigate numerically how sediment in suspension is picked up, transported and deposited, 
on a beach consisting of fine sand (D50 = 0.2 mm). To do this, we use a depth-resolving model, based on the 
open-source OpenFOAM framework. This model implements the RANS equations, coupled with a turbulence 
model, and implements formulations for bedload and suspended load transport, and uses the mass balance 
equation for morphodynamics. The model is applied to experiments from the RESIST data campaign. 
Specifically, we use the bichromatic wave experiments with an effective wave height of H=0.6 m. We choose 
to use bichromatic waves, since this gives the possibility to analyse transport on a wave-averaged framework. 
 
At the conference, we will present the results produced by the model. Firstly, we will show how the model 
performs compared with the measured data. This will be done in terms of hydrodynamics as well as 
morphodynamics. Furthermore, we show the vertical suspended sediment concentration profiles behave at 
different locations and points in time in the swash, and how this can be related to hydrodynamical parameters 
such as flow velocities and turbulence. These findings can then be used to identify important processes to 
consider when implementing depth-averaged models for sediment transport.
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Our work attempts to provide a comprehensive analysis of modelling two-phase flows (fluid-particle) with 
regard to computational requirements, available models, challenges and limitations. The adopted case 
(particle-laden backward facing step (BFS) flow) is numerically simulated in the framework of Eulerian-
Lanrangian method (RANS-DEM) using OpenFOAM. The continuum phase (fluid) is resolved using Reynolds 
averaged Navier Stokes equation (RANS) and discrete phase (particles) is tracked using Newton’s second law 
of motion (discrete element method; DEM). Firstly, the case is simulated as single-phase (fluid without 
particles) using pimpleFOAM in order to define the simulation parameters and meshing requirement, giving 
good agreement with the observed fluid velocity profiles in the experiment. Single-phase results verify that 
fluid velocity profiles and flow re-attachment point are correctly predicted. Later on, particles are inserted 
into the system and two-phase simulations are performed using two different solvers namely DPMFoam 
(already available in standard OpenFOAM) and pimpleLPTFoam (self-compiled). The simulation results 
obtained from these solvers demonstrate almost no difference due to small concentration of particles. Thus, 
by not considering void fraction in the governing equations for fluid flow one can considerably save 
computational resources when particle concentration is small.  We have also investigated the influence of 
level of coupling and different boundary conditions for particle initial velocity (exact data was not available 
for particle initial velocity). We observed almost no difference in fluid and particle velocity profiles 
corresponding coupling regime (one- and two-way coupling), as a small number of particles in each CFD cell 
are unable to modify flow fields significantly. Analysis on different initial velocities of particles shows that by 
proving zero initial velocity to the particles, they get the opportunity to attain the real velocity depending 
upon flow around them and particle response time (Stokes number) and should be the approach when the 
exact data is not available. Our RANS-DEM simulations give good agreement with the experiment data 
concerning fluid and particle velocity profiles but the particle dispersion is considerably underpredicted at all 
measurement locations. This can be explained as (1): RANS gives only the mean flow statistics and (2): the 
fluctuating components (turbulent effects on particles) are incorporated by simple dispersion models, which 
are simplistic models based on the turbulent kinetic energy thus unable to capture particle dispersion 
efficiently. We think, using large eddy simulation (LES) or direct numerical simulation (DNS) to resolve the 
fluid flow statistics might improve particle dispersion considerably, as unlike RANS-DEM, it does not require 
an extra dispersion model but at the cost of huge computational requirements. In the framework of RANS-
DEM, dispersion models such as the continuous random walk (CRW) method, which considers anisotropic 
behavior of fluid flow, might also be able to capture particle dispersion correctly.
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Mud/debris flows are among the most challenging gravity-driven geophysical flows. Natural muddy slurries 
and debris are two-phase flows with non-Newtonian rheology where solids represent about 40-80% of the 
flow volume, creating marked density gradients and non-hydrostatic pore-fluid pressures. This dynamic pore 
pressures affect the effective normal stress along the flow column, modifying the frictional shear stress 
between grains and causing the solid phase dilation. Furthermore, these unsteady flows occur along steep 
and irregular terrains which require a refined non-structured spatial discretization in order to capture the 
terrain complexity, increasing exponentially the computational times of the models. In this work, a novel GPU-
accelerated two-dimensional Efficient Simulation Tools (EST) for multi-grain two-phase shallows-flows 
running in non-structured triangular meshes is presented. The system of depth-averaged equations is formed 
by the conservation equations for the mass and linear momentum of the compressible two-phase mixture 
and the mass transport equations for the different solid phases involved in the flow. A new closure relation 
for the shear-induced pore-fluid pressure distribution during the movement of dense-packed solid-liquid 
mixtures has also been proposed, which accounts for the shear-induced separation of the solid and liquid 
phases. The system is solved using a Finite Volume scheme supported by a novel Riemann solver which allows 
the bulk flow density to participate in the definition of the characteristic wave structure. The proposed tool 
is faced to a real-scale catastrophic mining tailings flow, demonstrating its robustness, accuracy and efficiency. 
The GPU-accelerated tool shows a computational performance 280 times faster than the CPU-based 
algorithm.
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The flow hydrodynamics in coastal and marine environments is very complex, hence its study is important to 
analyze the causes of scour that leads to the failure of coastal structures. It is one of the most difficult tasks, 
involving the complexity of the wave-current structure interaction problem. In this regard, CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) is a very strong tool to compute the wave-current hydrodynamic effect on a 
structure. The present study focuses on the combined wave-current hydrodynamics on the circular cylinder 
in different arrangements (tandem, side by side, staggered).  This study is done by the open-source CFD code 
REEF3D. The model solves the Reynolds-Averaged Naiver Stokes equation with k-ω turbulence closure to get 
the flow hydrodynamics and the level set method is used for capturing the free surface. The model is first 
validated with the experimental results, which shows a satisfactory agreement between the numerical results 
and experimental data. The code utilizes a staggered cartesian grid system. Also, Message Passing Interface 
(MPI) based parallelization is used for domain decomposition. Dirichlet and active wave absorption boundary 
condition is used for the generation and absorption waves in the numerical wave tank. The convection terms 
in the Navier-Stokes equations and the level set method are discretized with the 5th-order Weighted 
Essentially Non-Oscillatory scheme. The flow hydrodynamics is predicted for different wave-current and for 
different arrangements of circular piers.
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Coastal structures such as seawalls and breakwaters provide protection from the effects of the sea and create 
the conditions for economic growth in a coastal environment. These maritime structures also protect ports 
and coasts against the marine dynamics and its function will be even more important in the upcoming years 
due to sea level rise and coastal regression as a result of global warming (Del-Rosal-Salido et al., 2019). 
However, the presence of the structure changes the flow patterns in its immediate neighborhood, such as 
wave reflection and breaking, turbulence and liquefaction (Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002). These processes 
increase the local sediment transport and thus lead to one of the greatest problems for the seabed and for 
the stability of the structure: the scour effects. 
 
Hence, the main objective of this work is to develop a mathematical integrated model to investigate the scour 
seabed response in the vicinity of a maritime structure, using the open source package OpenFOAM (OpenCFD, 
2014). For that, the wave-structure-seabed response interaction is modelled following a decoupled solid and 
flow responses implementation (Zhao and Jeng, 2015; Li et al., 2020): wave-structure module and seabed 
module. The wave-structure module is based on the Volume-Averaged/Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes 
(VARANS) equations, while the consolidation equations of Biot (Biot, 1941) is used to govern the seabed 
module. The wave-induced soil response variables (soil displacements, stresses and pore pressures) are 
considered in the seabed module, as well as the effect of structure weight on the initial consolidation status 
(effective normal stresses). The influence of turbulence fluctuations on the mean flow with respect to the 
complicated interaction between waves, seabed and maritime structure are obtained through the turbulence 
model of Menter (Menter, 2003). The olaFlow suite (Higuera, 2017) provides the wave generation and 
reflection control at the domain boundaries.  
 
In the congress, the results of the seabed response around (1) an impermeable seawall and (2) a permeable 
rubble-mound breakwater will be presented. The model will be validated with experimental data from the 
literature (Tsai et al., 1995, 2009; Fausset et al., 2017) and will be compared with the numerical method used 
by Ahmad et al. (2019) based on the sediment transport equations (van Rijn, 1984a,b) and the Exner’s formula 
for the seabed level.
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This work presents a numerical investigation of the vortex induced vibrations caused by currents and waves 
on cylinders of various shapes piercing the sea surface. Through three-dimensional Large-Eddy Simulations 
(LES) coherent turbulent structures were identified that may lead to Vortex Induced Vibrations. VIV can be 
found in many engineering applications like risers, support pylons in bridges and piers, mooring lines of 
floating structures and spar-type floating wind turbines. It is important to assess the total forces and range of 
motion caused by vortex shedding to avoid fatigue and extend the operational life of the underwater 
structure. The shape of the structures considered in this paper are namely circular and square cylinders. Thus 
simulations are run to assess the combined effect of current and waves on the structure. The finite differences 
code Hydro3D was employed to carry out these simulations using the Smagorinsky LES model. In the past, 
this code has been validated for free surface flows and fluid-structure interaction using the Level-Set and 
Immersed Boundary methods, respectively. Such models have been applied to study a number of hydraulic 
engineering and marine energy applications. This computational code solves the Navier Stokes Equations 
using a staggered grid for the pressure field and the Cartesian components of velocity. The fractional step 
method is used in this code to advance in time the fluid properties combined with Runge-Kutta like and Crank-
Nicolson schemes to evaluate the convective and diffusive terms. The Poisson pressure-correction equation 
is solved using a multi-grid technique based on the TDMA method in the final step as a corrector of the 
predicted velocities and pressure fields. This article depicts a new fluid-structure interaction model inspired 
in the ghost cell approach. 
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This study analyzes the behavior of biological reactors, storage tanks, and other infrastructures included in 
the integral water cycle. The study analyzes hydrodynamic behavior with the aim of contributing to the 
definition and development of more realistic and up-to-date design and construction criteria. 
This study is focused on the plug flow biological reactors. This study, conducted by Canal de Isabel II, analyzes 
the hydrodynamical behavior of three infrastructures with the aim of choosing the geometrical configuration 
that best perform in terms of velocity with the aim of consolidating the guidelines that the operation 
department is developing for new designs and constructions. 
A cheap methodology based on the study of Newtonian fluids was proved to be good enough to evaluate the 
fluid behavior on a bioreactor.
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This work aims to prove the capability of the DualSPHysics model to reproduce the overtopping results 
obtained in CEDEX large-scale flume physical tests with vertical sea walls (CEDEX, 2018). 
The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is based on a Lagrangian description of fluid motion in which 
continuum properties are reformulated in terms of smoothed quantities at discrete locations named 
“particles”. SPH can be conveniently adopted to simulate free-surface flows and for capturing highly nonlinear 
behaviour of wave-structure interactions. The DualSPHysics code (Domínguez et al., 2021) is an open-source 
code developed to use SPH for real engineering problems and it will be used here. 
A physical test representing a standard vertical sea wall designed for the Mediterranean wave climate has 
been selected. In particular, the one with largest measured overtopping discharges and highest wave 
conditions falling within the limits imposed by generation theory for piston-type wavemaker will be simulated 
with the DualSPHysics model. A sensitivity analysis on the initial inter-particle distance, the smoothing length 
and piston transfer function (by means of a gain factor) have been carried out for model validation. The two 
first parameters are related to the numerical resolution and the distance for particle interactions, 
respectively. The gain factor is applied in the numerical model to amplify the magnitude of the piston 
displacement in order to compensate wave decay that is dependent on the wave steepness (Ursell et al., 
1960). 
A good agreement between the experimental and numerical accumulative overtopping volume and relative 
overtopping rate is achieved with errors lower than 1%. Once the model is validated and calibrated, it has 
been applied for the same wave spectrum but developed using different wave time series, obtaining 
acceptable results within the forecasts provided by the EurOtop (2018). Finally, the same calibration was 
verified for other wave cases available in the physical campaign. 
This works presents the first attempt to apply SPH models to simulate long duration events (25 min) where 
the overtopping volume (few events) is measured with waves interacting against a vertical wall. 
References: 
CEDEX, 2018. Ensayos en modelo físico sobre una sección tipo convencional de dique vertical, Madrid. 
Domínguez JM, Fourtakas G, Altomare C, Canelas RB, Tafuni A, García-Feal O, Martínez-Estévez I, Mokos A, 
Vacondio R, Crespo AJC, Rogers BD, Stansby PK, Gómez-Gesteira M. 2021. DualSPHysics: from fluid dynamics 
to multiphysics problems. Computational Particle Mechanics. 
Ursell YS, Dean F, Yu RG. 1960. Forced small-amplitude water waves: a comparison of theory and experiment. 
J. Fluid Mech. 7, 3–52. 
EurOtop, 2018. Manual on wave overtopping of sea defences and related structures. An overtopping manual 
largely based on European research, but for worldwide application.
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In reality, flash flooding induced by dam failure contains a considerable amount of sediments, which can cause 
significant loss of lives and properties in the downstream area. A numerical model using weakly compressible 
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (WCSPH) is developed to simulate sediment transport induced by rapid 
flows. As a key approach to track sediment transport, rheological models (Bingham-type, Bingham, Herschel-
Bulkley-Papanastasiou) in conjunction with different yield criteria (Mohr-Coulomb and Drucker-Prager) are 
implemented, and their performances are rigorously evaluated through reproducing three experiments of 
dam-break flow over movable bed. Numerical results from three cases reveal that HBP-MC combination is 
more stable and performs the best in simulating sediment erosion and free-surface induced by rapid flows. 
Whilst the DP yield criterion appears to over-predict sediment erosion for both PVC and sand bed 
experiments. The velocity is almost zero in the un-eroded sediment layer and increases in a logarithm manner 
in the eroded sediment layer while in an exponential manner in the fluid layer. The results obtained from the 
SPH simulation can reasonably explain the sediment-liquid interaction mechanisms, erosion and evolution at 
both microscopic and mesoscopic scales.
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Wave overtopping is one of the main causes for dike breaching. The average overtopping discharge is often 
used to describe the wave overtopping at dikes. However, the average overtopping discharges do not provide 
information on individual wave overtopping events. The overtopping flow on the crest and landward slope 
can cause infiltration and erosion at the landward side of dikes, which can finally lead to dike breaching. 
Therefore, the characterization of overtopping flow related to individual overtopping events on a dike crest 
provides important information for the safety assessment of a dike. Extreme flow velocities, layer thickness 
and volumes, which have a low probability of exceedance during a storm event, are usually used to 
characterize the wave overtopping flow. Some empirical equations are available to estimate the flow velocity 
and layer thickness. However, these empirical equations were derived based on the experiments performed 
mainly on the coastal structures that have a smooth straight waterside slope. Berms and roughness elements 
are widely used at the waterside slope of dikes to reduce the wave overtopping. It remains unclear if these 
empirical equations are applicable for the structures that have complex configurations. Besides, it is difficult 
and expensive to measure flow velocity and layer thickness in the physical model tests. Numerical model has 
become an important complementary tool with experiments to study the interactions between waves and 
coastal structures.  
In this study, we focused on the flow velocity and layer thickness related to individual wave overtopping 
events with a low probability of exceedance. The objective of our study is to investigate the effects of berms 
and roughness on the extreme flow parameters including flow velocity and layer thickness on the crest using 
OpenFOAM. The OpenFOAM model was validated by using both small-scale and large-scale experimental 
data. Based on that, the numerical model was applied to study the effects of berms and roughness elements 
on the flow parameters by changing the berm width and coverage length of roughness elements at the 
waterside slope of a dike. The model results show that the berms and roughness elements have a great 
influence on the flow velocity and layer thickness on the dike crest. A modification of the existing empirical 
formulas for estimating the flow parameters taking the berms and roughness into account was made based 
on the numerical results.  
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The National Laboratory of Civil Engineering (Portugal) is undertaking a characterization and feasibility study 
of a multifunctional submerged detached breakwater (MSDB) in front of Praia da Vagueira, in the central 
West coast of Portugal, for the Portuguese Environment Agency, I.P. (APA). The study zone includes a 620 m 
long seawall, built in 1978 and recently raised, and a groyne located at the southern extreme of the defence. 
It is intended that the MSDB is multifunctional, contributing, by order of priority, to: a) reduce the risk of 
coastal overtopping in the Praia da Vagueira urban agglomeration; b) promote the accumulation of sand on 
the emerged beach (salient growth), in front of the seawall, reinforcing the natural defense against erosion 
and coastal flooding, and improving the beach touristic use; and c) create conditions to promote surfing 
waves, boosting the economy associated with this activity. 
A physical and numerical modeling study was developed to investigate the last objective, i.e., the influence 
of the MSDB configuration and the local wave conditions in the surfability parameters. The hydrodynamic 
analysis is based on the parameters: surf line, Iribarren number, peel angle and wave height amplification. 
The Boussinesq-type COULWAVE model is used to study the wave hydrodynamics in the vicinity of the MSDB. 
The model was used for regular waves, forced by the wave height, period and direction parameters at the 
offshore boundary. Numerical tests were performed without and with the MSDB for wave conditions 
representative of the summer and winter maritime seasons. In the study area, the values of the significant 
wave height, the horizontal velocity near mid depth of the water column and at the free surface, the wave 
direction and the position of the breaking line were obtained. With these results, the surfability parameters 
which characterize the functioning of the MSDB in surfing were determined. Directions in the domain (which 
is not a direct result of COULWAVE model) were computed with DIWASP tool and the Direct Fourier transform 
method.  
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3D laboratory experiments were performed at one of LNEC’s wave basins at the reduced scale 1:65. Tests 
without and with the MSDB were performed in order to evaluate the wave breaking conditions.  
The results, from physical and numerical tests, were analyzed and compared in terms of significant wave 
height around the MSDB, breaking line location and length, Iribarren number and peel angle. The 
complementarity of the results improves the analysis on the ability of this structure to promote surf waves, 
one of this main goal.  
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Hydraulic turbines often operate at off-design conditions according to the energy demand which imposes 
variation of the guide vanes static loads at different turbine operating conditions.  
Francis turbine guide vanes' mechanical behavior depends on the magnitude of hydrodynamic forces and the 
location of the pivot axis both influencing the hydraulic torque. Therefore, it is significant to study the guide 
vane torque changes.  
Most suitable position of the guide vane axis can be determined aiming to obtain as low stresses and 
deformations as possible. For that purpose, the structural performance of a guide vane is predicted by 
simulating fluid and structure interaction (FSI). The Francis-99 model from the Waterpower Laboratory at 
NTNU is used as a test case. Water flow in the Francis turbine guide vanes cascade is modeled and simulated 
for different turbine conditions to determine the hydraulic torque variation for the actual axis location. A 
methodology for determining the guide vane pivot axis based on the criteria to obtain zero hydraulic torque 
at selected turbine operating condition (i.e. for lower guide vane opening) is presented. The structural 
behavior of the guide vane at the actual axis location and the proposed location using the presented 
methodology is compared for wider range of guide vane openings to confirm the improvement.  
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The modelling and measurement of the hydraulic flow conditions in partially-filled pipes is of great 
importance for a broad audience, from academia to industry. Partially filled pipes have many applications in 
industry, for example, the transport of wastewater in sewer pipes, the transport of food or personal care 
products, subsurface drainage and in the nuclear and petrochemical industries. Partially-filled pipe flow is an 
unusual class of open channel flow, the hydrodynamics of which are not fully understood. In particular the 
mechanism by which flow turbulence gives rise to water surface features (waves) in partially-filled pipes has 
not been fully explained. The dynamics of free surfaces is an emerging area of interest due to the potential to 
remotely infer flow properties from the surface behaviour.  
The present study has developed a unique experimental setup and has collected a large novel dataset. A 
Digital 3D Image Correlation (DIC) system (Q-400, Dantec Dynamics) was used to measure water surfaces in 
a partially-filled 290mm diameter pipe, which is effective for all the flows examined, with surface velocity 
from 0.35-0.64m/s. The water was first dyed white using TiO2 power to reduce the transparency, and the 
opaque water surface was viewed by two high-resolution digital cameras above the surface from two 
directions. A stochastic pattern was projected onto the surface by a HD projector, eliminating the need for 
physical seeding. The 3D fluctuation of the water surface was then obtained via a DIC algorithm. The 
advantage of this DIC method is that it is a low-cost, high precision seedless technique that is not affected by 
the high turbulence intensity. The main limitations of this method are that the streamwise particle velocity 
cannot be obtained (only wave velocity) and that areas of reflections and bubbles in images can result in noisy 
or missing data. Further study is required to assess applicability in a field environment.  
In addition to the DIC system, 7 non-equally spaced wave probes were placed downstream of the DIC 
measurement area to measure surface fluctuations at different streamwise positions, and the surface velocity 
was measured by timing a floating tracer travelling a known distance. The sub-surface velocity profile was 
measured by Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV). The accuracy, reliability and repeatability of data collected 
from various instruments have been compared and evaluated.  
A range of analysis methods (for example power spectrum, spatial correlation, frequency-wavenumber, and 
dispersion relation analyses) have been carried out to explore the behaviour of the turbulent structures in 
partially-filled pipes, and their role in generating free surface dynamics. This work will shed light on the nature 
of free surface dynamics in partially-filled pipes, and form an important step towards non-invasive 
measurement of pipe flow conditions beyond a simple measurement of surface velocity.  
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Most fundamental studies on the hydrodynamics and morphodynamics of a vegetated channel are usually 
based on small-scale laboratory experiments. In this context, whether or not knowledge obtained from those 
small-scale physical models can be applied for rivers, channels, and estuaries, has not yet been determined. 
To obtain more insight into the exchange processes between the floodplain and the main channel regions, a 
small-scale and a unique large-scale physical model of compound channels with and without vegetation has 
been conducted at the TU Delft Water Lab and the Korea Institute of Civil Engineering and Building Technology 
- River Experiment Center (KICT-REC), respectively. The flow field within the vegetation region was measured 
using the Nortek Acoustic Doppler Velocity meter (ADV). The experimental results indicate the presence of 
large vortex structures at the interface of the floodplain and main channel regions. The experimental data 
were used to verify momentum exchange models at different scales. Furthermore, numerical models 
mimicking those experiments were constructed in Delft3D. The experimental results were compared with the 
numerical results, showing the ability of the state-of-the-art model.
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The Federal Waterways Engineering and Research Institute (BAW), specifically the section River Engineering, 
examines the quantification of water level decline as a result of the excavation of solid rock riverbeds in 
certain parts of Germanys waterway network to improve navigability. 
 
In order to predict the effect on the water level in the intervention area, a scale model in a 35m long and 2.5m 
wide flume is being operated in the laboratory of the BAW. The purpose of this model is to simulate the 
hydraulic behaviour of solid rock river bottom topography by using gravel chippings with a narrow grain size 
distribution. While the hydraulic roughness of rock formations is not only expressed by the surface roughness 
but also the form roughness, it is crucial to reproduce the actual river bed’s geometry in order to replicate 
the effect of bedrock excavation. Therefore, the model setup contains the representation of the river bed 
topography according to the digital terrain model at a scale of 1:20 in the constructed model.  
 
To shape the gravel chippings into the original riverbed terrain, an innovative approach to create accurate 
topography in scale models has been developed, called the 3D-InversePrinter. As the name suggests, the 
method allows the terrain to be “printed” by removing material instead of adding it. This is put into practice 
by using an industrial vacuum system with a corresponding 3D traverse measurement system, which allows 
a precise motion of the vacuum device to remove material, accurate to a millimetre. The topography 
preparation is monitored by using a laser scanner to compare original and manufactured digital terrain model 
in the flume. 
 
The hydraulic effects measured in the physical model and the natural flow conditions are compared by 
examining the velocity profiles. In the river site, special acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) point 
measurements are used to generate a precise vertical velocity profile, while the physical model’s velocities 
are quantified by acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV). Comparing the velocity profiles, it can be shown that 
both the bed construction method and the chosen bed material are able to reproduce the hydraulic behaviour 
in the river flow with very high accuracy.  
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Debris in rivers harms flood control structures, navigation facilities, and hydropower plants. For small 
hydroelectric stations, the incidence of debris reduces its generation capacity, which generally occurs due to 
intake grid clogging. Trash booms are modular devices consisting of a partly submerged grid, pane, or rubber 
blanket attached to a buoyant body designed to retain and redirect floating debris to be adequately removed. 
However, their design requires an understanding of its resistance and debris-stopping capacity in complex 
flow and debris conditions, being experimental laboratory methods a reliable engineer way to identify these 
characteristics. This work aims to simulate a truncated trash boom model's operation through experiments 
in the Institute for Technological Research (IPT) towing basin, measuring forces and movements, and testing 
the model capability to retain and remove debris with a conveyor belt connected to the model, considering 
the presence of debris of different formats, densities, and volumes at different flow velocities. The 
experimental procedures cover the design and manufacturing of a 1:4 scale model, the instrumentation 
devices' assembly, the model's attachment to a conveyor belt at its downstream end. The tests showed an 
inverted relation of the flow velocity with the trash boom retention capability and the tension in the line, 
being influenced by the debris accumulation form and quantity. These results provide some understanding of 
the litter containment at fluvial areas and how that can be applied in the cleaning process of polluted rivers.
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Dikes are used around the world to protect the hinterland from flooding and are becoming increasingly 
important due to sea-level rise, subsidence of the hinterland, the increase in urban population, and more 
severe droughts and rainfalls. A significant part of the Netherlands is below sea level and is therefore 
particularly vulnerable requiring a risk-based approach resulting in tolerable failure probabilities for each dike 
section. To determine the failure probabilities each relevant failure pathway, consisting of multiple failure 
nodes, should be addressed.  
 
An important failure node is the failure of grass revetments due to hydraulic loading such as wave impact, 
wave run-up and wave overtopping. After failure of the grass revetment, subsequent nodes can lead to failure 
of the dike. The strength of a dike, therefore, depends on the erosive properties of its top layer consisting of 
grass and clay. These properties need to be accurately quantified to calculate the failure probability of a dike, 
which is challenging due to the complex character and heterogeneity of grass and clay.  
 
These properties are typically estimated using experimental methodologies, but these methodologies are not 
a suitable approach to collect the large amounts of data required to obtain better estimations. Large-scale 
facilities, such as large-scale flumes (e.g. Delta Flume), run-up simulator, overtopping simulator, and wave 
impact generator, are accurate but are, due to its scale and operability, considerably more expensive. Smaller 
devices such as the JET and HET are too small to account for the structure of clay and are influenced by local 
heterogeneity. 
 
It is critical to develop a novel and innovative experimental method with a suitable scale. This paper proposes 
the fire hose method, which is an easy-to-operate, medium-scale physical experimental device that applies a 
load in situ to test the erosive properties of grass and clay. This method only requires two people to operate 
and has been tested three times in the Netherlands with promising results.  
 
The experimental setup consists of a pump, a pressure hose, and a frame on which the nozzle is mounted. 
During the experiment, the grass revetment is loaded by a continuous jet of water. The erosion characteristics 
are measured throughout the experiment. The acquired data can be combined with large-scale methods, to 
strengthen the results and acquire, fast and efficiently, the necessary amount of data. 
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Estimating bedload transport characteristics gained importance in the last decades, due to technological 
advances. Most formulae were created referring to steady hydraulic lab conditions. Since hydraulic conditions 
in alpine streams and torrents are of a highly unsteady nature, tracer-based non-dimensional formulae seem 
a promising approach. In the past years, tracing single particles by passive RFID technology has proven best 
usability within alpine streams. Since RFID tags are small, inexpensive, and durable, the use in sediment 
monitoring applications is evident. Native or synthetic tracer stones can be detected with outstanding 
recovery rates. Since 2016, the Institute of Hydraulic Engineering and River Research (IWA) has applied RFID 
technology in two case studies. Both study sites are alpine streams with catchment sizes of 46 km² and 55 
km². At one study site a total of seven stationary antennas are in operation in the riverbed subdivided in three 
different locations. The second study site is equipped with two stationary antennas. Multiple stationary 
antennas provide a robust measuring setup and enable the measurement of travel velocities between the 
antennas. Mobile RFID units came into use in multiple search campaigns. Over 1000 native sediments were 
tagged and traced with mobile and stationary RFID applications in various campaigns. Thereby, the mean 
tracer velocity at a stationary antenna location was recorded with 1.06 ms-1 (Urslau). Mobile search 
campaigns result in much lower velocities of max. 5.0E-05 ms-1 (Strobler Weissenbach). Within one event, 
tracers can be transported over two stationary antennas, resulting in high velocities. In comparison, mobile 
search campaigns include multiple transport and resting periods, as well as immobile tracers which stay 
buried for long periods of time. Therefore, the velocities vary strongly.
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While wood in rivers constitutes an essential element for the regulation of stream power and habitat creation, 
large wood (LW) carried during floods poses a high risk for interactions with in-stream structures such as 
bridges, dams or weirs. Although significant damage or total failure of impacted structures is frequently 
reported, there are no field-scale data of LW impacts available to date. Thus, acceleration data from 
innovative inertial measurement units (IMUs), which are deployed in the course of the SmartWood_3D 
research project at the Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology (VAW) of ETH Zurich, were used 
to measure field-scale impact forces of transported LW during floods. The field experiments considered the 
release of up to four sensor-tagged prototype logs – SmartWood – at a time into flooded channels 
(approximately HQ₁) in Switzerland. Each SmartWood-log is fully debranched and measures 4.40 m in length 
at a mean diameter of 0.33 m. During the preparation of SmartWood in the laboratory, wood density 
decreased from 680 kg/m³ for the freshly cut and wet logs directly from the forest to 450 kg/m³ for the 
completed SmartWood logs at dry condition. The wetted density of SmartWood during the field experiments 
was roughly 500 kg/m³, yielding an impacting mass of roughly 188 kg. After SmartWood had been released 
into the channel, the logs were instantly mobilised by the high flow. On their journey downwards, complex 
LW dynamics were observed and successfully measured with high temporal resolution for the first time to 
the authors’ knowledge. Of particular interest were interactions of SmartWood with channel boundaries and 
in-stream obstacles (e.g., boulders). Deceleration of impacting logs were found to be significant, reaching the 
maximum measurable acceleration range (± 16 g) of the applied smart-sensors. The gained results contribute 
to a better understanding of LW dynamics in rivers and will help engineers to assess the vulnerability of 
existing structures as well as to improve the design of future flood-resilient structures in fluvial environments. 
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The surface image velocimetry was developed to measure river flow velocity safely and effectively in flood 
season. There are a couple of methods in surface image velocimetry. Among them a spatio-temporal image 
velocimetry is in the spotlight, since it can estimate mean velocity over a period of time. For the spatio-
temporal image velocimetry analyzes a series of images all at once, it can reduce analysis time so much. It, 
however, has a severe drawback to find out the main flow direction. If the direction of spatio-temporal image 
does not coincide to the main flow direction, it can cause a big error in velocity. The present study aims to 
propose a new method to find out the main flow direction by using autocorrelogram and the fast Fourier 
transform to a spatio-temporal (image) volume, which were constructed by accumulating the river surface 
images along the time direction. The method consists of two steps; the first step for finding main flow 
direction in space image and the second step for calculating the velocity magnitude in main flow direction in 
spatio-temporal image. In the first step an autocorrelogram was made from the spatio-temporal volume along 
the time direction. We analyzed this autocorrelogram by using FFT and figured out the main flow direction 
from the transformed image. Then a spatio-temporal image was extracted in main flow direction from the 
spatio-temporal volume. Once again, the spatio-temporal image was analyzed by FFT and velocity magnitudes 
were calculated from the transformed image. The proposed method was applied to a series of artificial images 
for error analysis. It was shown that the proposed method could analyze two-dimensional flow field with fairly 
good accuracy.
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The evaluation of fine sediment fluxes in rivers remains a difficult task, especially for the coarsest fraction in 
suspension, i.e. sand. For the clay and silt fractions, the assumption of a homogeneous distribution of the 
concentrations throughout the river section is generally valid. A single sample from the side of the river is 
then sufficient to evaluate the section-averaged concentration and grain size distribution. In addition, 
surrogate monitoring using turbidity sensors is nowadays commonly used to monitor SSC (Suspended fine 
Sediment Concentration) continuously. However, when dealing with sand, one observed large vertical and 
lateral gradients in concentration. There exists some technics to evaluate sand concentration continuously 
such as hydro-acoustics. However, these methodologies need to be calibrated with in-situ measurements of 
the total suspended sand flux. Such sampling campaigns, usually applied using suspension samplers, 
necessitate numerous water samples to describe the spatial distribution of sand concentrations. This is very 
time-consuming since the sampler needs to be brought back to collect each sample. Therefore, the 
description of the river cross-section is often limited to a relatively small number of samples. One solution 
could be the use of a pumping system. Indeed, by just modifying the position of the intake nozzle within the 
river section, one could get more efficiently a large number of samples. One issue is to sample using an intake 
velocity close to the streamflow velocity. Indeed, non-isokinetic sampling can lead to significant bias in 
concentrations and grain size distributions especially for sand. The objective of this work is to evaluate the 
capabilities of a peristaltic pump (Albin Pump ALP17) to sample sand suspension. Such peristaltic pump is 
robust and easy to deploy although their pumping power remains limited compared to immerged pumps. 
Tests have been performed in a test bench at the CNR, Lyon, France, where particles with a controlled 
concentration and velocity circulate through a pipe in a closed circuit. Calibrated turbidity sensors allow 
continuous measurements of the concentration and different intake nozzles allow sampling using a pump. A 
sensitivity analysis is made to evaluate the error in the pumped sand concentration depending on the intake 
velocity, the concentration, the orientation of the nozzle, etc. Eventually, the most important issue for the 
peristaltic pump appears to be its jerky intake velocity leading to instantaneous intake velocities larger than 
its average. Such behaviour induces larger sampling errors due to the difficulty to respect an isokinetic 
sampling. 
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The presence of obstructions in many flows of interest, e.g. wetlands, reactors, etc., will dictate their 
hydrodynamics. Understanding the interaction between the obstruction and the fluid is therefore crucial to 
investigate real life problems such as drag, energy balances, exchange rates and solute transport. This paper 
presents the results of a novel experimental setup designed to visualise and quantify both the velocity fields 
and dispersion in a flow containing a randomly positioned array of emergent rigid cylinders of different 
diameters at a fixed solid volume fraction. Both the diameter and spatial distribution of the cylinders have 
been proposed as a surrogate for emergent vegetation, based on measurements from winter Typha latifolia. 
This new experimental study involves the combined use of Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and Particle 
Image Velocimetry (PIV). LIF was employed to temporally and spatially resolve the concentration field from a 
pulse injection of fluorescent scalar (Rhodamine 6G) over three consecutive reaches. This spans a distance of 
4 metres, along a flume designed to simulate the conditions present in vegetated flows. The pulse injection 
allowed both longitudinal and transverse dispersion to be quantified from different source locations over a 
range of flow velocities. In addition to the concentration maps obtained via LIF, velocity maps were obtained 
using PIV, to study the hydrodynamic processes occurring within the spaces between a comprehensive 
number of cylinders. This was made possible using glass rods and cylinders over the 0.5 m x 0.3 m area of 
interest. 
 
Calibrations have been applied to account for laser light attenuation in the case of LIF, and illumination 
heterogeneities due to laser light refraction in the case of PIV, and to obtain a set of concentration and velocity 
maps. The results are presented at framerates and spatial resolutions high enough to resolve time-averaged 
quantities, as well as turbulent processes and coherent motions caused by the presence of the obstructions. 
The flow rates tested, as well as the scalar and vector maps obtained, reveal the effect of hydrodynamics on 
large scale processes such as mixing. The experiments undertaken for this research are, to the authors’ 
knowledge, the first ones that integrate velocity and concentration characterisation at this scale; and the 
results not only inform the physics of obstructed flows for a range of Reynolds numbers, but also serve as a 
blueprint for future experiments, and validation datasets for numerical models. 
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The river flow and the sediment that composes the riverbed are in constant interaction. The former, 
depending on its energy, can erode the latter and depose it somewhere else, while the riverbed poses 
hydraulic resistance. Despite its importance, this interaction still has undiscovered aspects and unanswered 
questions. In alluvial rivers, one important factor that describes its morphological changes is the bedload 
yield. Defining its value however, remains a complex task and as a result of that, solely theoretical approaches 
are not sufficient. Hence, the emphasis from laboratory measurements and empirical methods seems to be 
shifting towards the actual observation of nature on the field. In spite of this, the traditional sampling methods 
are biased and also energy consuming. The behaviour of the current sample instruments happen to be 
arbitrary and unreliable. For instance, the sampler can easily grab into the riverbed at the end of the 
measurement, filling itself with bedmaterial and adding its mass inseparably as an error to our result. This 
and other unreliabilities led to the need of new ways of bedload measurement.  
 
Nowadays, computer vision and image processing are swiftly spreading across all type of fields of research, 
replacing older measurement methods or opening up new aspects of observations. The field of 
hydromorphology is no exception. In the case of bedload, by applying underwater cameras on the traditional 
sampling instruments, we can observe their behaviour and adjust them accordingly. On the other hand, 
bedload yield may be estimated via certain image processing methods and further used to calibrate, or even 
replace, our regular measurements. The latter one also opens up the possibility of a faster and automatized 
bedload analysis. 
 
This paper explores the possibilities of applying such method in a large river (Danube), comparing video-based 
calculations to traditional ones. Our first set of results and experience will be presented along with further 
possibilities of improvements.
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As Ubertone’s first goal is to bring the UVP technology to more users and applications, we follow several RTD 
axes. One axis concerns the multiplication of measured velocity components along a profile, while keeping a 
high space-time resolution, which led to the UB-Lab 2C, launched in 2018, a commercial ADVP (Acoustic 
Doppler Velocity Profilers). Another axis is mobility and easy installation with miniaturisation and autonomy. 
First UVPs were of the size of PC towers. Ubertone released its first compact laboratory UVP in 2011, the UB-
Lab. Continuing in this direction, we launched last september 2020 the UB-Lab P, the world's first handheld 
UVP, a ready-to-use battery-powered instrument, with an embedded web-interface accessed by wifi. 
This presentation will focus on the UB-Lab P, with an application example on a physical model of a river 
section. 
The UB-Lab P with external power bank is attached to the carriage, which sends trigger signals to the UB-Lab 
P when measurements need to be recorded. 
Two diverging transducers allow to get average two-component velocity profiles, and a motor on the 
transducer holder allows choosing between U/W or U/V orientation. 
The first routine was to scan several transects and record continuously during the displacement, the trigger 
was set to low when transiting between transects. 
The carriage positions are recorded simultaneously and a specific script on the cloud.ubertone.eu allows 
synchronizing data from the carriage file with the UB-Lab P data. We also adapted our interface detection to 
obtain a robust and accurate measurement of the riverbed position. 
As for some discharge conditions, the signal was weaker, scatterers settling faster, another routine was to 
measure in fixed positions of the transect. Another script developed by Ubertone on the cloud then averages 
the data collected in each fixed position for a better spatial cover. 
In both scripts, the velocity data beyond the detected interface are kept out and the data are filtered with the 
Doppler signal-to-noise ratio measured by the UB-Lab P. U/W are processed from the monostatic velocities 
and the Doppler angles given by the user. Other entry parameters allow to take into account environment 
aspects such as model scale. 
This new compact and autonomous device makes the installation and integration of a UVP in lab setups easier, 
leading to more application possibilities. The UB-Lab P is a new powerful tool for measuring the velocity field 
in physical models for hydraulic research and engineering.
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The Spanish Government fostered since 2001 the creation of a network of hydrometeorological stations, the 
so-called Automatic Water Information System (AWIS). This data is a powerful tool both for water resources 
management and monitoring extreme events (floods and droughts), as well as it provides citizens with 
hydrometeorological information in real time.  
The development of the network is responsibility of the corresponding water agency. In the case of Northern 
Spain, the Cantabrian Water Agency (CHC) created its own AWIS in 2009. It offers real-time data on river 
stage, river discharge, rainfall and temperature collected at control stations. Its main objectives are i) to 
collect and increase the hydrometeorological information, ii) to manage water resources and optimise their 
allocation and operation, and iii) to monitor extreme events and prevent and minimise damages. 
In recent years, CHC has given a new impulse to the AWIS network. On the one hand, former stations have 
been refurbished. Lymnigraphers have been replace by automatic lymnimeters, and rain gauges and 
thermometers have been installed in all stations. On the other hand, the network is in constant expansion to 
areas where an information gap was detected. These new stations follow a low-cost installation and operating 
concept. They are equipped with a radar stage sensor, a rain gauge, and a thermometer, whereas a 
weatherproof cabinet houses the data acquisition and transmission systems. In both cases, former and new 
stations, power is provided either from the electric grid or, in case of remote locations, by solar panels. As a 
result of this strategy, CHC has unified management and currently has a single network of stations 
(approximately 100 points). 
A major shift in the current network are the communication system and data exploitation systems. We employ 
GPRS and M2M communication SIM cards (which guarantee a connectivity close to 100%) to report data every 
5 minutes. This data is stored in a Microsoft SQL database server operating in the cloud. Using the cloud has 
several advantages: 24/7 availability, accessibility, security, scalability, etc. 
Apart from all the previous, the data collected in CHC-AWIS is not restricted to its own stations. Since last year 
we exchange data with other networks from the agency itself, which provides AWIS with data from 
piezometers (aquifers) and stakeholders, and networks from other institutions such as the Spanish 
Meteorological Agency and other water agencies. The final target is to collect all the available water data 
which might be of interest to fulfil the three objectives above mentioned. 
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Turbulent swirling flow occupies attention of numerous researchers worldwide. In this paper will be 
presented experimental results of the turbulent swirling flow investigation behind the centrifugal pump in a 
specially designed experimental test rig with transparent sections. Experiments will be conducted with the 
one-component LDV (laser Doppler velocimetry) system. Axial and circumferential velocity components will 
be measured subsequently for two various pump rotation speeds. Pump head characteristics will be also 
measured for both speeds. Integral parameters, as well as turbulence characteristics will be presented and 
discussed. 
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Knowledge of materials and procedures that help reduce evaporation in reservoirs is considered extremely 
useful since it is known that this element of the hydrological cycle is important in the analysis of the operation 
of dams located in large rivers. An experiment was conducted to identify potential mechanisms for reducing 
evaporation in water-holding containers placed outdoors. For this, four samples were considered, one in 
which the container tank was left with the free surface uncovered to measure natural evaporation at the site; 
another container whose surface was covered by PET plastic bottles, with minor water disturbance 
numbering; an air inclusion mechanism with the help of a pump and plastic tube and a water mixing 
mechanism with the help of a submersible pump. The tests were carried out during the dry period  in central 
Mexico.  Non linear models. Non-linear models were obtained, with the help of genetic algorithms, to 
estimate evaporation as a function of measured climatological variables. 
After 125 days of measurements, it was obtained that covering the surface of the tank with the help of plastic 
PET bottles, helped to reduce natural evaporation by 58.44% in total days of measurements, followed by the 
recirculation of the water a reduction in the days of 42.85 % and finally with the air-inclusion mechanism a 
reduction the evaporation of 35.06% in total days was obtained, additionally the option of covering the water 
surface with PET bottles is a low cost procedure and only need some maneuvers of cleaning to avoid the 
proliferation of unwanted aquatic fauna. It is important to consider alternatives for covering materials such 
as high-density polystyrene spheres, which have lower impacts on water quality in the long term 
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Non-intrusive measuring techniques have attained a lot of interest in relation to both hydraulic modeling and 
prototype applications. Complimenting acoustic techniques, significant progress has been made for the 
development of new optical methods. Computer vision techniques can help to extract new information, e. g. 
high-resolution velocity and depth data, from videos captured with relatively inexpensive, consumer-grade 
cameras.  
 
Depth cameras are sensors providing information on the distance between the camera and observed 
features. Currently, sensors with different working principles are available. Stereoscopic systems reference 
physical image features (passive system) from two perspectives; in order to enhance the number of features 
and improve the results, a sensor may also estimate the disparity from a detected light to its original 
projection (active stereo system). In the current study, the RGB-D camera Intel RealSense D435, working on 
such stereo vision principle, is used in different, typical hydraulic modeling applications. All tests have been 
conducted at the Utah Water Research Laboratory.  
 
This paper will demonstrate the performance and limitations of the RGB-D sensor, installed as a single camera 
and as camera arrays, applied to 1) detect the free surface for highly turbulent, aerated hydraulic jumps, for 
free-falling jets and for an energy dissipation basin downstream of a labyrinth weir and 2) to monitor local 
scours upstream and downstream of a Piano Key Weir.  It is intended to share the authors’ experiences with 
respect to camera settings, calibration, lightning conditions and other requirements in order to promote this 
useful, easily accessible device. Results will be compared to data from classical instrumentation and the 
literature. It will be shown that even in difficult application, e. g. the detection of a highly turbulent, fluctuating 
free-surface, the RGB-D sensor may yield similar accuracy as classical, intrusive probes. 
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Spain is a country with a large number of old dams and, therefore, it is very important to check the hydraulic 
performance of its drainage structures, both to adjust them to the new regulations and to detect possible 
malfunctions through the use of much more advanced and precise tools than those existing at the time of its 
original design. 
Currently, the Hydraulic Laboratory of CEDEX is carrying out the hydraulic study of the spillway of the 
Pálmaces dam, whose inauguration dates back to 1954, although the spillway works ended in 1964. Hybrid 
modeling is being used for its analysis, combining physical modeling with a 1/40 reduced scale model and 
numerical modeling, in this case mainly three-dimensional. 
For the three-dimensional numerical models, the SPHerimental software, developed entirely by CEDEX, is 
being used. It implements the SPH method, Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics, a Lagrangian model of 
particles that, through an averaging technique, can solve the Navier-Stokes equations for three-dimensional 
flow. It has been developed using CUDA, which allows to take advantage of the computing power of GPU 
graphics cards and, consequently, to reduce calculation times considerably and to use supercomputing 
techniques in cheaper hardware. The pre and post-processing tasks are carried out with GiD and Nayade 
software. 
 
Initially, the spillway has been analyzed with numerical models, detecting possible areas of nappe flow 
separation or depressions. Subsequently, and continuing with numerical modeling, a solution has been sought 
with which these problems have been avoided. Finally, that solution is built in the physical model and it is 
verified that it works correctly. 
The joint use of numerical modeling and physical modeling makes it possible to take full advantage of both 
the advantages offered by each of them and the synergies generated by the joint use of both. The numerical 
one allows to analyze a greater number of possible solutions with a lower cost, in money, resources and time. 
It also allows to analyze larger geometries. The physical modeling makes it possible to quantify various aspects 
of the flow with greater precision, such as water levels, pressures on the contour surfaces, etc. At the same 
time, it allows to observe the behavior of the flow directly. However, where perhaps the most benefit is 
obtained from the joint use of both models is in aspects such as the possibility of calibrating the numerical 
models; the use of these ones to achieve a better design of the physical models; or the saving of time, money 
and resources in general, by being able to carry out a large number of tests on numerical models and leave 
for the physicals the definitive ones or those that, due to their simplicity, are easier to analyse in this type of 
model. 
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Data processing based exclusively on mathematical analysis is sometimes quite inadequate  to solve problems 
of unsteady-flow in open channels, for that reason in this work is developed a comparative study between 
the results obtained both experimentally and numerically from the reproduction of a water wave front caused 
by the sudden opening of a gate. The experiment consisted of storing a certain volume of water within a 
rectangular channel in such a way that the stored water was delimited by the initial wall of the channel and a 
gate. 
While strictly it is required to analyze the movement of water in three dimensions, due to the difficulty of the 
calculation and bearing in mind that the experiment does not present significant modifications in the 
acceleration in the vertical direction, it was decided to develop a numerical modeling with two-dimensional 
approximation (2D). In this way, the analysis starts from some simplifying hypotheses that facilitate the 
calculation without significantly damaging the results obtained in the flow modeling. 
The numerical modeling was carried out using Iber program, where some hydraulic parameters were 
established, the initial and boundary conditions of the experiment and subsequently the calculation was 
carried out with this model, in such a way that the values of the depths and velocities for different moments 
of time were obtained . Finally, these values were compared with the results obtained experimentally. 
The importance of the generation and modeling of a flood wave is to know the depths and velocities that can 
occur at the sudden discharge of a volume of water, this can be of great help in propagating the hydrograph 
formed, if an overflowing or failure of any hydraulic infrastructure intended to store large volumes of water, 
such as the rupture of a board or a dam, where it is extremely important to know the danger of flooding that 
may occur downstream of the curtain, as well as the potential risk that can be generated on people and their 
material goods, in this way, flood areas and times of occurrence could be defined, in order to elaborate 
protection plans to mitigate the damages caused. 
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Density currents are an important class of fluid flows that arise in numerous environmental scenarios in which 
buoyancy forces, generated by density differences, produce motions with large changes in the flow velocity 
and areas of intense turbulence. The interaction with bluff bodies increases the drag force acting on the 
current and provide additional mechanisms for entrainment, mixing, and energy dissipation. 
The aim of the present work is to investigate, numerically and experimentally, the interaction of a density 
current with an array of in-line rigid and emergent cylinders.  
The laboratory experiments were conducted in a horizontal and rectangular cross-section channel at the DEMI 
laboratory of Faculty of Science and Technology, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Portugal. The channel is 3.0 m 
long, 0.175 m wide and 0.4 m deep. The lock exchange technique was used to generate the density currents 
with a reduced gravity of 0.09 m/𝑠2 e 0.36 m/𝑠2. Both lock and ambient regions were filled up at same depth, 
equal to 0.2 m. The dense fluid was obtained by a mixture of fresh water and salt while the ambient fluid was 
obtained by a solution of clear denatured ethanol and fresh water. The amount of salt and alcohol used were 
defined in order to attain the target density difference ensuring the match between the refractive index of 
both fluids. The array consisted in 31 lines of three side-by-side bulk cylinders with 2 cm of diameter. Velocity 
fields were acquired with a using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system and density distributions were 
obtained by processing images acquired with a high speed video camera.  
The numerical modelling was performed using a LES OpenFOAM (Open Field Operation and Manipulation), 
which applies a finite-volume method to solve the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations. The subgrid-scale 
(SGS) stresses tensor is closed by assuming local equilibrium between the production and the viscous 
dissipation of SGS kinetic energy, and by using a turbulent eddy-viscosity hypothesis. The Smagorinsky model 
was employed. 
 
The results show that the current restructures macroscopically, gaining potential energy, when arriving at the 
vicinity of the array. The entrainment within the array was increasing at a smaller rate comparing to the case 
of an unobstructed current, indicating that the drag promoted by the array does not contribute to the increase 
in the entrainment.  
 
This work was funded by national funds through Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT) 
WinTherface project PTDC/CTA-OHR/30561/2017.  
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Rainfall plays a fundamental role in most of the Earth natural physical processes, such as river 
morphodynamics, erosion, or sediment transport. On the other hand, water resources are intrinsically 
dependent of human activities like water supply or irrigation. As so, an accurate quantification of rainfall is 
fundamental for water resources planning and management, the design of hydraulic structures, and to 
evaluate extreme events (droughts and floods), among others. This work presents a computational and 
experimental methodology using multilinear regression and algebra map supported by a geographic 
information system, for detailed rainfall mapping. The proposed methodology is supported by five phases: i) 
characterisation of the study area; ii) compilation, analysis and treatment of rainfall data; iii) definition and 
evaluation of physiographic variables correlated with rainfall; iv) multilinear regression to explore the 
relationship between rainfall and physiographic variables and, finally, v) generation and analysis of rainfall 
models using map algebra tools. This methodology was applied to the Southwest of the Iberian Peninsula 
(28,860 km2), in an area comprising four Portuguese regions and one Spanish province. Monthly rainfall 
records from a network of 235 raingauges was analysed, from which the datasets were completed from 163 
weather stations for the last four decades (1980-2020). For the multilinear regression, five physiographic 
variables were selected from an initial set of 10. These five selected variables (elevation, distance to coast, 
geographic coordinates (X, Y) and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)) were the ones with a 
stronger statistical correlation with the rainfall records. Finally, rainfall models for the wet and dry semesters 
were generated with the algebra map tools. Results from this study show that the proposed methodology 
based in physiographic models can be useful to estimate rainfall variability across space in regions with a 
lower density of raingauges, or to improve rainfall estimation between raingauges.
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Physical modelling in the laboratory environment is widely used to investigate fluid flows at hydraulic 
structures. Froude similarity results in significant scale effects in small laboratory models for flows involving 
air-entrainment, i.e. the entrapment of air bubbles into water. Such air-water flows are essential for many 
hydraulic applications and physical processes including spillways, hydraulic jumps, wave breaking, plunging 
jets and transport processes. All these phenomena are still modelled with Froude scaling even though the 
Reynold and Weber numbers are not correctly scaled.  This study introduces alternatives to Froude scaling 
laws, enabling the modelling of air-water flows without scale effects. Mathematically, this corresponds to the 
derivation of self-similar solutions of the governing equations for fluids, in other words, the properties are 
invariant with respect to the scale, i.e. no scale effects are observed.  
In order to derive the new scaling laws, the one-parameter Lie group of point scaling transformations is 
applied to the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, including the surface tension effect as a source 
term. The scaling relations are formulated for the initial-boundary conditions and for the variables, such as 
time, velocity, fluid properties, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent energy dissipation. 
A numerical validation of the obtained scaling laws is conducted for two air-flow processes, namely (i) a dam 
break flow interacting with an obstacle, generating a large deformation of the free surface, and (ii) a water 
plunging jet based on existing experimental results. Numerical modelling based on the Volume of Fluid 
Method implemented in the OpenFOAM v1706 Computational Fluid Dynamics package is used. All the 
boundary and initial conditions, including the fluid properties, are transformed with the novel scaling laws at 
different geometrical scales and the results are compared with results based on Froude similarity.  
The results show that velocity and turbulent kinetic energy fields are self-similar for both the dam break and 
the plunging jet. Although details in the void fraction on the plunging jet deviate with the scale, they show 
overall the same distribution of bubble entrainment over time. On the other hand, the results obtained using 
the traditional Froude scaling laws show significant scale effects. 
This work shows a numerical validation of the mathematical derived relations, which provide a formal 
procedure to obtain self-similarity. The proposed method shows also the potential to significantly improve 
laboratory-modelling of air-water flows. 
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The role of vegetation in general and mangroves in particular for the riverine, estuarine and coastal regions 
has been recognized in recent decades. For example, the complex systems of roots, stems, and canopies 
enable mangroves to absorb external forces such as due to tsunamis, waves, and currents. Though many 
studies have been conducted, they mainly focus on the attenuation of regular waves. The effects of wave 
non-linearity on wave height attenuation by rigid vegetation is not fully understood. A unique experiment 
mimicking the processes of wave attenuation was conducted at the TU Delft lab. Different wave 
characteristics, including regular, irregular, broken, and non-broken waves, were considered. It is suggested 
that the wave characteristics have significant influences on the wave attenuation processes inside vegetation. 
In this context, the wave height attenuation rate was described as a function of the Ursell number and the 
number of wavelengths. A numerical model mimicking the experiment was constructed in SWASH. The model 
was validated using the experimental data. The results suggest that the numerical model can well reproduce 
the transformation processes of the wave attenuation observed and measured in the experiment. Finally, the 
experimental data set was extended through the numerical model.
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Due to its alpine nival regime, the Arve River (F-CH) has a particularly heavy sediment transport causing 
frequent clogging of the Vessy right-bank fish pass. The Service industriel de Genève inquired a detailed 
analysis from the Laboratory for Applied Hydraulics of HEPIA Geneva-CH to develop a sustainable solution 
replacing the inoperative right-bank fish ladder by a bypass river. 
A hybrid modelling carried out on a movable-bed physical model and by 3D numerical simulation yielded a 
robust solution protecting the new bypass river from clogging. Arve’s bed-load is hence not transferred by 
the water intake to the bypass river, which is also protected from fin sediment deposit.  
The movable-bed physical modelling (scale 1:40) yielded a solution preserving the bypass river from Arve’s 
bed-load (Vecsernyés et al. 2019).  The developed double-groin structure implemented in front of the water 
intake deviates the bed load. The plunging flow observed between the groins engenders a scouring 
mechanism, which guarantees a clear waterway for fishes between the new fish pass and the Arve River, 
revealed also by KMnO4 dye tracer. This fish path persists even during low-flow conditions consecutive of 
high-turbidity floods. The dye tracer also highlighted varying conditions of turbulence behind the water intake 
and within its hydraulic works.  
All hydraulic works of the water intake as well as Arve’s local morphology were numerically modelled on Flow-
3D. Consecutive flood/low-flow conditions were tested by parallel numerical and physical simulations. 
The 3D numerical simulations helped to refine the double-groin arrangement and to reduce fine sediment 
deposit potential in front of the water intake. They yielded relevant results and an appropriate choice of the 
hydraulic structure behind the water intake too, preventing the new fish pass from clogging by fine sediment.  
Since the hybrid modelling provided a robust solution in complex hydrodynamic and sediment transport 
conditions the new bypass river and its hydraulic structures can be implemented in the Vessy meander of the 
Arve River. 
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Sediment transport in surface water bodies is a topic that is gaining increased relevance and scientific interest.  
With focus on sedimentation and re-suspension applied research is performed concerning rivers, channels, 
the coastal zone, reservoirs and floodwaters. Sediments are transported by water flow, and vice-versa 
sediments have an effect on flow, not only due to changes at the ground surface. That two-way coupling has 
to be taken into account when sediment transport is simulated in computer models. In this contribution a 
multiphysics approach of such a coupled model is presented. The shallow water equations (SWE) for water 
height and velocity are coupled with equations for particulate matter and bed-load. Using COMSOL 
Multiphysics software an implementation is presented that demonstrates the capability and feasibility of the 
model concept. The approach is applied to the problem of scouring and sedimentation at obstacles, which is 
particularly important for the stability of bridges across rivers and wadis. The study demonstrates that basic 
phenomena of sediment transport like scour creation and sediment deposition can be captured by the 2D 
coupled multiphysics approach. Further experimental and numerical research is needed to examine the its 
real capabilities and limits. In order to improve simulations with respect to field data, the proposed approach 
offers many options for the consideration of additional dependencies and processes.
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The aim of this study is to find an improved model for concentration profiles in turbulent flows. We 
investigated three parameters to improve concentration profiles: the inverse of the Schmidt number (β), eddy 
viscosity and the use of a fractional derivative order 0<α<=1 in the diffusion term instead of the traditional 
advection Diffusion Equation (ADE). We introduce a numerical scheme based on the L1 method to solve the 
fractional advection-diffusion equation (fADE) and make the following assessment: (1) β using the Rouse 
equation and (2) eddy viscosity profiles using the ADE and fADE. The results show that β depends on the flow 
and sediment characteristics while the assumption of equality between the eddy viscosity and the sediment 
diffusivity is inaccurate. For the eddy viscosity, similar results are obtained from the parabolic and exponential 
formulations, indicating a weak contribution of the vertical fluid momentum on sediment concentration 
profiles. Knowing the best values for the parameters, we resolved the fADE by numerically optimizing the 
value for α. Our results show an improvement provided by the fractional calculus (α<1) with respect to 
experimental data and demonstrated the non-local behavior of sediment distribution in turbulent flow.
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Large-eddy simulations of a sediment plume in turbulent channel flow differing in arbitrary fluctuations in the 
initial fluid velocity field are discussed. Results show dependence of the development of the sediment plume 
based on these turbulent velocity fluctuations. Differences between maximum and minimum streamwise 
extents of the sediment plume can amount up to 50% of the length of the sediment plume. Extreme cases 
selected based on maximum and minimum extents of the sediment plume are compared. Shape and extents 
are related to instantaneous fluid velocities in the area of the sediment plume, visualized using quadrant 
analysis.
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Embankment dams are very common worldwide for they often constitute cheaper alternatives to concrete 
dams. Yet, the stability of these dams can be jeopardised through different failure mechanisms. Moreover, 
the point of no return can be reached very rapidly and lead to progressive or sudden failure of the dam 
depending on the failure mechanism. Not only will the downstream reach then be subject to catastrophic 
flooding but the collapsed soil could worsen the downstream impacts. 
Despite the serious consequences that such failures can trigger, the processes behind them remain poorly 
understood and difficult to model comprehensively. In the context of the 6th Workshop on River and 
Sedimentation Hydrodynamics and Morphodynamics, an almost blind benchmark test was proposed to 
compare the performances of different numerical models able to simulate progressive dam failures. This test 
consisted of the failure by overtopping of an earthen dam with a breach in the middle of its crest and through 
which the erosion of the dam would progressively develop, vertically and laterally, as the discharge at the 
inlet of the reservoir was increasing. Despite the expected non-cohesive character of the dam material, a 
headcut formation followed by interesting circular erosion patterns were observed, both in the horizontal 
and vertical planes. Although the repose angles of the dam material were said to lie between 30° and 35°, the 
banks of the resulting breach showed very straight and even obtuse angles due to an unexpectedly high 
cohesive behaviour.  
Two depth-averaged finite-volume models were applied to this benchmark test. While the first model (WCM) 
decoupled the shallow-water equations from Exner’s one, leaving only weak links between the different 
operators, the second one (CM) solved them altogether. The WCM was able to reproduce most of the 
reservoir’s water level evolution and is hence supposed to rather accurately predict the evolution of the 
breach width. Conversely, the CM led to a faster erosion of the dam than expected, which led to a rapid 
decrease of the reservoir’s water level. Nevertheless, the CM showed fewer oscillations on the downstream 
slope of the dam once it was eroded and a lesser braided behaviour. Between the braids obtained with the 
WCM, straight remnants of the dam’s downstream slope appeared as unphysical. A bank-failure operator was 
hence used to wash these soil heaps out, but this tended to increase the width of the breach, which impacted 
negatively the correspondence between the experimental and numerical reservoir’s water level. Proper 
calibration of this bank-failure operator to cope with the apparent cohesion and to avoid unphysical soil heaps 
should be performed during the calibration stage that will follow the current blind stage. This second step 
should deliver more in-depth comparisons between the models’ results and the experimental data. 
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We investigate the rheological behavior of sheared sediment beds composed of polydisperse spherical 
particles in a laminar Couette-type shear flow. Classical scaling relationships for rheological quantities such as 
the macroscopic friction factor, the maximum volume fraction and the effective viscosities have become 
increasingly popular for closures of two-phase flow modeling, but rheological models have, thus far, been 
derived for monodisperse particles only. Our aim is to extend these considerations to a more realistic 
polydisperse particle distribution that covers the variance of fine to coarse sand grains, which corresponds to 
a non-uniformity factor of 10 separating the smallest from the largest grains. To this end, we present the 
time-averaged depth-resolved profiles of the relevant physical quantities that determine the rheology 
models, i.e. local shear rate of the fluid, particle volume fraction, total shear and granular pressure. The data 
was generated by means of fully coupled, grain resolved Direct Numerical Simulations using a combined 
Lattice-Boltzmann discrete-element method [1-3]. A total of 4 massively parallelized simulation runs of 
different uniformity with up to 26,000 particles were carried out on a supercomputer with 7680 processors 
and a runtime of 48 hours each. We compare our results against seminal rheology modeling frameworks of 
effective viscosities and the macroscopic friction factor. Hereby, we find good agreement for the 
monodisperse benchmark case, which demonstrates the applicability of our simulation approach to 
systematically investigate the effect of polydispersity on the rheological model. We utilize our results to 
improve upon classical rheological models by enhancing the parameterization of the empirically derived 
coefficients. Our data suggests that simple scaling laws can be used to predict these coefficients by explicitly 
taking the effect of polydispersity into account. 
 
 
[1] Bauer, M., Eibl, S., Godenschwager, C., Kohl, N., Kuron, M., Rettinger, C., Schornbaum, F., Schwarzmeier, 
C., Thönnes, D., Köstler, H. and Rüde, U., 2020. waLBerla: A block-structured high-performance framework 
for multiphysics simulations. Computers & Mathematics with Applications. 
[2] Eibl, S. and Rüde, U., 2018. A local parallel communication algorithm for polydisperse rigid body dynamics. 
Parallel Computing, 80, pp.36-48. 
[3] Rettinger, C. and Rüde, U., 2020. An efficient four-way coupled lattice Boltzmann-discrete element method 
for fully resolved simulations of particle-laden flows. arXiv preprint arXiv:2003.01490. 
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The Poechos Reservoir is the largest hydraulic work in Peru. It is located in the riverbed of the Chira River, 
specifically, 40 km northeast of the city of Sullana in the department of Piura. It serves as a regulator of large 
avenues and supplies irrigation to the Chira and Piura valleys. Among the structures that the reservoir has, 
there is a spillway with three radial gates, which allow the exit of a maximum flow of 5400 m3/ s. The flow is 
transferred and delivered downstream through a ski jump to a dissipation pool. However, the flow impacts 
on a hill located in front, preventing a direct exit of the fluid towards the channel of the Chira River. This 
recirculates the flow in the dissipation pool and consequently generates erosion in the vicinity of the 
foundation of the dam. 
In the present work, a numerical model has been developed, both of the ski jump and the dissipation pool, 
with the Ansys CFX program, which is a three-dimensional fluid dynamics software. The software has great 
fidelity, and it is capable of simulating and reproducing the fluid flow phenomena described in the previous 
paragraph. Numerical models in general, and therefore the one developed in this study, have certain stages 
that are elaborated step by step, which are: the definition of the problem, the preprocessing that includes 
the modeling of the geometry, the meshing and the configuration of the model, the solver and the post 
processing. In this last step the results of the variables of interest are displayed. It is important that the model 
has an adequate discretization of the domain, since this will determine its convergence and therefore reliable 
results will be obtained. 
The results obtained from the modeling are very close to those obtained in field measurements. Through 
calculations, these show speeds of up to 2.1 m / s located in the vicinity of the reservoir foundation. 
Consequently, it is concluded that erosion exists, since the surface of the dissipation pool is made up of sand, 
a material that does not resist the speeds that are generated. With the results of the modeling it has been 
possible to determine the alternative solution to the erosion problem. 
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Quantification of bedload transport in large rivers is of primary importance for river engineers, as this kind of 
sediment motion directly contributes to morphological changes of the river bed. However, direct 
measurement of bedload transport is challenging or even unfeasible in large rivers, especially during floods. 
Indirect sediment measurement methods are under development to overcome these difficulties, using 
acoustic and imaging methods, moreover, sophisticated, 3D numerical simulation tools might also support 
the understanding of sediment dynamics. This research introduces a 3D, nested grid based computational 
method to simulate the migration of bed forms, such as dunes and ripples, which, in fact, represent the 
bedload transport in large sand and even in gravel bed rivers. Two case studies were chosen to test the 
capabilities of the developed numerical tool: i) a large sand bed river, Mississippi in the United States at 
Vicksburg, MS; ii) a gravel bed river, Danube in Hungary.  
The computational model is based on the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations, completed with a two-
equation turbulence model. The hydrodynamic solver is coupled with different sediment transport models, 
and the model computes the temporally and spatially varying nature of the local morphological changes. In 
order to describe the migration of bed forms, representing much finer space scale than the actual sizes of the 
investigated river reaches, a nested grid based approach was tested. This technique enables a locally refined 
discretization of the computational domain in the zones of interest, i.e. in the vicinity of the bed forms. The 
two case studies represent different natures of large river beds. The Mississippi River can be characterized 
with 2-3 m high and 20-40 m long sandy dunes, whereas the bed of Danube River in Hungary consists of gravel 
dominated sediment, with 0.2-0.3 high and 5-10 m long ripples. For model validation purposes, detailed, 
repeated multibeam scannings were performed at both sites, providing high accuracy bed elevation 
difference maps. These maps could directly be compared with the simulated ones. The validated simulation 
tool provides novel insights into both the locally complex hydrodynamic features and the related sediment 
movements, furthermore, it can be of great use to quantify bedload transport in flow conditions when 
measurements can hardly be performed. 
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Sand dunes are large-scale rhythmic bed patterns which occur in estuaries. Their wavelengths are of the order 
of tens to hundreds of meters, and they have heights on the order of meters. Estuarine sand dunes are subject 
to a complex mixture of marine, riverine and estuarine-specific processes. One of such processes is the 
estuarine circulation, which is a tide-averaged circulation with a seaward component near the surface, and a 
landward component near the bed. Here, we investigate the effect of two sources of estuarine circulation 
(gravitational circulation and tidal straining circulation) on the dimensions and dynamics of sand dunes.  
 
To do so, we develop an idealized process-based morphodynamic model which describes the motion of water 
(forced by river and tide) over a mobile sandy bed on a local model domain. Here, ‘local’ means that we 
describe relevant physical processes on a model domain the size of one sand dune, implying that large-scale 
variables (e.g. salinity and stratification) are imposed diagnostically on the local domain. 
 
With this model, we then perform a linear stability analysis, which reveals whether and how small-amplitude 
perturbations in a flat bed will grow or decay; i.e., they show whether the environmental conditions favour 
dune development or not. Furthermore, the model shows the wavelength which grows fastest from a flat 
bed, as well as the corresponding growth rate and migration rate.  
 
In our model formulation, the gravitational circulation is induced by an external baroclinic forcing; tidal 
straining circulation is represented through an eddy viscosity parameterization which depends on the 
gradient Richardson number (and therefore on the local shear and vertical density gradient). Through this 
parameterization, the turbulence model captures the reduced mixing due to stratification.  
 
Model results show that both types of circulation (gravitational circulation and tidal straining circulation) are 
well-represented by the model. Furthermore, the model shows that sand dunes develop from a flat bed, and 
that they migrate upstream (i.e., against the river flow) when the estuarine circulation is strong compared to 
the river flow velocity.
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In experimental tests on scour around bridge foundations, the current approaches for scour monitoring rely mainly on 
visual point-wise measurements, which may provide less accurate estimates of scour and its effects. Meanwhile, 
methods for characterizing scoured hole surfaces have been developed. More recently, approaches making use of three-
dimensional (3D) point cloud and digital elevation models (DEMs) have shown the ability to describe the scour hole 
geometry at bridge foundation models (piers or abutments) with high accuracy levels. However, the available methods 
are intended for the characterization of the scour hole patterns under drained conditions, i.e., without the effect of 
flowing water. Thus, the need to develop a system capable of continuously monitoring the evolution of scour at bridge 
foundations, without interruption of the flow, emerged. 
 
Few studies have been devoted to the continuous monitoring of the scouring process, consisting of: (i) photogrammetry-
based methods, by using a pair of cameras and algorithms for camera calibration, image rectification and stereo-
triangulation; and (ii) laser-based approach with a laser source and a camera. The results obtained from these 
investigations shed light on the need for further studies to better monitor the scouring process around bridge foundation 
models, taking advantage of the increasing development of the technology of submersible cameras and underwater 
processing tools.  
 
A new methodology was developed in the present study to obtain two-dimensional (2D) scoured bed profiles for a 
continuous/non-stop monitoring of the scouring process. Four submersible action cameras (Action Cam NK 3056 Full 
HD, waterproof with remote control, 12 MP resolution) were used for the acquisition of synchronized underwater images 
of the scour holes developed and surrounded affected areas. Since the cameras’ disposal is not universal, several 
preliminary tests were conducted in order to ensure that the selected structure did not unduly disturb the scouring 
process. A data set of large field views was produced using the cameras, not only due to their ultra-wide-angle lenses 
but also owing to their strategic displacement around the bridge pier model. The tests were performed in the Portuguese 
National Laboratory of Civil Engineering (LNEC). 
 
By processing each sequence of images and running a python code to detect the sand-pier border line for certain instants 
of the scouring experiment, it was possible to obtain the scour hole evolution in the form of 2D bed profiles. The 
developed algorithm has been verified as accurate by comparing its results against the point-wise scour depth 
measurements. The results allowed the temporal characterization of the scouring process taking advantage of the 
increasing development of the technology of submersible cameras and processing tools. Thus, the proposed 
methodology has delivered promising results for studying the phenomenon in the vicinity of bridge pier models in an 
experimental environment. 

 


